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MAX PLOWMAN AND BLAKE

BY

R. H. WARD

Max Plowman and Blake were men of the same

kind. They were even writers of the same kind,

though that statement needs explanation not only

because “a writer” is scarcely a proper description

of Blake, who was indistinguishably writer and

visual artist, but also because Plowman, though he

published four volumes of verse,* was not in the

obvious sense a writer of the creative and imagina-

tive kind: with the exception ot the verse, and

although he attempted both novels and plays, his

small output of published books do not take the

forms usually taken by the creative im^nation.

Yet it remains true that Plowman was the same kind

of writer as Blake because whatever he wrote was

essentially imaginative; that kind of writer is

imaginative when he is writing criticism or a

catalogue note for an exhibition or letters to his

friends. In other words Plowman was, like Blake,

an imaginative man, and whatever such a man
does from the fullness of his nature is imaginative

likewise, while there is a sense in which the writing

of books, if that happens to be one of the things he

does, is a by-product of his imaginativeness as a

1 First Poems (Sidgwick and Jackson, 1913), The Golden Here^ (Privately

printed, 1914), A Lap Full af Seed (B. H. Blackwell, i 9^ 7)> ^ ^
Stubbk (C. W. Daniel, 1920),



man. Nearly all Blake’s creative enei^ went, as far

as we know, into his works. Comparatively little of

Plowman’s went into his books; much more went
into his life and his personal relationships, though

these are only incidentally the business of this fore-

word to his Introduction to the Study of Blake, the chief

object of which is to show that the word poet, in its

original sense ofmaker, applies to both Plowman and
Blake in the same essenti^ way.

Plowman, then, understood life and human
psychology in Blake’s terms, and that is why, when
he came to interpret Blake’s works, he was able to

achieve a degree of clarity concerning them which
very few of the many others who have made the

attempt have approached. He s|>oke Blake’s

language, which is essentially the language of the

soul, and for that reason alone a “dead” language

for many of us; but he was bilingual and spoke our
vernacular too, so that his interpretations to us of

what Blake had to say, and said by means of

symbols, are just and faithful ones. But the under-

standing which he shzured with Bleike was not

something with which he was bom fully equipped.

In one sense we are all bom poets, if only because

the creative spark is in all of us, but whether we are

still poets in the creative sense by the time we are

adult, and whether again we are able by then to

convey to others our creative vision, depends on
many things. Among them it depen(fc on whether
we have been fortunate enough to have realized what
Keats meant when he called life in this world
a “vale of Soul-making;” on whether we have, in

ppr journey throng that vale, accepted what Blake
meant by Experience, and so cnterwl that different

'vni
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state of consciousness which he meant by Ime^na-
tion ;

on whether, in Plowman’s homelier worcfe, we
have “been through the hoop” and found a new
world and a new life on the other side of it.

So something must be said of certain aspects of

Plowman’s own life as a “vale of Soul-making,” for

that may explain, among other things, why he

wrote no more than he did, able though he was to

write as well as this bc«>k demonstrates, but said

that “writing books is an act of friendship—or a

waste of time,” and remained during his hTe more
or less unknown to the general public: it is difficult

to make a personal friend of the general public,

while acts of personal friendship of one kind or

another were the prime consideration for Plowman,

and for him gave life its meaning.

He was bom in North London in 1883, one of a

family of seven, and strictly brought up according

to the principles of the Plymouth Brethren, from

which peculiarly narrow kind of Christianity he

spent many years freeing himself; and to what

extent he did free himself this book testifies. He was

not robust as a boy and in consequence was

educated at several different schools, the last of

which he left when he was sixteen. He worked for a

decade or so in his family’s brick-making business

at Edmonton, where he became increasingly con-

vinced of the inhumanity of the values underlying

industry and commerce; -and he was further

convinced of it when later he worked in a bookshop

in the City of London. Meanwhile he had, almost

from his school-days, been teaching himself to write,

for the most part in verse. He married in 1914 and

at the end of that year he enlisted, at first in the



R.A.M.C., since he hoped that there, even in the

midst of the open warfare which was only a yet

more glaring example of the operation of inhuman

values, he could be more constructive than destruc-

tive; but “Who am I that I should say to another

man, ‘You do my killing’?” he wrote to a friend,

and later he transferred to an infantry regiment,

and with it served in France. In 1917, after being

buried by an exploding shell, he was invalided home
with concussion.

Those are facts, but this book has something to

say about the difference between facts and the

truth, and the truth of Plowman’s experience of the

war of 1914-1918 is that from that burial in the

blood-stained earth of France something in him
arose to a new life. In the trenches he had looked

repeatedly on death; but it was life which he saw
beyond it: the inalienable right of every human
creature to live his life, of which right modem war-

fare was the explicit denial. So that, to return to

facts, he wrote to his commanding officer, resigning

his commission “on the ground of Conscientious

Objection;” later he wrote that he “came out of the

army just because I couldn’t stay in it.” He was
court-martialled for disobeying orders and dis-

missed; later he was sent before a tribunal for

conscientious objectors and told that he must find

“work of national importance,” an order which
again he did not obey; and when the war ended in

1918 he was waiting to be taken to prison. His
experience of the war was cardinal in the exact

sense that much was to hinge upon it. It was a
turning-point, and one of several. He had “been
through the hoop,” though not for the first time or



the last. Much tiiat happened to him, ofwhich there

is no room to speak here, was of this cardinal

nature, experience on the far side of which he saw
a new reality.

Meanwhile he had been in 1913 to the Tate
Gallery to see an exhibition of Blake’s pictures, and
had determined then to make what he called the

“voyage of discovery” which shoiild take him to

Blake’s imjginative country and far into its hinter-

lands, though a decade was to pass before the

voyage began in earnest. In the years following the

war of 1914-1918, however, the voyage of discovery

was made, and in 1927 An Introduction to the Study of
Blake was published.^ His “Everyman” edition of

the Poems and Prophecies of William Blake, with an
introduction which no student of Blake should miss,

appeared in the same year,* as also did “A Note on
Blue’s Marriage of Heaven and Hellf which is

appended to the facsimile edition of that work, the

publication ofwhich® was undertaken on Plowman’s
initiative. His essay, “William Blake and the

Imagination of Truth, followed in The Adelphi in

1930. For other references of Plowman’s to Blake,

and an account of his work for Geoffrey Keynes on
the Nonesuch Edition, his letters® should be con-

sulted. They are highly revealing both of Blake and

of Plowman in relation to Blake; which phrase is

^ By J. M. Dent and Sons.

® Poems and Prophecies by WOliam Blake, edited, with an introdnctic», by
Max Plowman. (Evcryman*s Library Now 79a. J. M. Dmt and Sons%)

® By J. M, Dent and Sons.

^ Reprinted in The Right to Um, E^ys by Max Plowman, edited by

D.L,P., and with an introduction byJohn Middletcm Murry, (Andrew

Dakers, 1942.)
® Bridge mto the Future^ Letters of Max Plowman, edited by DvL.P.

(Andrew Dakers, 1944-)
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used advisedly, for it can be said that between the

two a personal relationship had been established,

and that it was as a person that, according to his

own genius. Plowman knew and loved Blake. In that

sense the writing ofAn Introduction to the Study ofBlake

was indeed “an act of fiiendship.”

Some other biographical and bibliographical

facts relating to the years between the wars are

briefly as follows. Plowman wrote much for The

Adelphiy of which John Middleton Murry was

editor, and from whom Plowman, together with

Sir Richard Rees, took over the editorship from

1928 to 1931. Later again, in 1938 and until the end

of his life in 1941, Plowman was the sole editor of

The Adelphi. But journalism is scarcely a just word

for his contributions, whether to that magazine or to

others, as the posthumous collection of his essays.

The Right to Live, makes plain; it is probable that

Plowman never wrote anything which was in its

nature ephemeral, or was not “proved up>on the

pulses” of his own nature.

He wrote as well three books which are more or

less directly the outcome of the first world war, and

these at once carry ixs back to that cardinal experi-

ence and forward to the last phase of his life. War
and the Creative Impulse was published^ in 1919, and

in 1927 (evidently the annus mirabilis for his publi-

cations) A Subaltern on the Somme^. It is much to be

regretted that this book is out of print; it is an

autobiographical account of his soldiering, as

humorous as it is compassionate, and one of the

m(Bt valuable, if one of the least valued, of that

Bmidfcy
* A 0m hf •‘Marl: Sevm.** (J, M. Dent and S<»s.)



spate of “war books” which came from the prases

in the ’twenties. The last of his books published in

his lifetime is The Faith Called Padfism^^ which could

only be regarded as being “propaganda” for

pacifism if a confession of faith were ever in a true

sense propagandist; and this book’s title is exact.

Certainly pacifism, as a dynamic and as anything

but a negative “war resistance,” was an s^pcct of

the Christian’s faith in humanity which led the

Rev. H. R. L. Sheppard to ask in the ’thirties for

the signatures of men who could say that they

renounced war and would not support another, and

to form, when the response to this essentially

revolutionary declaration was great, the Peace

Pledge Union as a way of implementing it; and it

was Sheppard’s reading of The Faith Called Pacifism

which led him to ask Plowman to become the

Union’s general secretary.

Here was a clear parting of the ways. When he

met Sheppard he had for some time been contem-

plating a book which wzis to be a study of Shake-

speare’s plays
;
parts of it which have been published,

notably “Some Values in Hamlet”^ one of the

brightest gems of the vast literature concerning that

play, indicate what its quality might have been. But

Plowman became the Peace Pledge Union’s general

secretary from 1937 to 1938, and nothing more was

added to the b<wk on Shakespeare. The choice he

made was characteristic, however, since it was one

between literature and persons whose right it was

to live; for of the comparative value of these

Plowman was never in doubt. It was as a defence of

^ J. M. Dent and Sons.

® In Th$ Mght to liw, where sec alro “Notes on Macimtky^^ etc.
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the right to live that he saw pacifism and the

fellowship of th<»e seeking the things which

belonged to their peace; and it was still so with the

work which, once war had broken out again in i939>

Plowmzm undertook at Langham, near Colcheter.

There he made himself responsible for a number of

persons, elderly |)eople evacuated from London,

young people directed by the tribunals for con-

scientious objectors to work on the land, and a

company of travelling actors, to say nothing of The

Adelpki magazine and the human values for which,

under his editorship, it continued to stand in those

days of man’s declared inhumanity to man. Indeed

it was at Langham that the nature of this final

choice became fully manifest. Of the making of

books there is no end, and others could make them.

Ofthe savii^ of life the end at that time threatened;

it might still be possible to establish at least a small

cell of a decent and truly conscientious society

based upon values such as Blake had understood,

and expressed when he said, “Everything that lives

is holy.” It is not extravagant to say that Plowman
offered his life for those values, both earlier and

again now, when he failed, as the world counts

f^ure: over-worked, over-burdened, with littie

responsible assistance and with few to share his

vision and some to betray it and him, he died in the

early summer of 1941 at the age of fifty-eight.

The values for which Plowman lived and died he

set down, a credo if ever there was one, in this

Introduction to the Study of Blake. For although it is a

book about Bl^e and his symbols and their mean-
ii^s, it is something more; it goes beyond Blake and

bwomes universal and timeless, as Blake’s own work
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did. So it is a book alxjut religion, which Blake said

was brotherhood
;
wherefore it is already far removed

from the religion of the churches as we know them,

and the nearer to that of Jesus, “the Divine

Humanity,” the incarnation of the “Poetic Vision.”

This is the right by inheritance of those sons ofman
who, leaving the Innocence of childhood for the

Experience ofmanhood, attain in turn Imagination,

whc»e “shaping power” it is to transform man’s
understanding of himself and of his world.

There have been many other books about Blake,

before and since, and some of them illuminate him
and his works, while others obscure them. Blake,

like Jesus himself, is one of those extraordinary men
whom almost anyone can attempt to seize upon,

only to find that he has disappeared from in the

midst of them. The Jungian psychologist can see

Blake in the Jungian imz^e; but Plowman has the

answer to him when he says that “we must beware

of the fools who, finding similitudes between his

conclusions and theirs, will think they have Blake

summed up when they have translated him into the

popular pjsycho-analytic jargon of the day.” The
social scientist can see him as the p)ersonification of

protest against the “satanic mills” of the Industrial

Revolution; but he is answered in the words of

Professor Bronowski: “Of course there have been

cranks, in Blaike’s lifetime and since, who have

merely forced their own system into Blake.” The
wanderer in the Celtic Twilight can encounter an

appropriately shadowy Blake there; but Plowman,

who regards Blake’s works as “an immense library

of illumination,” says that such fantasy-makers

obscure him not merely in a twilight, but in “a great

XV



London fog.” Something can no doubt be said for

all approaches to one whose vision was as universal

as Blake’s; each ofthem will inevitably demonstrate

some aspect of his truth. Plowman would have been

far from claiming to demonstrate the whole of it.

But he spoke Blake’s language and had his under-

standing of it from the same sources; for he was one

“to whom nothing is true that he has not experi-

enced.” “What Blake ultimately demands,” he says

in the book which follows, “is power of vision equal

to his own,” and he fulfils that demand himself in

an extraordinary degree.

When An Introduction to the Study ofBlake appeared

The Manchester Guardian’s reviewer called it, prob-

ably with irony, “the work of a whole-hearted

enthusiast,” and added that its author “considers

that Blake was not only one of our greatest lyrical

poets but also one of the world’s great thinkers, far

beyond Milton in the scope and clarity of his vision

and comparable only with Dante;” which “repre-

sents exactly what I do think,” Plowman com-

mented. As to being a whole-hearted enthusiast for

Blake, he says elsewhere that the book “was written

from the heart,” and in that connexion it may be

remembered that Beethoven, a contemporary of

Blake’s and another who spoke the language of the

creative imagination, said that what comes from the

heart goes to the heart. With that some who read

this book wall agree.

In other words, this is not a critical work; it is

an intepretative one, which is something different.

As Plowman also said, “Criticism wdthout creation

is mere intellectueil anatomy,” and the anatomists of

the Blake corpus are no more capable of finding his



soul than an anatomist conducting an autopsy on

the corpse of any man is capable of saying where in

that corpse his soul resided while he lived, or where

it is now to be found. But a book which imj^na-

tively interprets another man’s writing, and so is

not critical in the merely anatomical sense, is

inevitably an account not only ofthe soul of the man
whose writings it illumines, as this book is an account

of Blake’s soul ;
it is also an account of the soul of

him who interprets, as this book k an account of

Max Plowman’s, And perhaps it was with a touch

of unconscious prophecy that he suggested that “a

great life follows the pattern of art in its explication.

It becomes comprehensible in the same degrees with

which great art grows to acceptance.”

Blake’s art has grown to acceptance since the days

when it was totally neglected or dismissed as the

work of a lunatic; but if nowadays we can see that

Blake was “one whose portrait time has chiselled

in marble and set in the sunlight,” for that very

reason it may be p)ossible to see that time has also

been at work, obscurely but surely, on the portrait

of Max Plowman, though it has had to work from

scant material, and perhaps against an unpropitious

Zeitgeist. There is a sense in which Plowman, who
lived so vividly in his own present, lived therefore

for the future. His prophetic vision, like that of

Blake and of all “Gtod’s spies,” was a vision of this

world as a redeemed world, or a vision of the

pK>tential nature ofman’s consciousness
;
while it was

as realistic as the p>oet’s vision always is, and in the

fullness of time is always shown to be. God’s spies

live and work in the past to redeem the future, and

that future becomes in time our present. The re-



i^uc of this book some forty years after it was
written may weil be a sign that the sunlight is

loginning to fall on time’s portrait ofMax Plowman.

1966.
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

In the following essays I have trial to Indicate cer-

tain ways of approach to the poetry of WiUiam
Blake, in the ho|x: that those who have some appre^

ciation of that poetry, but only limited opportuni-

ties for close study of it, may be encouraged to

follow their inclination still fiirthcr. Many who
enjoy the Songs oj Innoceme and Experience are dis-

couraged when they come to the so-calloi Prophetic

Books because, quite pardonably, they do not know
the way to read Blake. They are distracted by his

symbolism and disturbed by his want of logic. They
puzzle their brains for a while and thai give up. It

is aU too obviously mystifying.

When first I b^an to read Blake seriously I

thought a complete glossary of his symbols and a
precis of his myths must be ^ential. So I bought

the Quaritch edition and on a memorable holiday

b^an reading with a friend the exposition of Mr.

Ellis. We had not gone far before the sound of the

re^er’s voice and the expression on the hearer’s

face made imperative the question, “Understandest

thou what thou readest?” And the answer bong in

the negative, we laughingly dropped the wdghty
volumes (two of ElHs and one of Blake) and wait
for a bathe. Such treatment was criminally unfair

to Blake and not wholly just to Mr. EUis; but we
were young, and Blake is strong meat for babes.

Still, I fancy the madoit must be typical, baause
many anotha must have felt that however kmg Art

xnc



may be, Life is short, and a poet who stands in need

of all that explanation has only himself to blame if

he waits to all eternity for readers.

We come to that conclusion whenever we r^ard

Blake as an intellectual problem. He is not that. He
is «>metMng veiy different: much more subtle, much
more delicate, much more worth while.

Bialik is like music. Musical instruments with the

same vibrations are, I believe, capable of respond-

ing to one another: a note sotmderf on one will call

forth a spontaneous response from another tuned to

the same pitch. The poetry of Blake is analc^oris.

The rrader must be in tune: in tune to some extent

wiS Blake, but still more in tune with himself. He
must be imaginatively awake, intellectually keen

and frankly wholehearted. If not, he will usually

hear nothing but the most terrible dissonance.

Moreover, he must be ready to give his ordinary

critical faculty a good rest. While we are on the

road to the understanding of Blake, it is useless to

read him critically. Above all, we must not expect

to find the music on any kind of annotated pro-

gramme. We must listen, intently and patiently and
not be too readily discouraged by inharmonious

sounds, but wait until we hear a phrase that deeply

pleases us. When we hear it, we do well to remember
it, for that phrase is probably our clue to the whole
symphony. Yet having found a response, we must
not be misled into thinking that mere intellectual

effort will now bring all the remaining dissonance

into harmony. It will not. Such frantic efforts firus-

trate themselves, as Mr. ElHs’s heroic work very

often shows. We must continue to be harmonious,
patient, susc^tible, responsive; for Blake’s poetry

XX



is a spiritual hannony, to be cnjoy«i and imdcr-

sttxxi according to the measure in which the reader

is himself spiritually harmonious.

To say this is not to decry the otcellent work of

exposition that has already bmi done, especially

by such a keen student of Blake’s sources of inspira-

tion as Mr. Foster Damon. To our present immature
comprehension of Blake, such work is invaluable,

and I gladly take the opportunity ofacknowledging

my especial indebtedness to this transatlantic friend

who has done more than anyone to open up Blake’s

labyrinths. To his book these essays are as a more

footnote. But Mr. Damon would be the first to agree

that since Blake’s appeal is primarily and finally a

direct one, all that is of real value in Blake can only

be obtained by the individual through the exercise

ofhis own imagination in direct contact with Blake’s

written words. Blake described his work as vision,

and vision can only be seen by individual imagina-

tion: it cannot be seen through the eyes of another,

nor by the aid of the most powerful microscope or

telescope ofencyclopaedic commentary.

Thus I regard the p>ortions of this book which

attempt exposition as the least satisfactory. I have

been sedulous to avoid the repetition of other

people’s discoveries, but I would beg the reader not

to allow any interpretation ofmine to stamd l^tween

him and his own unaided pleaisure. The desire to

share that pleasiue he will, I hope, find imperative;

but it is a pleasure that can hardly be transferred.

At ainy rate, only by subtler means than those at

my command can the de%ht be transmitted which

comes when the apparent veils fall away and the

poet’s vision becomes clear. All I hope to have done



h to have indicated the way in which this is most

liidly to happen.

Every b<K>k is in some degr^ the record of an
adventure. Obja:tively, the degree is small in the

case of ten short and rather latoured ^ays. Never-

dteiess, subjwtiveiy they stand for an adventure

that is unique in any lifetime. That is perhaps a
{Ku:sonal confession; but as the discerning reader

cannot fail to notice a progre^ion, I would ask him
to rranemlw the adventure ofJohn Bunyan’s pil-

grim. Then, if he win read the e^ays in the order

they WCTC written, he will, I hope, find, even here,

similar steps upon the same journey.
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CHAPTER I

CORPOREAL UNDERSTANDING

Some years agso, about the time when my old nurse

was beginning to think less highly ofherself than she

ought to have thought, brcausc she could neither

read nor write, I remember that a grave axid very

learned member of the English nobility set himself

the arduous task of deciding which were the hun-
dred best books. Whether he succeeded to his satk-

facdon or not I do not know, but in due time The
Hundred Best Books were published. It became my
ambition to acquire them so that I might at least

posses foundations for an educatai mind, but this

ambition went the way of many another, and now
I do not even remember the names of the hundred
best books. I recall them only to wonder whether

they included The Works of William Blake.

I am afraid they didn’t; and for my part, just at

this moment, I confess to a frame ofmind in which,

were I offered the ninety and nine or the one that

had gone astray, I should prefer the sheep that was
lost and read Blake even in preference to the Koran.

Such is human j>erversity, and such the uyustice

done to those who, in Francis' Thompson’s phraai,

“kept indomitably planting in the defile offame the

established canons”.

Within the past hundred years critic after critic

has arisen, pulled himself vigorously together and
determined that the niche to be occupied by Blaike
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should once for all be definitely decid«i upon, and
that the label the critic affixed, usually on one of

the more inacce^ibie shelves, was th place for

Blake—let these who had a tincture ofBlake’s mad-
ncM say what they liked. And yet, year by year,

larger and more important-looking labels arc stuck

on lower and more accessible shelves, until the day
seems to be not far distant when the literary dispcn-

sei^s a|K>lc^» will unnecessary and the complete

Blake wiU be no longer r^^arded as a narcotic for

numskuBs, but will stare evary univemty under-

graduate fijli in the face.

To tiie academic eye, things must begin to look

ominous when “Jerusalem” is sung in Canterbury
Cathedral; for a straw shows which way the wind
blows, and Blake among popular song-writers is a
portent, more especially when this song is one of
personal triumph over academic traditions. Is Blzike

also among the prophets?

The paradoxical thing about Blake is that he is

not. A prophet confessed, with his own intelligible

definition of what constituted that functionary, he
is not “among” any. He ranains, as he lived, alone.

And therein lies the secret of the reason why his

work has been such a persistent nuisance to orderly

criticism. Blake dared to be a Daniel with the same
consequence as befell the earlier prophet. He was
cast into the lions’ den and forgotten—^for forty

years quite forgotten. But Blake knew all about
lions and tigers: he was on such intimate terms with
them he gave them human feature. So the linns r>f

oblivion and tigers ofwrath lay down with him and
slepL And now, when the morning breaks^lSlake
steps out of the lions’ den renewed with sleep, and
14



the Mom have made such a mod of his detraclofs

that in very fear of Uiem, we of this day begin to

write false praise.

Blake cannot be claj^. He was the mmt inde-

pendoat artist that ever lived. He had im own
sources of inspiration (so peculiar and stiange that

no one else has dared to drink from them), his own
strange technitjue, his own method of printing, his

own method of illustrating, and his own secret way
of reproducing his illustratiom. He did everything

for himself—including lighting his own fire and
fetching his Own beer. Little wonder, then, that his

work is strange and seems to posses individuality

in unique degree, and less wonder that it foils to

conform with accepted ideas Of what it could,

would, might, or should have been.

The s^nificanee of this is lost upm us if we
imagine that Blake had any desire for singularity,

or if we fail to see that he often took paim to con-

form in all inessential matters with the accepted

customs of his day. To him it was a persistent caure

for wonder and dismay that friends and acquain-

tances should so misunderstand his work as to think

it wilfully odd. Yet with giant courage and saintly

humility he gradually overcame the resentment

which ostracism b^ot, and thm was enabled to

exhibit hk genius at its high«t at a time when his

work had no public estimation at all and he himself

was put down as an eccentric. But be himself he

would. “He was one of the fi:w”, wrote Samuel
Palmer, who knew Blake well, “who are not, in

some way or other, double-minded and inconsistent

with themselves.” Therrfbre he stands, a human
landmark of faith—^not mere faith in himself, but
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faith in Ufc’s purpme for those who arc “not dis-

obedient to the heavenly vision”. Blake is the chief

example in English literature of implicit obedience

to a good conscience. He never trimmed, never pot-

bmled, never dallied; above all, he never doubted

his own inspiration. Thus his fidelity to purpc^c

made him unique: a figure unmistakable that has

b«x>me for us the prototype of the individual artist.

Blake cannot be classed. You may say that he

was the first of the great 19th-century poets: a badly

educated mystic who derived his mysticism firom

Paracelsm and Jacob Boehme: an artist whose sense

of movement occasionally triumphed over the bad,

elongated, sculpturesque tradition of his day; but

when you have said that you have said nothing

about the essential Blake, nothing which anyone
who has felt the delight Blake is capable of creating

win rect^nize as indicative of it.

Similarly he cannot be estimated. The compara-
tive standards give way before one who does not

compete. He said of Wordsworth, “I cannot think

that real poets have any competition. None are

greatrat in the Kingdom of God. It is so in Poetry.”

And in truth so it is. Poetry is the revelation of truth

as perceived by the individual soul. It is either a
real expression ofthat |>erception, or a false pretence

to perception. If it is real it is pjoetry, unique in

value as the human soul that gives it birth. If it is

false it is worthless. What is true is different in

kind from what is false. You cannot compare them,
and poetry that is real is, and always must be,

unique, and therefore «isentially incomparable.
Blake’s practice makes this clear. Judged by those

barren objective standards which have done such
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d&mal duty since the time of Matthew Arnold, I

know of only one of Blake’s lyrics that can be
deemed perfect, and it is significant that the p<^m
is Blake’s lament over the traditional mmc$. When
he had written that poem and a few more ill the

same manner, he bade an everlasting farewell to

formalism, and henceforward put his trust in the

living image which begot in him the desire to croite,

knowing that if he was faithful to vision the inu^e
would make for itself the only body it had a right to

live in.^ By so doing, he not only killed the formalism

of the 18th century but, before it was bom, signed

the death-warrant of all the pretentious exhibi-

tionism that has been written rince.

So try him which way we will, the category

business fails. It fails, not because of Blake’s excel-

lence, but because of his diSeroice. He was not a

producer of literature, a painter of charming pic-

ture, an amiable social figure; he did not consider

art an elegant flourish to the signature of opulence:

he was a man who believed that |MJetry was the

power of transmitting divine commimications: an

artist who believed that “art can never exist without

Naked (i.e. spiritual) Beauty displayai”: a man of

titanic energy, gentle as a child, who was always

ready to spe^ the truth. The only answer we can

give to the question. Where does Blake stand? must

be, Upon his own feet.

Another interesting reaK)n why Blake cannot be

duly labeled and pigeon-holed, after the labour-

saving manner of Kterary criticisna, is that_wMe
everybody understands some part, nobody under-

^ For a perfect example of tlm corqfmre tbe two staoamBtm tins

MS. *‘I laid me down upon a bank**.
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stands the whok of his work. Peraonally I doubt if

anyone cvar will, just as I doubt whether any one

human bring can have complete knowledge and

understandmg of the soul of another. But we must

know precBcly what we are doing before we lay

blame at Blake’s door on this account. Blake strove

to portray the soul of man. In so doing, of course,

he portrayed his own soul. But the soul (your soul

and nune well as Blake’s) has depths and heights

which arc beyond the rai^e of purely intellectual

concepts. The body can be seen, measured, anato-

mized, analyi^; but, despite the painfiil efforts of

jMychoanaly^s, the soul is beyond sudi survey: it

must be spiritually sensed; and he who intends frith-

fully to portray that which has only infinite bounds,

must be prepared to sec his lines extendii^ beyond

the range of human knowledge into those realms

where apprehension supplants intel%aice. It is not

to be thought that the limited understanding which

suffices for things material is going to make a total

comprehension of that which is confessedly beyond

the range of matter.

Whether Blake’s attempt to portray the human
soul was wise or an artistic impossibility is another

question; but granted that his desire was to bring

the soul ofman objectivriy into conscious view, then

the fact that the image portrayed has elements in it

so strange as to be unrecognizable, or that it at some

times appears to be no image at all, but looks like a

crystal scratched with hiert^Iyphics, while at others

it grows, intensifies, colours and pervades like light

at sunrise, and again at others is like the sudden

raising of a bHnd, letting sunlight into a new cham-

ber in the house of life—^that these strange and
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u!ia>Btrollable arntxasts of blaidE: ink-

giving and vivid Rumination should always be
happening to the reader, is not after aU much to be
wondered at whoa we remember what it is we arc

contemi^ting.
Of course, to suggest that what one man wrote

may never be wholly comprehended by any one
other is to the privet-hedge mind the very apology

ofmadn^ for madness; but to those offreer growth
it will occur that in degree this applies to any pro-

found writer and his reader, and is true in the exact

measure to which the writer attempts to survey the

hdghts and plumb the depths of the soul. It is only

peculiarly true of Blake because he strove to do
what had nevar been done before; to portray the

soul, not subjectively through the images of nature,

but objectively through the im^es of his own
imagination. Whethex any one person will evor

comprehend all the inures of Bl^e^s imagination

smns doubtfiil, but that he oflfers to evray intdli-

gent reader a little universe of images which ^^n
to be the immediate jiersonal gift of the poet is not

doubtful, but the continuous expmence of every

sympathetic student. Equally certain it is that

one tenth of the treasure thus receiv«i would be
full amends for those vacant hours when the

underetanding sleeps and Blake is like a forest of

undergrowth.

The extraordinary pleasure derived from reading

Blake, or seeing into his pictures, has been the main-

spring of every book written about him that is

worth readu^. But every writer—Gilchrist, Swin-

burne, Yeats, EUis, Rus^, Raleigh, Boger, Bin-

yon, W^ckste^, Damon, Figgis and others that I
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have read—has been confronted with the same per-

idexity in grater or l«s d^rcc. has experi-

aiiced a dd%ht in Blake which demanded ^me
kind e:q}rem<m» but eadt has bmi &ccd with the

fru:t that understanding ofBlake was only partial.

Literary cxiddsm as a fine art naturally demands a

unity. It is imposdble to achieve objeotivejmity if

the subject is partially unknown. Hence, without

doubt, every hmiest writer about Blake has been

faced with &e alternatives of keeping siletice until

understanding was comjdetc, or mattii^ an open

confestion of ignorance. Of courre, there is a third

way out of the difficulty, which more professional

scribes have not been slow to take, and that is to

assume the comparative worthlessness of what has

not bren understood and to assure the inquiring

reader that he will only waste his time if he goes

mining for other ore than has already been brought

to the surfare. This course, if taken with an air of

onuiiscience, is temporarily very effective; but it is

apt to look silly wheu a new adventurer reclaims

more metal.

However, facing this ignorance honestly, what
K to be done? Superficially one would say, explore

the whole groimd and then write. But the problem
is peculiar and not to be «>lved so easily. Blake did

not appeal primarily to the reasoning feculty. “The
most sublime Poe^” he describes as “allegory

addressed to the intellectual powers, while it is alto-

gether hidden from the corporeal understanding”.

Poetry that does this inverses common practice.

Most poets appeal primarily to “the corporeal

imderstanding” trusting that through it they may
find a way to the “intdlectual powers”. And when
30



ciitimm deals with such psets it cm always fms
muster on the ssdTc ground of “corporoil under-

standing” when it fails to soar with the poet on the

wings of the “intellectual powers”. But Blake offers

no such safeguard to dignity. He cute the grmmd
&om under our feet, as we are either with him in Ws
flight, OT on our way to the aby®.

The snag lies in that “complete understandii^’.

I have already said that I doubt whether it vdll ever

be achieved by a single mmdfand now I would add
that I doubt whether its achievement, if p»dible,

would be desirable, or even in ^xord with Blake's

intention. This sounds rather like »ur grapes; so I

hasten to conf^ that I will entertain at considoable

expense any writer who holds a contrary opinimi

and can be as good as his word. But Blake’s manna'
of address to us bang different from that commonly
employed, we may reasonably assume that our

method of approach must be different. “Complete

understanding” of any great poet is, of course, a

misuse of words. We understand acairding to the

measure of our “intellectual powers”. But when
the address is superficially to our corporeal under-

standings, no great hiatus is caused by our accept-

ance of the superficial meaning for die profound.

We can pass cheerfully over a parage like:

Pity like a naked new-bom babe

Striding the Wast,

to more reasonable matter. But when in Blake we
read:

Tdl them to obey thdr Humanities and not pretend

Hdincss

When they arc murderers as far as my Hammer and

Anvil permit,
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the corpomJ mind pulls up at “murderers’* with a

jolt, unle^ the intellectual powers are husUy at work

prompting us to the consciousn«i of the allegorical

meaning of that Hammer and Anvil. Before we can

attmn to understanding of any kind we must be

aware of an implicit meaning, in this case sugg^ted

by other lin« of the same poem which tell us that

The blow trf tus k Justice, the swing of his

Hamnw Mercy,

The fiMTce Los’s HamnKx is etomal Forgiveness.

The example, however, k a poor one because it

suggests that Blake might be completely imderstood

by a nimble use of cr<m-references, which is very

far fiom being the case. The use of Blake as a cross-

word puzzle is unprofitable.

The point is, that while “complete understand-

ing” remains our goal, were it capable of being

achieved logically, Blake would be like a worked-

out mine, or like that perfect day of the popular

song. We should have come to the end. There is no
sueb end to poetry, even though it be poetry which

seems to disguise itselfwith strange names that have

precise but hidden meanings—^names that tease the

corporeal mind into the belief that a knowledge of

the all^;ory would yield us “complete xmderstand-

ing”. It is not so. The intdlectual powers alone hold

the true meaning, and that meaning partakes of the

nature of infinity. It is poetry, and poetry is univer-

sal truth seen in minute identity, an image of the

eternal which finally has no “meaning”, being irra-

diant with all meaning by being itself.

Thus Time, with its Jiccustomed inevitability, has

turned the whirligig, and finely avenged W^am
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Blal;e of the charge made by criddsm that he was
mad. For half a century now critickm has hwa
compelled to go on hands and knees bdbrc his wtwk,

begging precisely that gift which madness is defi-

cient of, at the same time bdng obHg^ b^>re an
open-mouthed audience, either to conies Its want of

intdlectual power, or to disguise its ^orance in a
pretentious wisdom that is almost Inniily made to

eat its own words. Which spectre is it^f an alle-

gory of the wisdom of this world and its fixdidbness

in toe face of higher wisdom.
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CHAPTER n

THE IMAGINATIVE IMAGE

At THE CONCLUSION of thc wcll-knowH passage in

which Blake describes his vision of the rising sun,

he says:

“I question not my corporeal or v^etative eye

any more than I would question a window concern-

ing a sight. I look thro’ it and not with it.”

Blake’s own work should be regarded in a similar

way. To the sterile mind and the roving eye it yields

almost nothing beside defecte. When the most mag-

nificent of Blake’s designs to Blair’s Grave was- first

published, the art critic, I think of The Examiner,

could only see in the rapturous meeting ofBody and

Soul a female figure apparently diving into the

mouth of a male one; and though no doubt his cor-

poreal sight was good, such a critic would need to

have scales removed from his eyes before he was

really capable of seeing what Blake drew.

It is the same in reading Blake. To the dull, un-

ima^ative mind such a ample and sublime poem
as Little Lan^, who made thee? is almost idiotic. Liter-

ally speaking, no child in its senses would think of

addressing such a question to a beast of the field, for

the yom^est child knows that the only articulate

reply the lamb could make would be “Baa”. So that

we have not very far to go in our reading of Blake

before we find that the literal use of words which
suffices for newspaper and novel reading breaks
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down alte^ethor, and Blake is a soiled boc&. to us
unlc^ we arc prepared for a finer uj^ of words.
Make drew and wrote to reveal ^iritual tratii.

Spiritual truth docs not lie on the surface ofappear-
ances: indeed, it is often contiadictol by appear-
anco, and where Blake found that contra^ction he
did not scruple to sacrifice the apparent fact for the
unapparoit truth. No physical body rises from a
recumbent position as the female figure riso in

another of those illustrations to Blair’s GVaw, “The
Soul hovering over the Body reluctantly parting

fixim life”. Yet adherence to the physical fact of
gravitation would not have permitted Blake to

cji5>ress his concq>tion, and this obvious defiance <rf

natural law has made that expre^on magnificently
pcKssible. When the less gives way to the greater,

beauty always results, unless there is doubt in the
mind ofthe creator, and then, ofcourse, the 1«8 has
not truly given way: there is conflict, and doubt
produce falsehood.

A passage from the explanatory comments Blake
made in his manuscript book, upon his picture

representing The Last jftidgment, gives us, I think, a
clear indication of how Blake would have lik^ us
to regard his work. It runs: “the Imaginative Image
returns by the seed of Gontonplative Thought-”
The sentence is reminiscent of Keats’s famom letter

to Reynolds in which he describes how “any one
grand and spiritual parage serves as a startup-post

towards all ‘the two and thirty Palaces’ ”, and con-

cludes with the sage advice: “let us open our leaves

like a flower and be pasave and receptive, budding
patiently under the eye of Apollo and taking hints

from evary noble insect that favours us with a visit.”
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“The Imaginative Image returns by the seed of

Contemplative Thought.” That was Blake’s des-

cription of the activity of creation. Inversely, these

who r^d him mest profitably read him for the

return of the imaginative image which he held in

his mind’s eye wMle he wrote. It was to create that

im^e that he put pen to paper, and Bldce’s counsel

is that we sho^d recreate the same image through

the fructification of the seed of contemplative

Aought. It is usele^ to wrestle with Blake. We all

do it, but it is quite useless. No amount of learning,

Blakc-lore or other, will of itself yield us the imagi-

native image which is the only thing worth having

from Blake. It is equally useless to behave like

young fledglings in the nest, and open wide and
empty mouths in the hope that something luscious

ntay drop in. The mind, like the man in the Gkepel

at the pool of Bethesda, must be ready for the mov-
ing of the water, awake, observant, indifferent to

mere reasonable probability, and, alx>ve all, full of

that imagination which is synthetic.

To understand and appreciate an artist we must
first find out what he is trying to do. It is wasteoftime

to go to the butcher or baker for the works of the

candlestick-maker. It is futile to go to Shakespeare
for the kind ofpleasure we derive fiom Mr. Bernard
Shaw; and it is equally misguided to go to Blake
expecting that a reasonable interpretation of his

words will suffice. That it will not, is clear to any
simple-minded reader, apart fi-om the mass of
literature about Blake which has been written fix>m

the purely reasonable standpoint. Naturalistic art

was Blake’s abhorrence: the mere representation of
natural objects he hdd in contempt. Spiritual truth
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was his aim, aad so for was he from
im£^;mative and naturalistic paintk^ as tte mme
thing, that he described what he once caHcd His-
torical Designing and Portrait Painting as different

arts, “as distinct as any tw> arts can be”.
“If the foed would pwsist in Ms My he would

become wise.” Blake never understood what we
may call representational art. He could not see that

without departii^ from stark natural semblance it

was posable for an artist to exprms profound
tual truth. But his blindness m this fact was due to

esce® of light. If Blake had ever come to appre-
ciate the inherent merits of portrait painting, his

true gmius would have teen side-tracked. What
Blake’s good angel had in store for him was the

power to demonstrate that imagination could over-

leap natural resemblance and arrive at spiritual

truth without the pedestrian steps which most ofthe
artists of his day thoi^ht all-important. And in so

doing, Blake helped to define for ever what is es^-
tial and what inessential to art. For just as in poetry

Blake’s abandonment of formalism and implicit

trust in the living image tolled the kneB of that

kind ofverse which is a bad substitute for a pleasant
walk in the country, so Blake’s persistent resolve to

paint nothing but his own visions Hfred the art of

painting for ever out of the ruck of mere r^resen-

tation.

The effect of his practice in both arts has been
trem^dous. It has be^ said that Blake was an
Ishmadite who lefr: no disciples and founded no
school. But apart altc^ether fix>m the little coterie of

ojpyists who gathered round him in his declining

years, Blake’s spiritual disciples have been the most
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numcHnis and tihc most potent fintxs in art since

hw day. Blake freed Western art from slavish adhcr-

mce to Nature. Thousands who ©ojoy that enfran-

chisanent have hardly heard his name, but all that

art which endeavours to express spiritual values by

direct methods that employ Nature as a handmaid

but scorn her as a mistress, all such art is in the

dim:t line of descent from Blake. It matters little

that Blake would not recognize many of his own
(duldren, the impetus his faith in what he called

visionary art gave to simplification of method has

lasted a century, and continues.

On poetry his influence is porhajK even more
obvious. Descriptive poetry, which flourished like a

bay-tree during Blake’s life and lengthened out its

complacait existence in all the inferior work of the

19th caatury, has vanished. It has gone completely.

Nowadays even Mr. Masefield, who might be

thoi^ht to be ofthe old line, relies for his effect upon
humanistic and dramatic elements in his art which

are quite fbragn to the kind of poetry that relied

for its appeal upon its power of reviving amiable

memories, or of transfCTring the reader mentally to

scenes of natairal beauty. Poetry as rhyming jour-

nalism is a thing of the past. Even poetry as a criti-

cism of life no longer holds sway, but the trend of

modem poetry is in the direction first p>omted by
Blake’s Songs of Innocence cmd Experience, towards the

creation of images. Modem poetry endeavours, by
su^estion, by implication, to create a reverie in

which mental images are presented. The prevailing

style favours an economy ofwords and simplicity of

manner that is derived straight from Blake’s earlier

poems.
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That Blake, despite ius inunense influence, shoulci

not have been better understood would be singular,

were it not for the feet that we seldom understand

the forces which most impre^ us. Apart £nom all

question of the prophetic element in poetry, great

poets have always been fer more comoous of the

derivative than of the ordinal elements in their

work. This is not to deny them consdiousimas of

power; that consciousne^ has been common to them
all, not excepting Keats. But originality imjMes am-
gularity, and whenever a pc^t recc^nizes Angularity

in himself it is with dismay, as Blake illustrated with

humorous pathos when he wrote.

Oh, why was I boro with a (SiTerent &(x!

And whem a poet happens to be both gnady original

and obviously singular, and when he happens more-

over to have been bom into an age whfch is rdi-

giously commonplace and conscientiouAy prcwaic,

his case is a hard one; for the insensitive air without

tends in time to shut him in upon himself, and sin-

gularity may grow into peculiarity, a peculiarity

which will be difficult for any generation to under-

stand.

It is perhaps an idle fancy, but I have sometimes

wondered whether the marvellous means by which

Blake came to express himself was not due in part

to the feet that he had no audience. If a poet can

obtain no hearing, and ifhe happens a]«3 to be an

artist, why should he not amuse himselfby creatu^

a chorus to his song—^an echo to its sound—^by

peopling his manuscript with figures, animate and

inanimate, which uphold the argument and take

firom it its lone reverberations? If, in the beginning,
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the Wonl found satibfectitm whea it became flesh,

imght not thoe words—otherwise apparently un-

craitive—^find social satisf^tion ifthey were waided

tt> liii^ imago capable of responding to and rein-

forcing thdr spoken appeal?

Such an idea is probably the merest moonshine,

but however the result came about, what Blake did

was both origmal and singular to such a degree that

I doubt wh^er it has even yet been apprroiated.

For he did not merely write his poems and add to

them decorative doigns. He did not even write the

poems and add interpretative drawings. But with

extraordinary artifice he made poems and doigns

interdependent; so that a page of his work repre-

soits nothing so much as a crystal into which the

“reader” gazes until a single im^e reveals itseif,

which image is the creation ofboth poem and design

inseparable.

Six years divide Blake’s earli«t book of poems.

Poetical Sketches, fit>m the Songs oj Innocence. Those six

years mark the biggest change he ever experienced.

In them he pa^ed firom the representational to the

symbolic poet: fixrm the exquisite traditionalist to

the goiuine creator: fiom the youth who re-echoed

the loveliest strains in English lyrical poetry to the

man who set forth firom the Garden of Innocence to

trace the course ofhuman life fiom Eden to the new
Jerusalem.

The change is reflected by the manner in which
the two books were product. The Poetical Sketches

were sponsored by the Reverend Henry Matthew,
printed in plain, traditional type, without illustra-

tions, at the expense of others, and the book was
designed to be sold in the cudinary way. In contrast
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to this, cvaything coim«:tod with the Sengs ef Imo-

ceme was Blake’s own work. He wrote the pocuB
and drew the deigns, etched than in an entirely

original marmar, printed them himself, coloured

them with his own hand, and finaBy published,

advolitod, and sold them himtolf. Blake had Icamt

the mighty lesson <rf self-reliance.

In those dx years he had gone do^. It is as if

instead of offering his lyrics like welcome drinks on
the highway, he had retired to the forost, where his

poems had l^ome limpid pools, now catching the

gold of sunbeams, now app^ring turgumse as the

sky above them, now dark with shadow of ^ant
oaks, and now fretted with the wind that blows

where it wills. Seen casually as you hurry along they

are charming enough. But stay and ponder over

them: look deeply into their depths and you wiH toe

strange images of

Thie varying clouds, like paradises stretch’d in the expame,

y^th towns and viU^^cs and temi^es, tents, ^teep-fi^ds aikl

pastures

Where dwell the children rfthe elentental worlds in harmony,

visions hardly to be suspected in what were, appar-

ently, the simplest lyrics ever written.

There is something of the mediaeval magician

about Blake’s manner of presenting his poetry.

Beautiful to both ear and eye, this poetry is for the

first time the jxjetry of sight and sound. Each poem
is a jewel-casket, beautiful in itself. Open the casket

a little way and you are dazzled by the wealth with-

in. Look long and you will see that every jewel has

its place, and the casket within and without is itself

an image of something yet more beautiful and
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emits rays of light brighter than the sun at noontide.

“If the spectator could enter into these Images in

his Imagination, approaching them on the fiery

chariot of his contemplative thought: if he could

enter into Noah’s Rainbow, or into his besom, or

could make a Mend and companion of one of these

Images of wonder, which always entreats him to

leave mortal things (as he must know), then would

he arise from his grave, then would he meet the

I^rd in the air, and then he would be happy.”

The seed of contemplative thought has become a
fiery chariot im^inatively reminiscent of Elijah’s

chariot. Note well the appeal to us to enter into th^
images. This “entering into” is that looking

“through the eye, not with it”. Blake’s poems and
pictures are not flat surfaces. Like the landscapes of

C&arme, it is their depth that interests us, and the

dcq)er we look the more the image comes forth.

Wi& his usual perception, Mr. JcK^h Wicksteed

suggests this in a passive descriptive of the half-

finished designs to Dante’s Divine Comedy. “To me”,
he says, “it seems that it must have been somewhat
as though Blake sat at his canvzts or sheet and gazed
into it, as a man might gaze out of a mist-obscured

window. Presently he smns to see through it, and
the dim outlines of a scene appear, projected, we
may suppose, by the inner light of genius upon the

paper. Slowly, as his genius works, the mist seems to

clear away and the window less and less to obscure

the scene beyond. He traces its details upon the

surface, until at last the full clear history has been
transcribed on to the sh^t and a stainless window
opened into the regions ofimagination.”

In an especial sense it therefore takes two to
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make any of Blake’s poems; one to write and one
to read; and the resultant pleasure to the reader

will be in exact ratio to the imagination he cmploys-

As these poems wcie not constnict«i according to

the pattern of reason, they do not invariably yield

one single image which is the mi^ning. That mean-
ing fluctuates as the meaning of every poem by
every poet varira according to the imaginadon and
experience of the particular rrader, only more
strikingly in Blake because, like no other, appealing

solely to the imaginative faculty, he writes from
individual to individual, and not fern the individua]

to the general reasoning faculty of men. He speaks,

not to common sense, but to individual senses. It

were waste of time to argue with thc^ who would
pretend on this ground that Blake’s poems lack

determinate form. They have not only form, but
forms. Each poem is a prism, and if you s^ blue

while I see violet, pray do not let us destroy the

prism in a foolish argument as to the colour it emits. ^

And more generally speaking, let it not be
thought that because Blake usal images his thought

lacked definition. This is the supposition of those

who do not really xmderstand the difference between
poetry and prose, and who fancy that the poet uses

imagery when he is uncertain in his mind. Poetry is

not the poverty but the plenitude of language—the

divine overplus ofthought which seizes upon corres-

pondences and, whilst placing them in relation, en-

dows them with the superfluity*of the wealth that

initially belonged to the principal matter. The
im^es of a poet are not guests at the feast com-

^ This has already been done. Drawings of Blake's that offawW “cor-

poreal" eyes have been destroyed, as the paga c^his Vda roe&illy declare.
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peUed to come in fiom the highways and hedges.

They iock into his mind, they come without bid-

ding, they offer themselves arrayed in the mcKt suit-

able wedding garments, and the number he caxmot

entertain is always greater than the number of those

who are given a seat at the feast.

Blake was mc»t strict in his doorkeeping. The
wandering guests of fancy occasionally found a

place, but far from the chiefseats. Those who occupy

the important places are worthy of the closet atten-

tion. Strange they may appear at first sight; but let

us never forget, Blake was the most orderly of hosts.

In the passage we have quoted the relevance of

the fiery chariot has been suggested. A casual reader

might well fancy that Noah’s rainbow and his

bosom were mere flights of hyperbole. It is not the

case. Noah’s rainbow was the emblem of promise to

man that the waters shoxild never again cover the

earth. Hence, if I enter Noah’s rainbow, I sensibly

enjoy the promise that Deified Vengeance is at an
end, that the Age of Grace has superseded the Age
of'Law. More particularly, I am individually and
socially made conscious that the flood ofmaterialism

which immerses you and me has, in our spiritual

worlds, ^ready receded, never again wholly to

cover us. Yet further, entering this rainbow, I know,
by “spiritual sensation” as ^tinct fixim the intel-

lectual transference of ideas, that as the rainbow is

caused by the refiraction of light in a prism of water
and is at once a thiqg of ineffable beauty and
pathetic transience, so this physical body of mine
and the whole world of created matter is a refrac-

tion of divine unity, evanescent in substance, beau-
tiful in appearance, pathetic in its transience, yet at
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the same time an emblem of the divine promise.

Mortality seen in the light (rf Eternity is thus trans-

figured, and this transfiguration I may experience

by “entering Hc^’s rainbow”.

Of “Ms bosom”, let it suffice to say that Noah
was the fiiend of God and the saviour of Man. To
be the object ofthe love ofsuch an one is good came
for happiness. Of “the grave” we shall have much
to say later.
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CHAPTER III

THE USE OF SYMBOLS

The real trouble about Blake is his vocabulary.

If a man in his first conversation with you were to

say, for ocample: “There is nothing like death.

Death is the best thing that czm happen in life; but
most people die so late and take such an unmerciful

time in dying, God knows, their neighbours never

see them rise from the dead”—^well, you might
reasonably think that he had strained common sense

for the sake of paradox. But Blake made many such
remarks to Crabbe Robinson in all seriousness, and
would by them have conveyed profound truths,

only Mr. Robinson was incapable of appreciating

what his peculiar friend meant by “death”, or many
of the other words Blake used with uncommon
meanings. When he spoke of Sight, Imagination,

Nature, Reason, Genius, and even Love, Heaven
or Hell, to men like Flaxman, Hayley or the Rever-
end Doctor Trusler, he intended to signify things

which were, unfortunately, beyond their compre-
hension. That was pzirtly because they were merely
unimaginative; but it was also because Blake gave
to such words peculiar and enlarged meaning.
When he writes, “Where any view of money exists,

art cannot be carried on, but war only, by pretences

to the two impossibilities, Chastity and Abstinence,

gods of the heathen,” one is justified in believing

that nothing but a liberal education in Blakean
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tcrminolc^ can give to these words their author’s

meaning.

Here, as always in Blake, face value is small value.

Here the so-called scientific use of words is not

merely inadequate, as it is with every other poet,

it brraks down altt^ethcr. We must have an imagin-

ative meaning or a false one.

What writer has not sighed for a new vocabulary?

To see the words flowing like the River ofLife itself,

spotless in purity, crystal in clearness, fiesh as Edm
—every word ocact in its full meaning, unsullied by
use, imtainted by custom—^it is an enchanting

dream full of the most amiable self-gratulation. But,

after the way of things sighed for, it is never realized

by th(Ke who sigh. Something very like it is the chief

reward obt^ed by a man of genius at the end of a

lifetime’s labour. Shakespeare must have enjoyed it

in The Tempest Milton does not seem to have been
much troubled with the second-hand in Sansm
Agotdstes. Words had come to obey their wills be-

cause they willed so deeply.

The case of Blake is different. Shakespeare and
Milton were, in a sense, men of the world. They
were men of public influence who had much traffic

with affairs and in consequence their languc^e

never got far from conunon ciurency. But Blake

was isolated. Intensification of the poetic vernacular

of his day would have been quite usel«s to him;

indeed, his “Lines in Imitation of Pope” show what
he thought could be achieved in that direction. But
words pr^nant with meaning—dean, rarefied

words, fresh from the mint of individual thought

were «sential. So in the day of dearth he sowed his

own crop. He gave to some words of everyday use
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his own specific, intensified m«uiing, and when he

found even this inadequate, he coined words of his

own.
But we are on dangerous ground here. It is easy

to suggest that Blake wanted to create a new mytho-

logy and so spent a pleasant evening selecting a

fresh catalogue of namra for his gods and goddess^.

Any such idea is as false as ludicrous. Blake was first,

foremost and always an imaginative writCT, and if

we leave im^ination out of account in any con-

sideration of Mm, we are on the high road to self-

impt^ed misunderstanding.

Just how and when his common vocabulary

seemed to him inadequate we shall probably never

know; but it is interesting to speculate upon the

reasons that led Mm to take the plunge into the use

of symbols.

Take the case of Urizen. Blake had spent much
time before he came to the writing of The Marriage

of Heaven and HeU in trying to define that mental

power wMch circumscribed the mind of naan. He
had conceived of a universal Poetic Gemus as the

source ofbeing—a power which, while it permeated

all life, might yet be described as “the true Man”.
To balance this conception, he needed a contrary

principle to express the obvious limitation wMch
this power suffers; and at first he seems to have been
content to call it “Reason”. In The Marriage of

Heaven and Hell Reason and Desire are the contras-

ted powers; but it appears to me that before he
reached the conclusion of his great manifi^to, the

absence of precise correspondence with his thought

wMch the word Reason conveyed, and the extran-

eous connotations it inevitably called up, had begun
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to impress him; so that when he i«iv^ the p«lcs-

trian road of prose and finds his native fre^om in

A Sang oj Liberty (which is, without doubt, an inte-

gral part of The Marriage oJ Heaven aidf HeU)^ a {»r-

sonification appears, later identified as Urizen,

simply to give more precise definition to the prin-

ciple of life which is eternal limitation.

Blake thought with an exactitude hard to follow.

The circle beyond which mmt pa>plc’s thought

become hazy and indefinite is not very large. But

with Blake it is immense—far wider than kfiUton and
comparable only with Dante. It is not merely that

he thought in what are sometimes call«l ccotuc

terms, the distinctive feature of Blake’s thought is

its distinctness. He sustained the pK>wcr of delinea-

tion and definition far beyond where we are com-
monly content to generalize, and it was because he
was working quite definitely in regions ofthe human
soul hitherto untraversed with chart and map that

Blake required new names and did not scruple to

make them as and when the need occurr«l.

The first use of names that can by a stretch

called symbolic occurred in 1787. Blake was then

thirty years ofage and to amuse himseifand express

his contempt for the literary tea-party, he b^an
writing a social squib called An Isk^ in^ Mam. It

never got beyond a few pages and was obviously

tossed off to give vait to a mood. Grave-browed

gentlemen, pebbly firesh from thebr own literary

tea-parties, have found in it signs mental in-

stability, vulgarity and want of taste. Others have

thought it highly amusing and only wished that

Blake had found time to finish what would have

been an older companion to Alice in WonderUad. The
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inaniti^ of literary gossip, the futile inconsequence
of drawing-room conversation, and the pretentious-

n«s of qrmalized learning in its shirt-sleeves have
never been better hit off. And it is here that Blake
began to use descriptive names expressive of the
particular vocations of his characters. Steelyard,

Suction, Quid, SijMop, Mrs. Gimblet, Mrs. Nanni-
cantipot and Miss Gittipin are really Blake’s first

e^ys in symbohsm.
An Island in the Moon also contains the first draft

of three poems belonging to the Songs of Innocence:

“Holy Thursday”, “Niuse’s Song”, and “The Little

Boy Lost”. Again those who do not understand the
scope and freedom of an original mind have gaped
with wonder that the dew of the morning should be
found on muddy earth. The real wonder is not that

these poems should first appear here, but that they
should have appeared anywhere.

Blake was thirty years of age when he b^an to

write the Sot^s of Innocence. This seems to me the
astounding fact; for the Songs of Innocence express for

the first time in English literature the spontaneous
happiness of childhood. Now nothing in the whole
world ofemotion is of lighter texture than the hap-
piness of a child. Like the dew, it vanishes with the
first rays of the sun, and its essential quality, spon-
taneity, is athing never toberecalled . Onewouldhave
thought that to write songs which not only have this

quality, but are so deeply dyed in it that Aey are its

expression, the singer must have been one who car-
ried over into his manhood all his childish inno-
cence. But Blake was thirty: he had been married
five years and was working hard to earn a livelihood.

Th& ^fMMitaneity of th^e songs is the spontaneity
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of art, not of nature, of im^nation and not of

experience. Nothing but the purest imagination

could give so stainless an image. The spontandty of

a child is so elusive it escapes the faintrat touch of

sclf-consciousnc:^ and, but for Blake, might nera-

have been brought into the r^m of art. Its pure
o:prcssion has never been made before or since.

Cbmpare the Songs oj Iimoceme with Stevaaa>n’s

Child’s Garden of Verses, and we are at once conscious

of an immense difference. Stevenson write of his

own childhcHxl, making the reminiscent efforts and
fanciful cond^ensions of a grown man. Blake re-

captute the child mind. He gathers the flower with

the dew upon it. He does not merely write about

childish happiness; he becomes the happy child. He
does not speak of, or for, the child; he lets the child

speak its own dehght and, what is most marvellous,

there are no false tones in his voice. Stevenson is

particular: he writes memoirs of his own childhood:

he expresses what he remembers of his own wonder
or fancy, his childish hop« and fears. Blake is

universal; he express^ the natural delight in life of

every happy child in the world. The cry ofhis “Little

Boy Lost” is the cry of every child at the first dis-

coveiy of loneliness.

AH this is admitted, but what is not so widely

recognized is the fact that these songs are all sym-

bolic. “The Lamb” is a symbol of “the Lamb of

God that taketh away the sin of the world”. “The
Echoing Green” is not only the record of a happy
day; it is a symbolic presentation of the Day of

Innocence finom sunrise to sunset. “Infant Joy”,

“TheJLi«le Black Boy”, and the “Laughing Song”,

symboHze the three agte Innocence: Infancy,
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Childhood, and Youth. “A Cradle Song*’, “Nurse’s

Song”, and “Holy Thur^ay” are symbolic of the

same three ages of man, this time in relation to

society; and the remaining poems, which im^e the

human soul in its quest of self-realization, are all of

even deeper symbolic import. Reading them in the

order Blake once decided they should be placed,

we pass through consecutive stages of growA fix>m

infancy to self-consciousness.

This makes the case difficult for those who say

they can do with Blake except when he is symbolic.

It ffiuts them off to the Poetical Sketches which, beau-

tiful as they are, are admittedly ’prentice work. It is

a mistake to say that the symtohsm of the Songs of

Innocence is so unobtrusive that it can well be n^-
lected. Without that symbolism the songs could

not have been written, and unawareness of the

cause of delight is by no means the finest way of

appreciation.

The truth is that aU poetry is symbolic in degree.

When Shakespeare writes “and Phoebus ’gins

arise”, and we know Phoebus as a symbol of the sun,

our pleasure is all the greater because the poet’s use

of a figure (which has no actual or naturalistic

resemblance to the sun, but is yet fraught with

poetic imagery ofthe sun) overrides our naturalistic

objections and seizes upon a higher perception of

the truth. Blake does the same thing with the lamb,

and by studying how he came to use the figure of

the lamb symbolically we shall see how he began to

use symbols and how they grew, as it were, under

Ms hand.

Blake was a religious man. At the time he was

writing these songs he was a member of the Sweden-
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borgiaxi Church. He could not, thcsrdrorc, write

about a Iamb without stirring in 1^ imagination all

the omnotations of that word. Agnus Dei was more
rtai to him than any woolly beast of the fidd, so the
double image (or what Blake aftcrwanis caUed “a
two-fold vision”) appears, to the infinite enrich-

mait of the poem. Blake’s thoi^ht was deponing
rapidly aU the while he was writing tha»; Se^s oj

Inmceme and gradually he came to realize—^if, in-

deed, he had not already done so b^re he b^m

—

that poetry ofthe naturalistic order, which he could
write so well, as the Poetical Sketches tratily, was only
indirectly capable of carrying his fre^ht: that the
naturalistic method im|>^ed the spiritual intent:

that words so used had not the depth ofmeaning he
wished to give his words. Therefore, when he writes

“Little Lamb, Gkxi bl^ thee”, he carries the mind
beyond the creature in the fields to the young and
innoemt child whom he identifies with the Lamb
of Gkxi, and the harmony of those three concurring

images—the lamb, the child, and the Saviour of the

World—all images of Innocence—is the true cau%
of our delight in the poem.

Blake’s theme was the soul of man. From the

Songs oj Innocence to The Ghost oj Abel, his aim was to

reveal the nature.of the soul. This is ultimately the
concern of every true poet. Blake diflfers from oth^
in that it was his whole concern. For him the soul

of man was the epitome of all things. Not only did

he see all thii^ reflected in it, but he believed

the soul to be the dynamic life of the world, and
the world itself to be a reflection, or idiadow, of the
reality which had its true existence in the soul.

He believed that all things existed in Eternity

—
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not that they were bom in Time with a faint hope
of extending Time to an everlasting futurity. All

things had eternal existence, and their manifestation

in Time was a subjective sensory impression. Human
life was, as it were, the middle C of a piano whese
ba^ and treble notes extraided both ways to infinity,

and what he draired to do was to restore to the

minds of men the continuous consciousness of in-

finity which he believed rationalism—or the tyranny

ofthe reasoning over the poetic faculty—had largely

obliterated. He desired to do this because he be-

lievcxl that this world and all its hapi>enings could

only be se«i in true proportion ifthey were regarded

as projections of the spiritual world. He spoke of

“seeing the Eternal which is always present to the

wise”; and said that “if the doors ofperception were
cleansed, everything would appear to man as it is,

infinite”.

Blake’s aim being clear to him, how was he to

attain it? Symbols, as Dr. Freud has shown, are the

only language of the soul. When Blake realized

exactly what he wanted to write about, what other

means than symbols could he employ? How else

could the immateried adventures of the soul find

sensible means of expression?

The pendulum of human thought swings per-

petually between the conception of this world as the

be-all and end-all of life, and the idea that material

existence is of no importance. Poised between two
eternities, neither bound to the earth like the worm,
nor fi^ of the heavens like the eagle, man stands

with his feet on the ground and his head in the air,

the very image of all that is indeterminate. To-day
he is Johnny-head-in-air and has his eyes so fixed
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upon the whither that he cannot sec the ground
beneath his feet. To-morrow he is Bunyan’s Man
with the Muck-Rake, so obsmed with the evils that

surround him that he cannot see the crown of glory
above his head. On Sunday he is sure that a true

conception of the transcendent God will propor-
tionate all human life. On Monday he is equally
certain that an incarnate Deity is the only true

conception.

Literature, the expression of human thought, is

conditioned by the fashionable vagaries that b«ct
the thought of its time. The fashionable literature of
Blake’s day was naturally concerned with order,

because the thought of those times was concentrated
upon the maintenance oforder. If ever there was an
age of the muck-rake it was surely the end of the

1 8th century. Blake was the revolutionary prophet
who pointed to the crown above man’s head.

The fashionable literature ofour day is concerned
with the analysis of society, because we live in a
scientific era which is concerned with the analysis

of the material world. Hence we live on a kind of
Monday: transcendence is out of fashion (or was
until very recendy: one can hardly say, the feshions

change so soon). We say proudly that we are con-

cerned with life, which we do know, and not with

death which we do not know—or, at least, only

with material death which can be analyst^. We
still echo Meredith’s

Into the breast that gives the rose

Shall I with shuddering fall?

failing to realize that while the physical body
answers No, the r^ponse of consciousness is a loud
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and terror-struck Yes. Since Darwin, life has been
ordered in relation to the body rather than the soul

of man: the soul has, so to spe^, had to take a back
seat in view of its hypothetical nature and our new-
found knowledge of the body. We do not say body
and soul: we say science and religion, but it is all

the same.

Fashion must go its own way; but philosophy,

which the dictionary tells us deals with ultimate
reality, must take cognizance of something b^des
matter. It must, of course, include consciousness.

Hence, no philosophy can be regarded as a philo-

sophy of life which is not also a philosophy of death,
for man has very definite consciousness in regard to

death. The conception of life as a gay adventure
between two precipices has never yet satisfied a
reasonable mind. From the day human conscious-

ness begins it must have some attitude toward in-

finity, for infinity is our nearest neighbour, and not
to be conscious of what surrounds us is surely the

essence of unreason.

In literature the consciousness of infinity is be-
tokened by a sense of the sublime. One almost in-

stinctively apolc^zes for the use ofa word so terribly

out of fashion. Who cares for this unknown quantity
to-day? What poems are written in the hope of
achieving it? What dramas convey its atmosphere?
Dear me, no! We are too well aware of what lies in

closest proximity to the sublime to be taking any
risks of that kind. Yet art cannot be created without
taking risks and the greatest of all risks, that of giv-
ing ourselves away, is the only way of true art. Our
literature is the literature of little things, not by
reason of its subject, but because of the want of rela-
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tion between the subjrct and the whole: between
what we sec and what there is to be seen. It is the

profKjrtions that matter. And if we deny ouraeiv^
the canvas of infimty, certain it is that small things

will appear as great, futile things will appear as

wise, and all be disorganized, because we have
denied ourselv® that element which alone could
give true proportion.

The idea that poetry should be sublime has prob-
ably fallen into disrepute because something far

from it was so often mistaken for the sublime. Sub-
limity has nothing to do with the grandiloquent,

the pretentious, the rhetorical or the vague. Sub-
limity is nothing more than the extension of com-
mon view into the realms ofwonder and of worship.
Probably science had to do its work of showing us

that the infinite lies beyond the very small, as well

as beyond the very great, before we could get rid of
merely rhetorical and obese ideas about sublimity.

But nothing changes its nature by being wrongly
named, and as in science inadequate ideas ofmatter
give place, so emrent ideas in literature of the

nature and worth of sublimity will be superseded.

Sublimity is the hall-mark of a great jK)et. It is

the true distinction between the poet and the poet-

aster. The relation of the soul of man to infinity is

obviously of greater ultimate concern to man than

his relation to any thing on earth. It is the ever-

present sense of this relation that gives the poet his

universal view. Indeed, but for the sense of infinity,

knowledge would supersede poetry.

An infinite world being the soul’s native region,

matter therefore appearing to the soul as devoid

of intrinsic worth, but only valuable as a means of
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expressing relative values, and William Blake d<sir-

ing to write of the soul to the exclusion of aU other

themes, what option had he but to use symbols?
They were inevitable. And as I hope I have already

shown, they are an enrichment of poetry as poetry

so long as they are symbols whose imagery is imme-
diately recognizable. But what is to be said when
they are not: when so far from being immediately
recognizable they are completely unrecognizable

and to the uninitiated, absolutely devoid of mean-
ing? What is to be said in justification of them?

First it must be insisted that Blake’s use of such

symbols was not arbitrary. Like Topsy, they

“growed” and like Topsy they had a purpose in so

doing. Blake was never intentionally mysterious.

That sentence is worth repeating, because the con-

trary is so widely believed. Blake was never inten-

tionally mysterious because he wrote to reveal and
not to conceal, because, in fact, he was not a char-

latan with a gullible public at his door clamouring
to be mystified, but a poet without a single compe-
tent reader: a poet expressing, as explicitly as he
could find words, what he believed to be truth. He
wrote not, as the children say, “to appear big”, but
simply became he was big, and to complain that

Blake was intentionally mysterious is to tell a giant

that he apj>ears to think himself big. Blake wrote of

the deepest mysteries, but he wrote of them with all

the clarity he could command, and his reply to the

reverend gendeman who told him he needed some-
body to elucidate his ideas, has a ring ofindignation
about it that ought to put to silence any suggestion

that Blake belonged to the artful race of mystifiers.

“That which is grand”, he replies, “is necessarily
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IixwrEATKJM TO Meltw’s **L*Aixboro**

“In this design is introduced

Mountains on whose barren breast

The labouring QoimIs do often rest.

Mountains, Clouds, Rivers, Trees appear Humanized on the Sun^inc
Holiday. The Church Steeple with its merry bells. The Clouds arise from

the bosoms of Mountains, While Two Angels sound their Trumpets in the

Heavens to announce the Sunshine Holiday.*’—^Blake’s note.





obscure to weak men. That which can be made
explicit to the idiot is not worth my care. The
wisest of the ancients considered what is not too

explicit as fittest for instruction, because it rouses

the faculties to act. I name Mt»es, Solomon, ,Esop,

Homer, Plato.” On which the reverend gendeman’s
comment was, “Blake dim’d with superstition”, a
remark that has found many echoes in the halls of
condescension.

But to be intentionally mysterious and to be “not

too explicit” arc not the same, the difference being

between what is intentionally concealed and what
is of free access to those who will help themselves.

If, however, Blake’s symbols were not arbitrary,

how did he come to use them?
We have glanced at the way they b^an. The

further explanation is really simple and shows that,

so far from being due to a love of mystery, they were
due to the opposite cause: a meticulous care for pre-

cision.

When Blake took for his province the human soul

he found it a world wholly unmapped and unchar-

ted. Thereupon, with an exactitude which is baffling

in its thoroughn«s, he set about making ma|» and
charts of this undiscovered country. Being a fwet

and not merely a psychologist, he possessed to a

peculiar degree that personalizing or anthropo-

morphic power which, for divine reasons, has al-

ways been the property ofa poet. Moreover, Blake’s

faith in a spiritual as distinct firom a natural world

was such that he believed all things were personali-

zations. He did not merely take attributes of the

soul and give them names: for him these attributes,

and indeed all things, had spiritual identity; and
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the power ofseeing in distinct and minute details the
spirit which informed the material substances he
called “vision”. Thus the creatures of his imagina-
tion were to him the realities of which any physical
manifestation was only the shadow: the animating
principle of an object was the spiritual source of its

being. More and more he endeavoured to envisage
the animating principle and not to be put off with
material semblance, and he did not rrat content
until he saw the animating principles with such
clearness ofvision that each attained identity. When
he found the identity he gave it a name.
That, I believe, is the true history of the growth

of all Blake’s symbols. They grew as his perceptive
insight grew. He was a seer, or merely the most sub-
jective of all poets, as you will; but that vexed
question, begotten of our want of corresponding in-

sight, as to whether his symbols made or marred his
poetry, can only be answered satisfactorily when the
whole of his vision has been seen.
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CHAPTER IV

A REASONABLE MAN

Why is Blake like the Underground?
A. Because he is mc»t enjoyable when he com^ to

the surface.

Which, if not quite true, is perhaps as true as the

answers to most facetious riddles. Still, the anaJc^
holds in many details. Blake became a subterranean

p>oet because he could not get along quickly mough
on the surface. There was congestion of the traffic

with traditional ideas and many bad and usele^

effigies stood in the way. He did not mind going out

of sight so long as he could construct his own rout«,

his object always being to arrive. Many have denied

that Blake goes anywhere, except round the Inner

Circle, but these have always been old ladies up
from the country who have not dared to trust them-
selves to the lifts of Blake’s symbolism, or, making a
descent, have fallen asleep on the journey. But
Blake had a terminus and many stations on the

way, and just as the Underground offers to town-

dwellers new opportuiiities for excursions in the

country, so Blake carries his readers beyond the

boundaries of the mundane shell more surely and
quickly than any other English poet. We may prefia"

town: that is, we may prefer the order and discipline

of the visible to the apparent disorder of the in-

vmble, in which case Blake is maddening, for there

is always a chance that we may get stuck in the
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tunnel, and then Blake is no joke to anyone. But

while it remains true that he is most enjoyable when

he emerges into the daylight of recc^nizable coun-

try, he remains about as valuable as the Under-

ground stations would be without the railway if we
are content to walk round him picking out the non-

symbolic plums. Every inch of his route is the result

of hard boring through the dark clay and rock be-

neath our feet, and although the old ladies doubt it,

the whole labyrinth is lit by the light of a superb

intelligence.

Blake packed his wisdom into small parcels (this

is true even of Jerusalem). He put the results of a

tremendous lot ofthinking on to some ofhis smallest

pages, and, as they are apt to be overlooked, Blake’s

power of pure intellect is also apt to be lost sight of.

More especially is this the case since Blake himself

relegated pure reason to an inferior place in the

mind. He thought reason inferior to imagination,

and if we lack higher gifts than reasoning ability

we shall be inclined to think he could have had little

of it who assigned to it a secondary place.

Blake’s extreme concentration was largely due to

the age in which he lived. His metal would prob-

ably never have contracted so suddenly had it not

been exposed to extreme cold; but his mind was

furnace hot and the air without icily unsympathetic.

It is the speaker who cannot get a hearing who re-

sorts to aphorisms: force that cannot find a vent

expresses itself in explosion, and Blake was always

exploding because hi^ resistance to the lethargy that

surrounded him was volcanic.

Then again, his native power ofthinking for him-

self was never duUed. He was self-educated, and
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while he suffered many ofthe disabilides from which
help at the right moment might have saved him, he

escaped the even greater disabilities which help at

the wrong moment confers. One of the most fre-

quent disabilitira of “the trained and disciplined

mind” is a total loss of the power of thinking for

itself. The mind that cannot grind its own com, if

well fed by a liberal education, ba:omes a bam of

rotten wheat, and too many of these storehouses

pass for intelligence. Blake could get nourishment

out of bran. He ground it small, as his note to

Swedenborg show, and nothing that he read left

him without bearing signs of having been through

a powerful mill where it was forced to yield its last

vitamin.

Finally, in any discussion about Blake’s attitude

to reason, we must never forget that much of what
he said was in powerfiil reaction to the thought of

his time. No one now thinks of reason or nature as

a goddess, but Blake was writing when the Terror

had made a temple for Reason and Rousseau was
writii^ his Confessions. Other times other names.

Different powers of the mind in turn arre^ate to

themselves omniscience; different elements of what
Blake called the Four-fold Man are always arisii^ to

claim the supremacy of divine right, and it may be
that in our day we elevate instinct to the place

which reason occupied at the end of the iBth

century.

The processes in the development ofBlake’s mind
are singularly interesting and easy to watch,..He
began with poetry—poetry that was derived, but

not derived from the slt^gish streams of his day.

With fine instinct he went back to the fieshest
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sources in English poesy and wrote in imitation of

Shakespwre, Milton, Spenser and the old Balla-

dists. This was the c^d learning to use speech by
imitation of its parents—a very nccosary process

and one that dwrv« kinder treatment than it is

wont to r«:dvc at the hands of grandfatherly

criticism. Criticism is so old: it mumbles away in

the comer, intolerant of the intenruptions ofchildish

prattle or childish boastfulness. But since poets are

not so much bom as grown, those who desire the

flower do well to encourage the imitative elforts

menrial to every kind of young life.

Hmv finely young Blake did what had been done

before him has barely been recc^nized. The lines

“To Spring”, “To the Evening Star”, and “To the

Muses” are not only beautiful, they are perfect after

thdr kind and make the apology with which the

Poetical Sketches is prefaced cynically mirthful read-

ing. “Ck)nscious of the irregularities and defects to

be found on almost every page” elderly patronage

usually is, but it seems strange now that this book
could have been seen by any but Blake without

bring acclaimed.

How did its reception strike him? Did he mind
this damning with faint praise? Was he glad the

book went without recc^nition? It is recorded that

he took no pains to sell it himself; but that of itself

is rather poor evidence that he was not disappointed

with its reception. Where is the young poet who is

anxious to hawk his work like a gipsy? If Blake
did not suffer from his cold reception he was the

first of his kind to show such equanimity, and in-

sensitiveness to neglect is certainly not one of the

virtues—^if virtue it be—that Blake’s later behaviour
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would lead us to suppose he pemt^d in his teem.

A far finer virtue he did pmsos and in glorious

measure. That was the ability to keep his eye on

the mark in front of him and not to weep, to the

dimming of that eye, over spilt milk. In the years

that immediately followed, Blake found himself,

and thus we come to the second stage of his mental

growth.

He became intellectually clear-sighted; that is

to say, he learnt to distinguish his own thoughts

from these tramferred to him by reading, or by con-

tact with other minds such as Paine’s or Godwin’s,

or any of the other members of the fraternity that

patronized the publisher Johmon. He achieved

what he would have called Single Vision, which

may be interpreted as pure mental sensation: the

power of true mental reaction to whatever comes

before the mind. The proper medium for this reflex

is pime, more especially in the form of criticism,

since the mental eye so employed is not dynamic

but selective.

At this stage, Blake wrote those important aphor-

isms, entitled There is No Natural Religion and All

Religions are One. He also wrote An Island in the Moon

(at the end of which we see him entering upon a

forther stage) and probably a good number of the

“Proverbs of Hell” afterwards incorporatai in The

Marriage of Heaven and Hell.

The Tractates^ as they have been called, are so

slight in bulk that their imjmrtztnce has been rather

overlooked. Here Blake compressai his thought to

the point of ellipsis, partly, of course, because he

wanted to use small plates to test his invention in

printing, but also because thought that has lacked
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expression for a number of years, as Blake’s had,

and at the same time has been vigorous, tends to

become aphoristic. But these tiny plat^ are very

important, for with them Blake laid the foundations

of all that he afterwards built, and from the conclu-

sions there arrived at he never departed. It is in-

teresting to note in passing that he headed the third

series “The voice of one crying in the Wilderness”.

He had been in the wilderness since he wrote the

Poetical Sketches and he realized his solitude.

The lyrics at the end ofAn Island in the Moon that

were afterwards included in the Songs oj Innocence

indicate the next change. Blake has come back to

poetry again, but this time it is no longer imitative

poetry, it is supremely his own. Here he enters upon
“Two-Fold Vision”, or intellectual understanding

as distinguished from mere sight. The image here is

“two-fold always” and being the image ofchildhood

dora not awake that emotional concord and discord

which is characteristic of the stage that follows.

This is the poetry ofEden and in point ofintellectual

happiness marks a st^e not to be transcended. But
it is the most transient of all and is quickly super-

seded by understanding that takes emotional cogni-

zance and is Love, in the comprehensive sense in

which Love includes both Sight and Intellectual

Understanding. This is “three-fold vision”, the

stage of Blake’s growth when he wrote the Songs oj

Experienjce and all the smaller prophetic books. “Soft

Beulah’s Night”, he calls it; but while it is sustained

by a sympathy not intelligible to either ofthe former
stages, it represents intellectually the travail of the

soul in its incarnation, and not only the delights but
“the torments of love and jealousy”.
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The last stage in the growth of Biake's mind «
difficult to describe, though easy to indicate. It wm
achieved while he was at Felpham and his amazing
m:oid of the illumination b given in one of the

poems he sent to Captain Butts. In “four-fold vision”

the war of the senses has ceased. Intellectual and
emotional understanding have given place to some-

thing even higher, and the Sage, or S^r, or Spiritual

Vbionary b born. Ims^ination, which b the mear^,

has achieved Vision, which b the end, as Im^na-
tion is courtship, and Vbion marriage. The image
and object are one: identity b univereally per-

ceived: the spiritual reality b no longer an appear-

ance that emerges from the veil at moments ofhappy
insight: it presents itself everywhere in the form of

“naked beauty dbplay^”. “Four-fold vbion” sees

every living thing as it b in its eternal reality. To
Blake, science represented the bones of the human
body, reason the bones clothed in flesh, imagination

the living form, and vbion the human form divine.

Poets are ordinary men of heightened suscepti-

bility. It b a vulgar error to think of them as a

race apart and of their experiences as peculiar.

Their experiences are only peculiar in their inten-

sity; ^entially these experience are common to all.

The path of understanding which Blake took b the

common highway, and the difference between hb
experience and ours b only a difference of intensity

due to the fact that he tred the road with spiritual

eye wide open md human sense keen.

Single Vbion b the state we suffer when the scml

sleeps and appearance form themsdve on the

mind’s eye like image on a phott^raphic plate.

Two-fold Vision b our state when the inteliect b
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active and our interest in appwarances is scientific.

Here knowledge reigns and we have inteUectua!

understanding.

TTiree-foId Vision is ours when the heart’s know-
ledge is added to the mind’s. Here imagination is

bom. We suffer and enjoy and feelingly expr«s our
understanding.

Four-fold Vision is spiritual insight: the power
to perceive divine reality. It comes when the imagi-

nation has completed its work in us. It is the soul’s

triumph when the action of the senses is synthetic.

But what do we mean by reality? Reality is

another of those terms that make us sigh for a fresh

vocabulary, because the word conveys so many
different meanings.

Fortunately there is no doubt about what reality

meant to Blake. It was for him the universal soul

of man. That was for him the only reality: all else

was a product, or “emanation” of that soul. He
conceived of reality as eternal form, contrasted with
unreality which was tempH>ral appearance.

This is an inversion ofcommon thought. We speak

ofthe “reality” ofa thing when we mean its material

substance. That was exactly what Blake meant by
its unreality or shadow. The corporeal form, the

vegetative nature, were for him the partial or sen-

sory imprei^ions made by appearance on eyes that

were glasses of reflection instead of being dynamic
organs of sight. Whatever appeared on those glasses

of reflection was delusion or unreality. True percep-

tion had sight of the eternal form.

Blake, we have said, laid the foundations of his

philosophy in those three short Tractates which were
his first essays in etched printing. It is significant
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that in the first scri« the word “fwrecivc”, or its

variants, appears in every one of the six corollaries.

Qcariy it is no objective truth he is questing here.

He desires not merely to see, but to apprehend with

the mind.

If the universal soul of man was to be the theme
of all his poetry and the true subject of all his draw-
ings, the first thing to be discovered was whether

such a soul existed. And this he set about to demon-
strate to the rational mind in the workmanlike
manner of Euclid.

There is nothing cajuivocal about his titlc.

“There is no Natural Religion” states the case with-

out any fine shades of dialectical meaning. But if

thore was no natural reli^on, there were plenty of

natural religionists in Blake’s day. The time was the

time of Paine, Rousseau, Voltaire. Others like-

minded in this country formed a circle of free-

thinkers which once included Blake—if any circle

can be said to have ever included him. Anyway, he
soon became an ajx)state, and as the apestate is

always the fiercest foe, Blake’s onslaught was not

wanting in vigour.

In the First Series he begins by accepting common
ground with the Natural Religionists and stating

what would be acceptable to them, namely, that

“Man has no notion of moral fitness but from Edu-
cation. Naturally he is only a natural organ subject

to Sense.” Upon this postulate he argues the case

in the negative by meiHng six corollarira. He then

draws a conclusion, and his conclusion is that “If

it were not for the Poetic or Prophetic chaxactCT,

the Philosophic and ExperimentJil would soon be
at the ratio of all things and stand still, unable to do
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other than repeat the same dull round over again.”

His object here is to prove that if man is nothing

but a natural organ subject to sense—if indeed the

finite is the limit of his perceptions—then the rda-

tivity of finite objects is the whole problem of

existence.

To prove the contrary he lays down six propc®i-

tions which state his case in the affirmative, and the

first of these propositions is, that “Man’s percep-

tions are not bounded by organs of perception: he
perceives more than sense (though ever so acute)

can discover.”

That was perhaps the most im|>ortant conclusion

Blake ever reached. With that sentence he lays the

corner-stone of his philosophy, makes his vindica-

tion of the spiritual world, and asserts the supre-

macy of the imagination over every other faculty in

man. Here he d^nitely places the imagination out-

side the reach of the five senses as a pwwer which,

though it works through them, is not subject to their

bonds. “The true method ofknowledge”, he says in

the next axiom, “is experiment.” By contrast, the

power which perceives beyond knowledge is imagi-

nation. If man is able to perceive more than sense

can demonstrate, he must be able to do this by a
power greater than sense perception: this power
Blake calls imagination.

How do you know but ev’ry Bird that cuts the airy way
Is an immense world erf delight, clos’d by your senses five?

When Blake wrote that there was probably not a
man beside himself but would have smiled over
such an amiable fancy, putting it in the category of
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such bright suppcsitions as, If pigs had wings. But

now, while our so-called religious leaders w'ould

probably deny the question any relevance to the

foundations of faith, every respectable scientist is

able to explain just how the bird contains within

its material body molecules each of which is a solar

system, and not only “an immense world ofdelight”,

but a Milky Way of worlds, whewe delight or despair

must still be left to the imagination.

Thus wisdom is justified of her children.

But what is imagination? Another of those words

that are all things to all men. Imagination has been

made a terrible maid-of-all-work. It does duty for

hallucination, phantasy, fancy, error, hypothec,

suspicion, thought, and even brain: indeed, so wide

is its application and so varied its meanings both

high and low, you mayjudge a man’s whole charac-

ter by his use of that one word. To Blake it came to

stand for all that is most beautiful and holy in this

or in any other world. Hence the importance trf"

noting how carefuUy he defended his reverence for

this power, here at the outset of Ins career as an
imaginative artist. Himself so s<x>n to leave the

wearisome and futile pursuit of truth by the way of

logic, it is worth while pausing to see just what

powers of reason he could put forth in defence of his

faith.

Before leaving this first proposition we may ob-

serve that the motto to Visions oj the Dm.ghters oj

Albion is the same statement put more succinctly.

This motto has been badly misunderstood. It has

been interpreted as Blake’s confe^on that he did

not always understand what his visions signified!

Which, as Euclid says, is absurd. “The eye sees more
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than the heart know^” is only an imaginative way
of saying man “perceives more than sense can dis-

cover”. eye, the light ofthe mind, is the symbol

of spiritual perception or imagination: the heart,

the primary organ of the body, is the symbol of

seme. Ima^nation comprehends more than Love.

Vision transcends Experience.

The remaining propositiom arc fairly seIf-e^ddent

with the exception ofnumber five:

“If the many become the same as the few when
posscs’d. More! More! is the cry ofa mistaken soul;

l«s than All caimot satisfy Man.”
There is definite ellipsis here. What Blake is

showing is that if this world were bounded by the

finite, Man’s inherent desire for increase would be
a mistake; but his desires being infinite, nothing less

than the Infinite can satisfy him. Ifwe transpc«e the

tense and expand a little, his meaning becomes
clear. “If much, when possessed, became the same
as little, when possessed. More! More! would be the

cry of a mistaken soul. It is not, because less than
All cannot satisfy man.”
The conclusion is that “the desire of Man being

Infinite, the p<Msession is Infinite and himself Infi-

nite”.

What does this imply? It implies that man is not

merely “a natural organ subject to sense”, but a
living soul which has God for its possession and is

itselfof the divine nature. Whence we pass on to the

“Application: He who sees the Infinite in aU things,

sees Grod. He who sees the Ratio only, sees himself

only. Therefore God becomes as we are, that we
may be as he is.”

All attempts to define God (and Blake would
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have added, or Man) must fail. They must fail be-

cause God is not a fact but an imaginative reality,

and an imaginative reality is the sul^cct of percep-

tion but never of proof. Blake never drew a line

where God ended and Man began. The nearest he
approaches to definition of deity is perhaps in the

early lines of Vala, or The Four Z^as where he speaks

of “the Universal Brotherhood of Eden, The Uni-
versal Man, To Whom be Glory Evermore”, or in

the second stanza of “The Divine Image”:

For Mercy, Pity, Peace and Love
Is God our father dear.

And Mercy, Pity, Peace and Love
Is Man, his child and caine.

The nearest we will approach to objective statement

of Blake’s idea is this: God is Infinite Man: Man
confined to the senses is Finite God. Man becomes
as God when he apprehends as God apprehends.

He confines himself to the limitations of mortality

when he lives by reason and not by im^nation,
thus neglecting to use his Gkxi-given means to appre-

hension of the Infinite.

Thus by applying the processes oflogic to matters

too high for prose we approach the region of meta-

physics. Only once more—^in All Religions me One—
did Blake attempt to define by statement “the very

image of life”, which can only be “expressed in its

eternal truth” by poetry. But in the proces, as in

the examples we have studied, he demonstrat«i for

the benefit of those to whom it is of concern that he

possessed reasoning faculty in a very high degree.

It has perhaps been worth while labouring this

point because Blake is sometimes ignorantly re-
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garded as a person ofhazy “mystical” ideas who had
no use for reason and was therefore proudly un-
reasonable. The contrary is the truth. Because he
was able to think with great clarity he saw the limits

of logic and put reason in the hierarchy of intelii-

goice where every good thinker has put it, undo-
the guidance ofpoetry. Though he attacked reason’s

usurpation of the seat of spiritual intelligence, he
would as soon have cast instinct and emotion out of
the places of equality he assigned to them in the

composition of the true man, as leave out this part

of intelligence. Only those capable of using reason

in a high d^ee will be able folly to appreciate his

consistent reasonableness; for Bl^e was busy with
things beyond reason and he did not trail his coat.
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CHAPTER V

THE CIRCLE OF HAPPINESS

Blake was one ofthe happiest ofmortals. Heb^an
singing when he was twelve and he literally di«i
singing.

When he was about fifty, he said of hunsdf:

TTie Angel that pmided o’er my birth

Said, “Little creature form’d ofJoy and Mirth,
Go love without the help of any tl^ng on earth.”

He believed that he came from “Eden, the land
of delight” and that “conversations concerning
Mental Delights” was one of the occupations of the
inhabitants of Eternity. His autobic^aphy is that

of a happy man. Here it is, as he wrote it the year
before he died:

“William Blake—c«ie who is very much delighted with being
in good company. Bom 28 November, 1757, in London, and
has died several times since,”

“If asked”, wrote Samuel Palmer, “whether I

ever knew among the intellectual a happy man,
Blake would be the only one who would immediately
occur to me.”

Blake enjoyed to the full the happiness of the

child, which is thejoy ofself-assertion, thejoy which
the seed has when it germinates and thrusts shoots

above the mould; but he also Imew, what is rare,

the happiness of age, which is thejoy ofhumility. It
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took several deaths to teach a man of Blake’s indi-

vidual pride thatjoy; but he had the energy to leara

it. For three-quartere of his life he continued to put

forth his highest efforts in the belief that someone

would recognize and appreciate them. His hope of

much material benefit soon vanished, but he con-

tinued to believe that in the end someone would

have a just appreciation of what he could not help

knowing was of great value. Yet as the years passed

he became known, not as a sublime artist and the

greatest poet of his age, but as a cantankerous

oddity. Publisher and public alike treated him
with contempt. Friends with whom he had set out

in high hope began to look askance and offer patro-

nizing advice, or to forget him altogether. Undaun-
ted he worked on with greater zeal than ever. It was

of no avail. His name was now associated with fail-

ure. He became the object of public and private

charity. To the very end no one understood, no one

even appreciated the significance of his Songs oj

Innocence, and he died a child ofthe artistic poor-law,

that is, one who receives for his work payment
which is given more out of humane than out of

artistic consideration. Oddly enough, society is still

constituted so as to make this manner of living

appear the extremity of humilitation.

The consolations of artistic failure—a happy
family, an assured income, opportunities for travel,

even a back garden—^Blake had none of these. His

art was his life and the world would have none of it.

He was even forced to sell the only possessions he
ever treasured—a bundle of old prints. This is the

man who had written:
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TIms Smx doo aim
And tmht happy tte dcks.

The Himy bells rii^

To wdcoim the Spring.

The skylark and tliiwh,^

The birefe of the biBh,

Sing louder around

To tiM: tolls’ cheerful sonmi.

While oiir spcHTts shall Ixj «en
On the Echoing Green.

But he died happier than that. He died experiencing

the divine happiness revealed in thc^ last five plates

ofJerusalem, than which a more subfime and frtifeA

happiness has nev^ finind literary exprmion.

Blake’s original happinm was the happiness of

every lyrical poet and indeed the happing com-

mon in measure to all that is young. The Soi^s oj

Intmence are the inestimable treasure they arc be-

cause they express what is so rare in this wotM

—

unalloyed, sdf-dependent happinm. In the Sou^s

oJ Innocence Blake made a discovery. He discovered

childhood. He was the first to announce it. Hitherto,

childhood had been regarded merely as a state of

immature growth. He showed it to be a condition

of happiness, unity and self-eiyoyment; a sunrise

which enables us to see the Glory of God and the

original state of the soul.*

Without the sense ofhappinm, lyrical poetry can-

not be written. That is not to say that lyrical poetry

is the poetry ofhappiness; on the contr^, we know
what is the subject of our sweetest songs: but with-

out the sense of happiness, or consciouaiess of^
ideal state, saddest thought, whidh only gains its

^ Unorganii’d IimcK»ncc An Iinpossabtlity.

ImMJcence dwelfe with but nevix with Ignoraiwc.
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sweetness by contrast, would have no background

and be indistinguishable from abysmal misery. It

do^ not matter whether the px^t expresses happi-

ness, like Blake, or unhappiness like Shelley: with-

out the sense of happin«s neither would be vocal;

for lyrical poetry is man’s supreme attestation to the

worth of life, and the idea that life is of priceless

value is latent in every genuine lyric. Lyrical poets

are those who retain that sense of happiness long«t.

They retain the power of spontaneous enjoyment

longer than their fellows because the original force
iiirrir tjrx jik xjixo.! njui^ir;— — cj —

ifMisjiim iiirrir itiitttwjk tjr«:.x.cx.Lxr»<L. t.xii-> urxxa£xxxa.x xurxx.,c:;
O'--f jurotuci.ij.CHU. uxxo orx xkxxxixx _xiJLXJijr:

cence is like the passage of a vessel down a river.

We go with the stream no matter what winds may
blow or how the rain falls. From day to day the

scene chaises: th«-e is no samen«s, for the very

physical inches we attain alter the outlook. The
more we keep to mid-stream the faster we go, amd
all the time there lies before us the alluring prospect

of the sea.

Then suddenly we are at the river mouth. The
current that bore us ceases, and in its stead are waves

and adverse tides. The course we followed without

choice is at an end, and here are wide illimitable

waters where ifwe are to find direction at all it must
be from charts that lie within the vessel itself. What
was a fiiendly element seems suddenly to have be-

come an enemy threatenir^ us with disaster. Now
we may shout for aid and guidance as we will, the

gentle river banks are gone and with them the voices

that used to reply.

Happy are they who sail mid-stream—those in

whom the tide of life runs so strongly they are car-
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ri«i over the shoals of self-consdomnos withtwit

te of oiigiiMd force. Such arc lyrical poets. They
retain thdr sense of the divine origin of life, dc^ite

the pit^ure of environment upon them. The soul

that rises with them continues to shine long after it

has faded for most of their fellows.

But though they retain the sense ofhappinc^ long

after self-consciousn^ has brought its ojuivocations

into the ^uls of meet mar—though for a moment
they retard the coming ofTime and reveal Eternity

by enabling us to s^ die world with cyK undimmed
by doubt, the vision of innocence has never teen

retained by any poet who lived a normal term of

years.

Why is this? Why shouldn’t a poet sustain lyrical

impulse till he died of old age?

Simply because there is more than one of us in

this world. The happiness of a child is by nature

selfish and instinctive. The child Kvra for itself: self-

increase is normally its whole object, and woe betide

us ifwe thwart the child in this pursuit and mutilate

the infant mind with grown ideas of happiness and

altruism. But at maturity we have the opportunity

of experiencing happine^ of a greater capacity than

can be known by a child: happiness that is not sel-

fish and instinctive, but inclusive and imaginative.

Beyond the realm of childhood, unalloyed self-

dependent happiness is not to be found, because,

while the child liv« as a unit only appreciating

society as a means of gratifying its wante, at

adolescence we come into the pcKsemon of powa:s

which, for their natural enjoyment, dqiend upon

the delights and desires of others. That which in

any measure depends for its fulfilment uptm others
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can no longer be described as “self-dependent”.

Thus our original happine^ is impc^ble, be-

cause two people cannot possess the same thing at

the same time without sharing it. The happiness of
childhood differs from the happiness of maturity

in that childish happine^ is the happiness of pcsses-

sion, while the happiness of maturity is the joy of
sharing. That we should try to gain childish happi-

ne^ when we come to maturity is one of the mis-

fortunes of delayed growth and a very pre^ant
cause of the world’s woes. But at adolescence we
bump into the world as a social organism: the “not-

ourselves” has to be recognized, and never yet has
this stage of life been encountered without pain and
loss of original happiness.

From this pain and loss Blake, though he has
appeared in the world’s eye for a hundred years as

the supreme poet of youthful happiness, was not
immune. On the contrary, having an immense
capacity for childish happiness, he sustained the loss

of it with all the suffering that the law of reaction

makes inevitable. His sense of dismay at Jxaving

passed for ever out of his Eden was so acute that it

took form and presented itself to him as a state inci-

dent to every human life. That state he named
Experience.

Experience is a state of disillusionment. The soul

that ran to embrace the world with open arms is

rebuffed: it discovers in Matthew Arnold’s words
that

. . . the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams.
So various, so beautiful, so new.
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,

Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain.
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Corruption lits at the roots of life. Cruelty is univer-

sal. The innocent iamb is the prey of the lion.

Hunger, pain and deceit dog the steps of every

living thing. Jealousy shadows love. Faith appears

as man’s pathetic rrfusal to face facts: hope, the

illusion he pursues flying in terror from fear.

Blue’s im;^e of this state was the grave. Nothing

but death was catastrophic axough to symbolize

this nt^ation of all that made life good. But, as with

many of Blake’s symbols, the grave was not merely

a symbol, it was an image. Seen with the eyes of the

soul, this total Icks ofjoy, the soul’s life, is death, the

only form ofdeath the soul can know.

Physiologically this state occurs when sdlf-suffi-

ciency is no longer pcffisible to the body. At adoles-

cence, the subconK;ious mind of youth realizes that

the independence now required it, as never be-

fore, has no physiological basis. The body has ac-

quired powers that have no meaning except in rela-

tion to another, and the sense of desire, without an

object for that desire, drives the force back upon

itself and creates the dualism within which we call

self-consciousness.

In Blake’s time there were philcsophers who
argued that this state of ex|>erience was to be

avoided by rational education. They wanted to^
the course of youth flow on through adolescence

with undiminished power, and this they believed

would happen ifthe facts oflife, and esp«:ialy ofsex,

were not veiled in mystery. They believed that the

pains of self-consciousness were due to igimrance,

which was preventable. They were the Ddsts or

Natural Religionists.

Blake r^arded their opinions as “of fatal and
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accursed conasquence to man”. He described their

state of mind as “Rahab” and called it an eternal

state, meaning thereby that theirs was a form of

error which under other names would always exist

to seduce man from the truth. He saw that what they

really desired was to perpetuate the state of Inno-

cence, and while none could love Innocence better

than Blake, he understood that unless man passed

out of Innocence through Experience to Imagina-

tion, society could be nothing but the congregation

of disseparate units, each warring in defence of its

own life. Smng more clearly than they, he per-

ceived that however the difficulties ofself-conscious-

ness were modified by education, adolescence would

still denote the entrance of another principle of

being into the individual—a principle that implied

change of direction and necessitated a new orienta-

tion towards the world for as simple a reason as the

fact that when Eve joined Adam in the Garden of

Eden, nothing was ever the same again. Under-

standing childhood, Blake saw that if the grown in-

dividual could persist beyond childhood without

self-consciousneK, all his actions would be rapacious;

or to express the matter in his own phraseology,

that the self, instead of becoming emanative, would

be shut up in selfhood unable to know friendship or

brotherhood, without which, he roundly declared,

“Man is not”.

To be shut up in selfhood was Blake’s idea ofheU.

As early as 1788 we find him noting in his copy of

Lavater’s Aphorisms on Man that “hell is the being

shut up in the possession of corporeal desires”.

Crucifixion, death and the descent into hell he

understood as imaginative images of the progress of
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every soul in this world. The question for him was
not whether men went to hell, but how they got out
of it, and it was to show this that he wrote Vah, w
The Foter where the theme is:

His fell into Divmon and his Resurrection to Uiuty:

Hb fell into the Generation of decay artd death, and his

Regeneration by the Resurrection from the dead.

and Jerusalem which tells

Of the Sleep of Ulro! and oS the {»t^ge through

Eternal Death! and of the awaking to Eternal Life.

Blake’s answer was that the principle by which man
perceive what is beyond the realm of seitsc, the

principle by which he perceives the Inhnite in all

things, is “the power ofGod unto salvation”.

When weary Man enters his Cave
He meets his Saviour in the Grave.

The moment when self-sufficiency fails, when God
is no longer mediated by the love and care ofhuman
parents and the soul stands between two etemitira

uncertain to which it belongs, is the moment when
Imagination w<dts to link the soul’s life with all that

is beyond itself. Henedbrward there can be only

two ways: the way of death which is the predatory

exertion of the self after Innocence has be^ passed,

or the way of life which is the way of Imz^nation.

As an artist Blake’s idea of Imagination was of

the power by which he was enabled to jjerceive true

identities. Imagination gave living form as distinct

firom mere resemblance. Similarly the purpose of

Imagination in man was to give to every man true

knowledge of his own identity. The soul which came
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from God as essence passed through a series of states

in this life in order that it nniight achieve individual

identity. But it was cardinal in Blake’s mind that

without Imagination the individual remained in the

grave of self. Hence the sharpness of his division

from the Deists who, like the Sadducees of old,

denied the resurrection.

The “analysis” and “sublimation” of our own
day are variations on the same theme. One is temp-
ted to believe that Blake knew all about psycho-

analysis when he wrote:

Why wilt thou examine every little fibre of my soul

Spreading them out before the sun like stalks of flax to

dry?

The infant joy is beautiful, but its anatomy
Horrible, Ghast and Deadly: nought shalt thou find in it

But Death, Despair and everlasting brooding Melan-
choly.

Thou wilt go mad with horror if thou dost examine thus

Every moment ofmv secret hours.

For him Experience was the test of the soul’s

honesty. Once it was reached the soul went forward

to Imagination or backward to Memory. If the soul

could persuade itself that it might by any means
return to Innocence, the honesty of that soul was
destroyed, and before it lay the long and dismal

journey of self-contradiction in the pursuit of

chimeras (such chimeras, one may opine, as “com-
plete analysis”) before it could return to the place

where it parted from its integrity.^

^ The couplet “An Answer to the Parson” suggests that Blake was asked by
a clergyman of his day why he did not join the Fold. The question as he
puts it: “Why of the sheep do you not learn peace?” might be interpreted:

“Why don’t you return to the state of Innocence?” But Blake’s symbol of

Innocence was the lamb whose habits are pretty but not to be copied, while

those of the sheep are proverbially imitation and stupidity.
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Blake saw the inevitable association of Deism

—

of the Christianity of Ten Commandments and of

what we may now call Behaviourism—^with that

which he held in greatest abhorrence, Moral Law.
Moral Law was the antithesis of Imagination, for it

was the imposition from without of general form
upon that which had its own inherent individual

form. If everything that lived was holy, how could

holiness be thrust upon it as a garment? The God of

Christendom he called: “An Abstract objecting

power that negatives everything”, and the business

which has for its end the perfect adaptation of the

individual to his environment would have alike met
with his derision. The “normal man” of modem
psychology would have been Blake’s name for a
human nonentity.

He believed that all such religion was false, be-

cause it encouraged the selfhood, or loveless ego, to

live in false humility aping Innocence. All such reli-

gion he called the Religion of Hypocrisy. It was the

pretence to peace between the soul of man and
nature red in tooth and claw, when there was no
peace. It was the pretence to harmony between the

facts of experience and the truth of the soul, when
there was no such harmony. It was the denial of

Imagination, which perceived more than sense (tho’

ever so acute) could discover, by that rationzdizing

process which desired to embrace the universe in

the logic ofone mind.
He would have none of it. Blake went to the

bottom of the grave of experience, and when he rose

again he did not confound his spiritual body with

the linen clothes he had left behind. “To rise from

generation free,” he teUs us in the poem addr^ed
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to the mother of Ws mortaKty, “whate’cr is born of

mortal birth must be consumed with the Ea^.”
As J<wiK died to mortal life that he iiught the to

spiritual life (Blake quotes: “It is rabcri a q>iritual

Ixjdy*’ on hk design to this poem) so the scwl in the

moment of its awakraing to imaginative Mfe dies to

the life dfnature, leaving Innocence behind it as the

gravc<lothcs.

ThcMeforward the secret of Blake’s happiness

was vision. He believed diat men became what they

beheld: hence his one d«ure was to ax truly in order

that he himself m%ht be an im^e of Ae truth.

What he saw filled him with worship, and his life

became one sustainwl efibrt to give appropriate

form to that which so delighted his spiritual eye.

He was happy in the cxerckc ofhis imagination, and

fer man in maturity he knew of no other enjoyable

way of living.

Blake did imt, as has l^n said, “announce the

religion of art”. He regarded ait as the inevitable

product of vision, but vision was both means and

Mid. The distinction is important. Vision is the im-

material apprcheiuaon of truth. Art is the material

raxid of that apprehension. Nothii^ material

could have ever formed the foundation of Blake’s

reli^on. He justified the WOTks ofImagination in an

age when they were r^;ardcd as the foundlings of

idle fancy; but he never toppled over into the piti-

able error which distractol the aesthete of the igth

CMitury, of behevii^ that art was anything but a
human rteord of the perception of truth. To con-

found the thing made with the imaginative reality

and give, to that made, the devotion and worship

due to that which ma^, is idolatry that rots the
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CHAPTER VI

TWO EXAMPLES

When PILATE, proudly, cynically, or with humble
curiosity, put before J<sus the famous question,

“What is truth?” he did the human race the greatest

service that it lay in his power to i^rform. He
apotheosized the reasonii^ faculty. At a crucial

moment he put the crucial quration. For if Jmus
had been able to give a purely reasonable and
wholly adequate answer to that question, not only
Christianity, but every religion in the world would
have beai rendered superfluous. If, by an efibrt of
reason, man could in any wise encompass truth,

then at that mommit the perceptive or imaginative
faculty of mankind would fall into abeyance; the
riddle of the universe would be rolved and, inciden-

tally, man would lose his reason: it would die of
starvation.

Of course, Pilate had for the moment forgotten
hin^If. He was the representative of Roman law
and, as the emissary ofLaw, facts and not the truth
vere his busings. But Pilate’s furtive soul crept out
and made an infontile gesture, and by that gesture
revved for ever the impa^ble chasm that divides
facts from truth. The world has been profiting by
his moment of forgetfulness ever ^ce; and though
the Law still asks its witnesses to deliver “the truth,

^ whole truth, and nothing but the truth”, no one
is fool moi^h to suppo^ the Law to mean what it
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says, for everyone knows that it merely reqoiits the

facts even when they belie the truth. At Pilate's his-

toric moment the embodiment of truth stood before

the embodiment of reason and the challenge to

truth was merely that of making itself «plicablc.

This Truth fmled to do, with consequences that

turned the world upside down. Never ^ain has it

been p<^ibie for a reasonable being to suppose that

truth can be encompassed by facts, though Science

has had moments of delusion.

But every man, just in so far as he is not a poet

(uring that word in its widest and truest sense) is a

descendant of Pilate, for truth of some kind the

mind must have, and if it is not the truth of pewitry

then it will be the truth according to law. Jesus

acted directly, but spoke indirectly by parables.

When we do not apprehend the truA as poets

apprehend, we feel we should prefer that Jesus had
spoken directly and acted—as we even come to

think he acted—parabolically. Why couldn’t he

have said what he meant and told men their duty

in plain terms, instead ofwrapping it all up in these

parables of good Samaritans and grains of mustard

seed? Then we could have tabled the seven deadly

sins and fixed a code of behaviour that would have

ensured to us the good thii^ all men desire of this

life and any other. And many, thinking thus, haw
translated the poetry of religion into their own legal

prose. In so doing they have cuised the world with

another substitute for truth.

Truth cannot be circumscribed. When Jesus des-

cribal himself as the truth, we do not suppese that

his physical body became the residuum of truth, but

rather that in him truth found a focal point: he was
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the translucent prism of light, the means whereby

light was made humanly appreciable. He was not a

wes^l which blotted out the sun by ateorption.

Pilate wanted the sun to come within his orbit. He
did not TO that his orbit shut out the sun.

His error lies persistently in wait for the reader of

Blake, because of the unique degree to which Blake

relied upon direct apprehension. Blake did not even

try to understand the universe by the ordinary pro-

c«#TO of misonable d«luction; yet, if the anaic^

may be pardonal, as the actions ofJesus were intel-

ligible to the people who benefited by them while

his words were a i^rpetual offence, so below the

resJm of Blake the visionary lies the plane of Blake

the profoundly reasonable man; and seizing with

our reasoning faculties upon his apparent reason-

ablen^ we arc often tempted to believe the rest of

his work is merely a puzzle to which he failed to

supfdy the clue. When a man could expre^ himself

as intelligibly as Blake in the “Proverbs of Hell”,

what but madness and delusion could have made
him the elusive creature of symbolism?

Tlicre speaks sound common sense—and Pilate.

Poetry is not the vehicle of sound common sense,

but is a m^ns of creating images, which, like the

prism, ray out innumerable aspects of truth. Blake

did not choose from an alternative to write in verse:

he wrote in verse because poetry was the only ade-

quate means ofconveying what he perceived. It was
not optional to him whether he should set out his

philcsophy in rearonable terms, or whether he
should leave us to deduce his philosophy when our

apprehensions fallal to pursue his in the quest of

vision; and the fact that must be grasped is that
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apart from the jxKstry which contains hk idea*,

what he wrote is, and will for ever remain, utterly

unintelligible. It must remain unintelligible for this,

the profoundest of all reasons, that poetry is an
im^c of truth, and philosophy a rational statement
of intellectual ideas. The grater contains the l«s,

but not vke versa. Our perception of truth is not

dependent upon fact, but upon intensity of imagi-
nation, and what Blake ultimately demands, and so
far has demanded in vain, is power of vision equal
to his own. The poet appeals to his peers.

It is ncce^ry to say this because a little know-
ledge of Blake usually leads us to believe the fallacy

that one very fine day we shall discover, or some
other person who has b<«n equally enchanted by
Blake, will discover, the key to Blake—a key that

will open all the hidden doors and let us into the

two-and-thirty palaces like childrm following a
guide at Hampton Court. We come to think of
Blake as a sort of glorious conundrum which one
day will be wholly and finally solved. And I verily

believe that publishers and critira are at thk moment
keenly on the look-out for the book which promises

some such grand solution.

They will look in vain. There is no such key.

Blake is bigger and better than that. He lived in a
realm we only enter at the happiest moments of in-

sight. He habitually used a tongue we only speak at

rare moments of keenest understanding. He flew

where we walk or are wheeled in perambulators. He
fed on manna while we soon cry out for solid quaiis.

He moved about at ease in worlds unrecc^izewl and
gazed upon the sun’s face almost without a vcH.

This is perceived by thewe who understand Mm a
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little. By others it is dfflnied: the irrational Blake is

for them a man lost in his own terminology but, like

Vala ci«troying her heart’s dtsire, they “only see his

feet like piilais of hre travelling through darknm
and nonentity”.

It is perhaps time tt> jit^y such professions of

foith, and thb can best 1^ done by instancing dis-

coveries that have opened magic casements, not

indeed in the belief that perception is a quality

whMC enjoyment can be communicated, but simply

in the hope of showing thsu Blake is worth all the

understanding we can give him. I must apolc^ize

for m doing, because there is no duller occupation

than watching an angler, though few recreations are

more enjoyable than landing one’s own fish. More-
over, in Blake’s great rivers there is room for any
number of rods, and, be it noted, there are no
reaches reserved for scholarship. He who declares

he has fisherf a spot empty shows himselfto be using

the wrong bait.

Let us take the title-page of Th Book of Thel. It

is a happy example rrf Blake’s powCT of concentra-

tion. On the left of the pa^, beneath a tall sapling,

arched so deeply that it embraces the whole design,

stands a young girl with a shepherd’s crook in her
left hand. Her features b«ir an expression of re-

proach, for she turns to watch two tiny figures that

have just <a«:aped from the opening flowers. The
male figure leaf^ to embrace the female, who raises

her arms in a geature of surprise and alarm. Above
them, the arch formed by the tree is full of birds and
other figuras expressive of innocent delight: the
letters of the title themselves put forth leaves.

This picture qpitomizes the exquMte narrative
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poem that fidlows. The girl i* TTiei She is ftill-

giown; but ajiything that pertains to the shepherd’s

calling is for Blake a symbol of innocence; so Thel
must be the representative of adolescent youth.

TTiis is confirmed by the sapling under which she

stands. Blake invariably uses the tree as a symbol of

genemtion, and whatever stands beneath a tree k
under the shadow of mortal life, nicrs tree, though

young, is sadly bent, and is thus an apt emblem of

the di^usionment and melancholy that come to

youth at first sight of experience. And the s%ht of

Experience is what Thel has as she stands watching

the nuptials of the flowers.

Thel has been thought to be “a spirit not yet

generated” and her experience, the dt^ent into

this world. But apart from our rcadii^ of the illt^

tiation, the opening lines of the poem quickly make
it clear that TTiel is already in this world. ’Tk fiom

her “mortal day” she seeks to fade. “Our ^ring” is

the time of childhood, and the watery bow, the

cloud, the refl«:tion in a glass, the shadow, and the

dF«un, to all of which she likens herself, arc aH

images of mortality. Those who heard “the voice of

Him that walketh in the gardra in the Evening

time”, though still in Eden, were generated mortals.

The Book oj Thel stands between the Soi^s oj Ijim-

cemx and the Sor^s oj Experieme, and that is Thel’s

jxjsition; between the two states. Innocence stands

on the thresht^d of Experience.

What is the meaning ofThel’s motto?

Does the Es^e know whstt b in die |at.

Or wilt thou go ask the Mole?

Can Wsdom be put in a silver rod?

Or Love in a gcAden bowl?
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The eagle has the eye that can gaie ufwn the sun:

the mole is reputed to be blind and lives under-

ground. A crtm-refercncc to a parage in Vismm qf

ike DaugMm oj Albion giv« us,

Do*» not the Engle scorn the earth and despii« the trea-

stmi beneath?

lot the Mole knoweth what is theie and the worm diall

tdl it tlKse.

So the contrast is cvidaitly between what k above

the earth and what is beneath it, and we know that

everywhere in Blake what is above the ^rth has

spiritual significance and what is within, or beneath

it, symbolizes the instinctive or generati\^ powers.

The sun, which in “The Little Black Boy” of the

Songs of Inmcmce is the place where

God docs live

And gives Ms light and givra his heat away,

b Blakc^s symbol of spiritual light; and is (x>ntrast«l

with the fires “that bdeh inces^mt from the summits

of the earth”. Hence we may suggest, with the par-

tiality which is inherent in all pit^ rendering of

poetry, the content of the first two lines to be some-

thing like this:

Does spintual life know ofgeneration?

Sce^ that in the blind instinctive life of the earth.

There now remain the symbols of the silver rod

and the golden bowl. Silver is throughout Blake

associated with the light ofthe moon, and gold with

the light of the sun. Urizen, Prince of light, has a
golden crown. Luvah, Prince of Love, has a silver

bow. Hence, gold is a metal of the mind, and silver

a metal of the loins. From which we may infer this
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mouung:

Can Wisdom (man’s highest good) be found in the
oigan of procreation.

Or Love (woman’s life) be contained in the
womb?*

This motto has not the universal meaning of the
motto to Visions of the Daughters of Albion: “The Eye
sees more than the Heart knows.” It is Thd’s motto,
not Blake’s. Hicrc were tr^sures in the «suth The!
had yet to discover, treasures which Oothoon (who
is re^y The! at a later stage) found despite her
suffering; but while Thel’s motto do^ not deny the
purpme or value of Experience, it sugg«ts with
great power Blake’s fundamental belief in the unity
and inte^^ty of the soul a|mrt from mortal life.

With sure instinct Bls^e shows the burden of
Thel’s grief to be the sense of her own mortality.

Self-consciousness is an eating of the Tree ofKnow-
ledge—^knowledge of separate individuality and
hence isolation from surrounding life and conse-

quent realization of death. So, from the Lily, the
Cloud, the Worm and the CIckI of Clay, Thel learns

to understand that this isolation is but an appear-
ance: all life is spiritual and therrfbre ctemii: the

meanest thii^ that lives owes its maintenance to

divine prevision. As soon as The! understands this,

her fear of mortality is qudled. But now the matron
Clay offers to show her the secrete ofgenerative life

in those cavams of the earth whae Ac fires of in-

stinct rage. She invito Thd to enter imaginatively,

and not actually, and thus to retain her freedom to

return to Irmocence unharmed.
* V. Aiq>eadix, p. i6o.
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Immediately there is a change in the whole tenor

of the |»em. The words no longer ripple and flow

like the tide of light at sunrise; dark clouds and a

biting wind have suddenly sprung up. The keeper

of the gates of vision lifts the bar that divides the

spiritual from the instinctive world. The! enters in

and looks upon the realm that Blake afterwards

idoit^es as Hell. She wanders on until she comes

to “her own grave-plot” and her virion there is of

her own descent into the pit of generation. From
ihis^ that the Eagle knows not of, a voice arraigns

the five tdiing of the deceits of love in the

flesh. This is more than Innocence can l^r: only

Experience could read this rune. Horrifiai, the

virgin The! flics back to her native state.

W^y should The! have such a vision? Why
should she sufler such horror?

Make lived in a sentinmntal age when Nature
was r^arded as a plea^nt menial who ministered

gracdFuIly to the life of man. Rouleau was preach-

ing the Return to Nature and Marie Antoinette was
keying her court of Dresden shqjherdesses. Nowa-
days we know all alnut the war of instinctive life,

but in his steady gaze upon the fertilization of
flowers Blake was a hundr^ years f^fore tus time.

Whatever he might have thought of sex-instruction
via botany, it is clear that he would not have senti-

mentalized the lesson by omittii^ to show that

poUenization is often a haphazard event begotten of
fierce instinctive strife. Thel was not enabled to re-

gard the marriage bed with graceful equanimity
becaure i^e had iec«v«l instruction from the
matron Clay. For Blake knew that what implies
mortal life impHes death. He knew that except a
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com ofwhott fall into the ground and dte» it abideth
alone. He knew that youth cannot walk Wriih single

consciousness into the kingdom of imagination—
that love implies supreme sacrifice and that without
the recompensing consciousne^ only Imagination
can give, sexuality is a soid-destroying waste of life.

Experience is for Blake the grave of self. So when,
in lonely ringleness, Thel contemplates “her own
grave-plot”, she neither murders her own innocence,

nor dons the deceitful cloak ofmodraty: she dMs not

evtm brazen it out with a m^k that hida the quiver-

ing and lacerated soul: she flics in terror, and by her

flight proclaims her j^rfect integrity.

How shall the unloved give themselves to at-

pcrience? Unlc^ this realm be entered through the

gates of love, what can it be but a place of lonely

horror, since only by love can we find Imagination,

the redeemer, in the grave?

Thel is finally no human girl, but the «>ul itself

at the moment of its separation from the innocence

ofEden. That moment is the moment of “the Fall”,

which Blake identified with the coming of self-

consciousness.

The Book of Thel is perhaps the most beautiful

narrative poem ever written. It has a p«:uliar iri-

descent colour of its own perfectly suited to its

theme. Its atmosphere is the atmosphere of spring

sunrise. It tells a tale as plainly as if it were written

in prose, yet it moves as on wings ofgemamer with

a lightness and poise that betoken pearifoct control.

Take the following passage and note with what f^r-

fect sympathy the movement hesitates, pames and
mounts, like an inooming wave, to break at last in

rimer abandon on the shore of |Mty:
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Dett tlwu, O Uttk C3ov^’ I fear tibat I am not like thee.

For I walk through the vales of Har, aikl smdl the

sw«H9t lowers,

But I feed not the little lowcss; I hear the warbling

birds.

But I feed not the warbling birds, tluy ly and seek ^eir

i»od;

But Tlttl delicts iit these no more, became I fade away.

And all shali say, “withcait a use this shining woman liv’d.

Or did die only live to be at death the food of worms?”

The n^asure Thel is like the long breath the

freshening air takes at dawn: its human hguies seem
to have just breathed into existence. For sheer

lyric beauty Blake never did anything lovelier: the

grace and tenderness arc beyond comparison exqui-

site and magical. Did he, 1 wonder, write it to con-

sole his childless wife?

In The Bo&k oj Thel Blake shows us the soul trem-

bling on the threshedd ofexperience. In Visions oJ the

Dmghiers oJ AlMm, Thd, who has become Oothoon,
crosm the threshold.

Too literal a reading of this bw>k has dulled its

significance. Tire theme has dramatized itself with
such force that literal interpretatiom have been read
into it which obscure Bls^e’s subtle meaning. Here
as everywhere, Blake's concern is wholly with the

Efe of Ac soul. OoAoon is Ae soul in Experience
and not a particular woman suffmng a particularly

harrowing experience. The visions are Blake’s

visions, and OoAoon’s story is not a tale of coar^
outrs^c and desertion, but an account of what Ae
soul suffers m mortal incarnation. Bromion and
Theotormon are not Ac traditional husband and
lover ofAe old triangle Acme, but evocations ofAc
soul: states through which the soul in its mortal



journey is comf^lled to pass. The whole dnuua takes

place on the stage of the soul, and to drag it from

thence to the open market-place, k to debase

vadue and distort ite characters.

The title-page to TM showed us the first act of

this drama. There we saw Thcl gazing with wonder
and reprmch upon the nuptials of the flowers, hor-

sclf no actor in the sKene, but an absorbed onitxrker

whc®e eyes were opening. The titic-page to the

Viswns illustrates the third act of dre same drama.
Here she occupies the centre ofthe picture. Her love

expressed has awakened the terrors ofthe deep, and
now die fii« naked over the tempestuous Sea of

Time and Space to escape from a wrath that emer-

ges in flames from the clouds behind her. As she

flies she looks back upon the nude figure of a man
who reclines high upon the clouds. He regards her

not, but only looks with hungry terror upon the

flames of the abyss below him. The woman is

Oothoon. The bearded man is Bromion. The figure

in the clouds is Theotormon.

To find the W^tom |Mth

Right through the gates ofwrath

Oothoon urg« her way, and to mitigate the terror

of her experience there is nothing but a rainbow

—

not the full completed bow, but the increasing arc

climbing the sky—^wMch symbolizes the prmnise

that Imagination wfll yet red^m the soul firom des-

pair. The contrast between the two title-pages gives

us Blake’s contrast between the Soul in Innocerax

and the Soul in Experience.

Oothoon we know, but who are Bromion and

Theotormon?
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The only way to read Blake is to read him from

A to Z. for he is a prt^essive writer and his effects

are camulative. He worked like a spider throwing

out the main lines of his web and then linking these

together by a series of the most subtle connections.

Once a vivid image occurred to him he seldom let

it go. At its inception it is comparatively easy to

rwt^ae; but thenceforward he will apply it in a

hundred contracted forms which are quite unrecog-

nkablc to those who have not seen the initial appwsar-

ancc. Take the flower, for example. The firet flower

mentioned in the Smgs ojImwcence is “The Blossom”.

Once we understand that the blossom is a symbol

of love, then we shall find love symbolized through-

out Blake as a garden in which the flowers are al-

wa)^ symbols of human lovx. Blake was pre-

eminently an eepressionist in the sense that he was

for ever pushing forward toward fuller and more
pra:ise expression ofwhat he pjcrceivcd. He did not

pame to present the same image in half a dozen

different lights as more static poets have loved to do.

He was an adventurer, and those who read him
must follow him, or he is quickly lost to sight. The
track is strewn with clues to the road he took, but

unlm wc accept them he is soon lost on mountain
to|» that have ravine and impassable chasms be-

neath them.

In the presort instance, Bromion and Theotor-

mon are likely to remain unintelligible figures to

anyone who has not read the preceding Marriage of
Heavm and Hell. But if we have given that work
worthy attention we shall remember that Blake had
much to say there about deare and restraint. In fact,

ifwe turn to plate 5 of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell
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we shall find in the opening sentences the chaimctcra

of Bromion and Theotormon described in detail.

“Th<»e who restrain desire do so because thdbrs is

weak enough to be retrained; and the restiaincr,

or reason, usurf® its place and governs the unwil-

ling. And, being restrain’d, it by dt^rees bexomes
pasrive till it is only the shadow dfdesire.”

Bromion is the Restrainer: Theotormon the Re-
trained, who by degrees becomes passive till he is

only the Shadow of Desire.

Ihroughout the so-called Prophetic Books Blake’s

correspondences present intdlectual difficulties

which it would be j^lish to denyj but whenever our
sympathy and patience are sufficient to the task of

rect^nizing th^ correspondences, the delicacy and
precision of Blake’s thought l^ome evident. In the

case of these three identities we see that by tMs
method Blake has been able to identify and give a
name to attributes of the soul which arc perfectly

recognizable, and hereafter immediately to be up-
called by their nam^ in their exact significance,

though they are essentially of such a character as

almost to defy prose ddinition. They are attributes

of consciousness, hitherto unnamed, that Blake saw
as spiritual identities.

Ck>thoon is “the soul of sweet delight that can
never be defiled”. She is desire in its inherent purity.

She is the soul in its incarnation. She is youth in

jjerfect bud. She is the vindication ofthe senses. She
is the means whereby the world is perpetually rgu-
venated. Yet she is not the essential i^iiit. She is not

Enitharmcm. She is not the soul of poetry. Her love

is the love of spontaneous sdf-aqpre^ion, not of

imaginative understanding. The soul of ideal aspir-
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ation is not the soul ofall the world. Oothoon is the

soul at a definite moment in its earthly history,

wholly lovable, though her state is perhaps the mmt
iceting of all the states that make up the mortal life

ofman.
Bromion is the Restrainer. He is theembodiment of

legal righteousness. He is man’.s passion for order in

society. In the matter of sex, this passion for order

led him to prefer form to the life which creates

form. Love outside the bonds of marriage is an

offence to him, and where there is low he is ready

to imp^ marriage, if nc«l be against all human
desire. He wants to fetter the soul in chains of It^c

And render that a lawless thing

On w'hich the soul expands its wing.

But Bromion is not Urizen. Urizen is tyrannous in

the spiritual realm: Bromion rules in the social world

of state and law. He cannot pine, as Urizen does, for

spiritual bliss, for he belongs to an inferior hierarchy.

He is Roman, not Greek law. His habitation would
be neauer Temple Bar than Lambeth Palace.

Bromion is, above all else, fear ofthe consequences

—

a fear that in degree has its cave in every mind.

Theotormon is “the Shadow of Dtsire”—desire

that, by reason of exteaual restraint, has become as

the shadow to the living body. The living body in

thk case k Los, the representative on earth of the

Poetic Genius, Lo® the Time-Spirit, poet and seer,

whejse d^ire in its ^sence is desire for God. Theo-
tormon is desire in ex|»ricnce suffering from i^lf-

comciousness. He is no longer of the giant race. But
desire is always desire. Blake’s |dummet drops sheer

from heaven down to hell: he d<^ not br^k his line
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to measure the abyss. Desire does not become a per-

\.’craon by coming into touch with the senses. It is

solely by his contact with Bromion that Theotormon

is nullified. Theotormon is d^irc in restraint, in con-

trast to Oothoon who b desire in freedom. Thcotor-

mon stands for man in the present state of society,

torn between the yea of the scnsoi and the nay of

doubting intellect—^a creature of infinite longing,

spiritually emaciated by his fears, who permits his

energy to be di^pated by assenting to laws other

than th<MC of his own being. He is the soul of reli-

gious compromise, compromise which cannot escape

ct^nizance of the body, but is compelled to strive

j^ainst it because, never having had the spiritual

vigour fully to accept the body, it is never able truly

to transcend it.

But as Restraint and Fear have no existence apart

from Desire, so, in this poem, Bromion and Thco-

tormon have no edstcnce apart from Oothoon.

That neither is to be r^arded as an objwrdvc per-

sonality, but that both arc animating principles

which achieve identity, is clear if we olxscrvc care-

fully the time and manner of their appearance.

The argument spoken by Oothoon stato that she

loved Theotormon. But <ssentially Theotormon is

only the shadow of herself, the materialized form of

her own aspirations. She is thus in love wfith her

owm ideal, and what better image could we have of

a girl’s first love? She hid^ “in Leutha’s vale”.

Leutha, as we learn elsewhere, is “a daughter of

Beulah”, and, Beulah being the rejdm of human
love, Leutha stands for sac-attraction in the realm

of experience. She plucks Leutha’s flewer (the

plucking of the flower being the old synabol of
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socuaJ atperience) and rises up from the vale, but

the terrible thunders of Bromion d«troy her virgin

innocence.

When we come to the poem it^lf, neither Th«>-
tormon nor Bromion is mcntionwi until after the

princi|ml event, the plucking of the flower. As the

whole poem is a de^ription of the state that event

gives rise to, dieir omission is highly significant. AU
that happens smtecquently is consequent upon
Oothoon’s action, and the chief consequences are

Theotormon and Bromion themsdves. Blake wanted
to dramatize the events that transpire within the

soul itself; so Oothoon is presented as, of her own
volition, plucking the flower. It is inconceivable

that if Blake had wanted to write a drama of three

persons he should have omitted all mention of two
of them until after the crucial action had taken

place. Moreover, once the consequences of that act

are fully apparent to Oothoon, Blake shows no fur-

ther interast in Thoatormon or Bromion as dramatic
personaliti®. The stage is hers. They exist through-

out only in relation to her. They are creatures ofher
environment and all the existence they have is

subordinate to, and consequent upon, her action.

Vimns oj the Daughters oj Mbion is primarily

Blake’s passiemate vindication of the inherent truth

of the individual soul. Theotormon and Bromion
generalize; but again and again Oothoon diflFercn-

tiates. All things are the same to Theotormon; for

Oothoon everything has its own principle of being,
its own law, its own individual identity. “One law
for the Lion and Ox is oppression.” \\^y? Because
their instinctive activitira being by nature oppMDsite,

obedience to a common law would destroy both
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types. Blake believed the purpme of creation to be
the establishment of individual identities and what-
ever acted in opposition to that fundamental pur-

pose was for him Satanic.

In a secondary degree the poem is a vindication

of instinct. It is also an arraignment of man in his

relations to woman. Inadequacy is written all over

Theotormon. That inadequacy Blake particularly

despised and years before had written in his notes

on Lavatcr: “Let the men do their duty, mid women
will be such wonders. The female life lives from Ac
light of Ae male. See a inan''s female dei^ndents

—

you know Ae man.”
Theotormon is Ac victim of his own weaknm

and a vacillation Aat destroys his character. Ixivcd

as the fulfilment of desire by a pure spirit, he is too

weak to prevent Ae accomplishment of his own
wishes from being annulled by an intellectual

tyranny imposed upon him. Hence he remains

“wretched Theotormon”—at once the proy of un-

gratified desire and fearful restraint. Therefore

while Ae woman, passing through the terrors of

experience, is able to achieve Ac imaginative height

of

Arise, you little glancing wii^, and sing your intoljoy!

Arise, and drink your bliss, fw every thing that lives is

holy!

he remains sitting

Upon the margin’d ocean conversing vdth shadows <Ere.

As was Thel, Oothoon is justified by her own
int^rity. Blake knew of no oAcr holiness. CSon-

formity, alike to good or evil, is abhorrent alike to

divine and human love.
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CHAPTER Vn

THE DIVIxVE IMAGINATION

'Ihere js no subject upon which clear thinking is

more rare than the Imagination. As already sugg«-
t«l, the word itself in common parlance is made to

do duty for all manner ofideas,some ofthem directly

contrary to one another. We ask a man to “use his

imagination” and thereby imply that his thought is

localized and insufficient. The next minute we speak

ofan idea as “pure imagination” meaning this time

that the idea is quite untrue. A jealous person is

commonly describe as a “victim of his own imagi-

nation”; in the next breath we pay an individual

the highest comfdiment by describing him as “a
man of imt^nation”.
The common«t criticism of Blake is that he was

a man of unrestrained imagination, whereby it is

impliol, not that he was too fond of giving to airy

nothings a local habitation, but more simply that

he was the victim of aimless phantasy—a muddle-
headed pen^n without a sane sense of values. Simi-
larly Imagination comes to be regarded as a faculty

which, like a child’s balloon, is harmless and pretty

only so long as it is attached to the stout string of
<x>mmon sense. By the same means we arrive at the

criticism which c^Is the painter of fauns and fairi^

“very imaginative”, and the painter ofmean streets

and old women, “realistic”.

Thus die word “Imaginative” has no status. It is
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a compiimcntary or derogatory adjixtive according
to the person who uses it. “Reasonable” on the
other hand has very proud status. To lx: caiai “a
r^»nablc man” b to be almcst flattered; but when
wc think in terms of imagination, even “man” has a
way of disappearing, and the term b apt to become
“imaginative creature”. It may be a delicate com-
pliment, but it remains delicate, and balances on
the edge of dbprabe.

What dots all thb signify? That “there is nothing
either good or bad but thinking makes it b per-
haps truer of the Imagination than anything cbc.
As Imagination cannot be reasonably d«^fincd, each
man’s definition ofit becomes the measure ofhin^elf.
According to our im^nations b it unto us, and as
with every other word oflarge significance, wc raise

or depress its value as our idea of it is great or smaM.
But it b important to remember that the word has,

and can have, no fixed significance.

While it has no fixed significance it has value,

value that fluctuates. When Blake was bom its value
was very low, lower than it had been for centuries.

Its value had increased by leaps and bounds before

he died; but in general currency its worth was yet

very far from what he himself attached to it, and
although its value has been steadily increasing ever

since, it still remains far below Blake’s estimate, and
it b still without status. We do not glory, as Blake
would have done, in the description of himself as a
poet of unrestrained imagination.

Before we dedde that he was deluded it behove
us to find out, as far as we can, what Blake meant
by Imagination.

Blake was a Ghrbtian. First and last, if not abso-
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Iwtcly all the tintc, Blake was a Christian; and we

do well to insist upon this fact because it colours all

his idcM and most deeply his ideas upon Imagina-

tion. He has b««n called a mystic, and while we

may admit the distinction, again we shall do well

to remember that he never used it of himself. Blake

btliev«i his acpcriences were common in degree to

ail men; and while we may most profitably follow

him along the pathway common to mystics, as Mr.

Foster Damon has done so admirably, we b^in to

harbour demons of delusion ifwe think of this only

as a strange and exclusive track which men with a

pervert love of abstraction followed. It is all too

easy to differentiate between great men and little

and to behold the great like wandering stars whose

significance to us is merely spectacular. By such pro-

cesses systematized religions are made, which we

conform to with our lips and use as Cerberus to our

hearts. Blake, who called the spectacular God
Nobodaddy and The Human Abstract, and the

spectacular Christ a creeping Jesus, must not him-

self be turned into a strange phenomenon by mere

clarification. His mysticism h easily over-empha-

sked.

But Blake was a Christian and a Bible Christian

at that. He believed the Bible to be the inspired

Word of Gk)d wMch contained between its covers

the whole spiritual history ofman. At the same time,

unlike many of his day and a few surviving stal-

warts of our own, he sdso believed Voltaire was a

servant ofGod sent to destroy the literal interpreta-

tion ofthe Bible. “Why”, says he in that letter to the

the Rev. Dr. Trusier which is ofsuch ironic and yet

profound interest, “is the Bible more entertaining
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and instructive than any other booh? Is it not be-

cause they (the words) axe addrmed to the imagi-

nation, which is spiritual sensation, and but medi-
ately to the understanding or rearon?” And with

these words, in this coxmection, we have a glimi^
into what the Im^nadon meant to Blake.

“Spiritual sensation.’’ That might mean many
things to many people. It seems a turn of phrase

that would be agreeable to the Spiritualist; but

Blake, although at one time he dabbled amusedly
with a harmle® kind of spiritualism, was certainly

not a spiritualist; nor did he mean to imply that

qpai-mouthed credulity amd faith in mediums was
a means of grace. He doubtl^ knew all about the

Witch of Endor, and the only ghost he ever con-

jured for himself gave him an experience in sensa-

tion which he would hardly have d<scrib«i as

“spiritual”.

Similarly, at the opposite pole, “spiritual sensa-

tion” is surely a phrase that would mean much to

the Salvationist. Again we may take it that Blake

did not mean to suggest spiritual sensationalism.

By spiritual sensation he meant the power ofsensing
spiritual truth—of communicating with those spiri-

tual powers which make and mould the material

world—of penetrating the veils of custom, habit

and tradition, and ofseeing with extreme clarity the

reality or essential form.

Is not this what every artist does? Gk>ne for ever

is the day when it could be thought that the trans-

fermce of appearances to canvas was art. If any-

thing was wanting to remewe diat fond idea, the

photographic camera supplied it. Hie most rodiute

artist, who paints what he s^ and only what he
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sees, can only paint what he sees as he sees it; and

if he is to be successful, nothing but his individual

perception of the truth of the objtxt he sets can save

him from mere lineal journalism. What therefore

he ultimately tries to portray is the truth he has per-

ceived, and this, a$ modem art powerfully instructs

us, mq)f be far removed from the impr^ion com-
monly derived from an object. So that in the final

objective sense we may say that nothing—absolutely

nothit^—is troc in itself: everything in the world is

relative, and truth most relative of all, since it can

never be known except by the union of subject and
object. It is a matter of “spiritual sensation” or

Imagination, and never of fact.

Where Blake was original was in breaking down
compartmented ideas ofthe function ofimagination.

He announced not the religion of art, but of imagi-

nation. He redeemed imagination from its purely

secular use and maintained that the power by which
all art came into being was the very power which
mediat^i God to man.

This is a tremendous idea and is at present far

from being accepted. That the truth of nature can
only be known by means of the imagination is

believed by artists; but the exponents of religious

doctrine are far from accepting the idea that it is pre-

c«Iy the same power by which any human soul has
knowledge of spiritual' tmth. Religion is bound in

the fetters of tradition and authority. BibIts and
buildinp, episcopacies and papal dignitaries are

made the material residence of that which, by its

nature, can have no material dwelling-place. To
suggest that religion is purely a matter of imagina-
tion is to suggest the unthinlmble, even to-day; but
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not until it has become a commonplace will ait

fructify with spiritual ideas, tw rcli^on bitwom on
the highway. Blake's work has the power and signi-

ficance it has just because his traflfe lx!tw«n heaven
and earth was not impeded by the idea that rei%ion
was a spiritual and art a secular pursuit. It is here
that he is truly prophetic. This is his marria^
heaven and hell, and when his idea is apprcciat«l

we may witnm some such revival of spiritual con-
sciousn«s as the world now so pathetically awaits.

Blake perceived quite clearly that in the reason-

ing mind subject and object remain equal and oppo-
site—that God is God and man is man and between
them lies the chasm ofinfinity. The problem ofcon-
sciousn«s he saw as the problem of bridging that

chasm. This, reason could never do. By its nature it

was restricted to the finite; but imagination, having
no such limitation, could. Imagination could per-

edve “the infinite in everythu^”, and in that

moment of recognition dii«x>ver that man is insepar-

able from God, and God not to be separated from
man. Was not the power which bridged the gulf

the power ofGod himself, and if »>, what was irreli-

gion but the rel^ation of this power to the rank of
a mental amusement?
But imagmarion must have an object. Nothing

cbirics out of nothing. The im^nation that pursue
art for its object pursues its own tail. “Art for art’s

sake” is the pursuit ofimi^ination for im^ination’s

sake. Its end is that perversion ofimagination called

phantasy, for, as truth is relative, nothing esds^ for

its own sake, not even the imagination. Imagination

is the dynamic power of foith, and the only true

object of faith is God. Art flourishes or decays
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“The Divine Image” he perceived God as man and

ihc vision filled him with worship. Art cannot be

said to oust without a perception of God incarnate,

and the more conscious that f^rception the more
obviously religious the art. The revelation ofwhat is

human is the revelation of what is divine.

God Appears, and God is Light

To thoM poor Souls who dwell in Night,

But docs a Human Form Display

To those who dwell in Realms of Etey.

The characteristic of mystics is their application

of imagination to theolt^. If knowledge and not

action had been Blake’s aim, he too could have been
classed as a mystic and the definition would have
embraced him. But Blake’s chief value and interest

He in the fact that he was not content with theolc^,

Blake was one with Jacob Bc«hme in his belief in

the creative power of the Imagination and his con-

sciousnm that all true knowledge was knowledge
ofGod; but Blake is distinctive in that hejoins han^
with Pope in the beliefthat the proper study ofman-
kind is man. God apart from man (the mystic’s con-

stant pursuit) is Blake’s idea of al^traction. Blake

applied imagination not to th«>logy, but to the soul

of man, the k>u1 which embraced the body, and
there he saw God. “Human nature”, he said, “is

the image ofGod.” So strong was his conviction that

God was not to known apart from man that when
he came to design the title for his greatrat work,
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Jerusalem, he portrayed the spirit which emanci-
pates souls from the slough of mortality as pomting
to the words “Jesus only”, and placed these wokIs
significantly in the crescent moon of human love.

Blake had the mystics’ conception of the iwc of
imagination: where he differs essentially from them
is in the purpose to which he applied it. The »ul of
man, and not God the divine rascnce, was his study.

He declared the knowledge ofGod wMch is confine!
to mystical experience to be insufficient. GckI must
be known, seen, felt, realized, loved and worshipped
in every man. It is the Saviour in the likenm and
similitude of his friend Los whom Albion rect^nizra

in the redemptive moment of the last chapter of
Jerusalem.

Blake had a j>oet’s, not a mystic’s, conception of
the universe. In the early tractate. All Religiom me
One, where we see the germ ofall Blake’s ideas about
the Imagination, we find that ail things are derived
from the Poetic Genius who is describe as the true

Man, the one source. Of this Poetic Genius, Jraus
becomes the imaginative expression: “God d^end-
ing according to the weakne® of man.” Hence,
Jesus himself becomes the Divine Imagination, the
Divine Vision and Fruition, the imaginative means
whereby God is mediated to man. He become the

archetype of all imagination. Corrc^ndingly, die

redemption ofman Iwang the creative work ofGod,
man’s work is redeemed by a similar proem. It vem
cursed by being limited to knowlalge in Ricn. It is

redeemed by partaking ofthe divine nature in beh^
imaginative. Art is work redeem^ firom the cun^,
“In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread.”

Blake believed that man was encompassed about
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by God: that from the Fall he had shut himself up
in the limitation of his five senses, but that Imagiiia-

tion, which was the divine oepression of God, sur-

roundiHl man like the invisible air, ever waiting for

the act of faith whereby man cast himself upon the

Divine Imagination and thus released himself from

the bonc^ of mortality.

Imagination was the one way out of selfhood.

Every other activity of the mind was a drawing into

the selfhood ofthat which lay without, but in Imagi-

nation “Self was lost in the contemplation of faith

and wonder at the Kvinc Mercy.” It was man In-

coming as God in r^ponse to God’s condescension

in becoming as man. Consciously to experience this

union with the divine, man had been given an in-

dividual body and had passed from essence to iden-

tity. Thus, Imagination was the divine communion
ofman with God: the only place from which reality

was truly discernible, untroubled as reality was,

when seen from the divine bosom, with the ephe-

mera of nature. It was to make evident to those

around him that this divine communion lay at hand
to every human mu! which had faith to abandon
itwlf to the encompassing Divine Mercy that Blake

wrote and illumined his passionate visions.

“This world of Imagination is the world of Eter-

nity: it is the divine bowm into which we shall all

go ^ter the death of the V^etated body. This
World of Imagination is Infinite and Eternal,

whereas the world of Generation, or V^etation, is

Finite and Temporal. There exist in that Etmsal
World the Permanent Realities of Every Hung
which we see reflected in thus V^etable Glass of
Nature. All Things are comprehended in their
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Eternal Foiros in the divine body of the Saviour,

the True Vine of Eternity, The Human Im^ina-
tion.”

To those who make it an accusation that Blake
was a man of unr«traincd ima|^nation, BMe
would have replied in the words he addre^ed to

Byron: “Can a Poet doubt the Visions ofJehovah?”
Im^nation is either the true means of perception,
or a delusive phantasy. The highest conception of
form is cither that seen by the inu^inative eye, or
that which may be mathematically demonstrat«i.

Once Blake had identified Imaginatmn with the

Divine Image, it is easy to sec that to doubt the

essential truth of Imagination, and fancy that this

divine power needed the asistancc of le^er

powers which it held in fee, would have been for

him something akin to blasphemous infidelity.

“Man”, he said in his Notes to JLo^zler, “is cither the

ark of God or a phantom of the earth and of the

water.” “Naturally, he is only a natund organ sub-

ject to sense.” “Tlie EtCTnal Body of Man is The
Imagination: that is Ck)d Mmsclf, The Divine Body,

sar*, J«us: we are his Members.”
The fondamental question which Blake’s concep-

tion of the Imagination rais« is this: Does Imagina-
tion comprehend Reason? In other words, in the

practical, ordinary course of evrayday life is Imagi-

nation a complete guide to conduct? Ought we to

act reasonably and then add im^^ation as the

cook adds spice to a dMi; or supposing our^lves

capable oi acting with amtinuous imaginatitm,

shall we find our actions to have beox supremdy
reasonable?

Similarly in art. Is Ims^inaticm a power sufficient,
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not merely to implant the idea of execution in the

mind of the artist, to act as a lodatar to all his

efforts, but is it also, of itself, capable of giving pro-

fwrtion and balance to the whole work ofexecution?

Does Im^ination need to be continually buttressed

by rea»nablc ideas to prcv'cnt it from tapering into

vacuity, or does it comprehend those reasonable

idcM and render them not merely superfluous, but

intrusive?

Blake believed the Imagination was sufficient for

all things. His answer toour questioningswould have

been, “According to your faiA be it unto you. Ifyou
think Imagination insufficient, then for you Imagin-

ation will be insufficient, though what you add
of Reason will never make up for what you lack

of Im^nation.” In his view, to act imaginatively

was to seek first the Kingdom of God.

The question is fundamental because it is related

to every sphere of human activity. Jesus was for

Blake a symbol of the coming of Imagination to

man. Innocence had ended with Adam. The Old
Testament the history of Man in Experience.

With the advent of Jesus, man came to full con-

sciousn», and this consdousness rojuired of him
the abrogation of the old law and imposed on him
the new law—the law ofimaginative understanding.

The question (still unanswered) was, did the new
law fulfil the old, or was the old law still necessary

to buttrw the new? Was the Christianity ofJesus
good enough for practical purpc««, or was it an
ideal of perfection which the ^urch should hold
before the ey^ of men for admiring aspiration,

while the real government of the world was con-

tinued on the sure foundation of the Tai Gom-
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mandments? Blake saw tihc same cleavage between
the^ two ideas as between Reason and Imagina'
tion. His history of the Law of the Ten Command-
ments was this;

Against the Accuser’s chief desire. . .

.

Jehovah’s Finger wit«e the Law

(thus giving to Evil a body that it might do-
troyed)

Then wept, then rose in zod and awe
And the dead corpse, fiom Sinai’s heat.

Buried beneath hfa hfercy S^t.

Even before the appearance ofJesus Jehovah had
put Law beneath Mercy; but the faithless Qiuoch
sdll clung to Law and Judgment unable to bcKcve
in the efficacy of Mercy. Whereat Blake cries:

O, Oiiistians! Christians! tell me why
You rear it on your altars hi^

Blake knew that the real reason was because
Reason is so much easier than Imagination. “An
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth” ap|:^als to

the reasoning faculty. It is a perfectly l<^c^ state-

ment of justice; but great is the imagination and
large the understanding of th(»c who, without cant,

love their enemies and bless those that curse them.

Reasonably, this is imjxr^ble. It is the work of
Imagination: the supreme work, for it m'gues the

ability of one person to entor into and partake of

the nature of his opposite. Thus it is that the su-

preme test of Imagination is die Forgiveness ofSins.

Blake saw that Ima^riation was the only way to

achieve not merely understanding but happinm.
And truly, nothmg can d«|K»l the happmess of the
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imaginative mind; for in so far as we live by imagi-

nation^ we cea^ from e^tism and live by enjoy-

ment, instead of trying to live by pc»5Cssion. At
scIf<on«aomnc^ we arc brought to the realization

ofour solitude in the world and a sense ofutter lone-

liness is the first fruit of iM:lf-consciousn«. But this

terrible experience, which awaits every sentient

adolescent, is but the benediction of Gcrf whereby
we know individuality. The happiness of Innocence

passes for ever once we are conscious of our single-

n«M in the world. But the experience of mtwt young
pTOple is that, after a period ofab^mal misery, they

suddenly wake to find that by the exercise of imagi-

nation they are able to enter into the life of every

living thing. The shell of self-consciousness cracl^

and they walk out, free of the universe, like the

winged infant in the sixth plate of Blake’s Gates of
Paradise. They find that by imagination they have
the power to be everything and evcrylx>dy, and for

a moment the whole world is enjoyed as the very
im^e ofGod’s glory. They see in a Idnd of heavenly

mirt^ the truth of life. They become artists who
can we the perfixt picture but have no power to

translate it in plastic terms. So they rush into Exjxri-

cnce, only to find the vision fade and themselves

the victims of thdr own emotional powers. And
these they must suffer until Imagination becomes
actually incarnate and all their powers are made
subservient to the only jxrwer that has a i%ht to rule

them.

It is thus we lesuu that only as we live by Im£^-
nation can we truly be said to live at all. For the

nature the soul is such that the soul can poss^
nothing: communion is its only life. Imagination is
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the meam of communion—the souFs bi^d and
wine. Without it the whole world acts in antagonism

against us and the fight is against odds none can

hope to overcome. But Imagination dmrms us and
transforms the attitude of the world. It brings us

into living co-operation with every other form of

life. We become what we behold, and perceiving

true forms we enjoy eternal life which no adversity

of circumstance or chance offortune can take away.

We become inheritors ofthe world. Thejudge with-

in is silenced, because he assumes now the throne of

understanding and is no longer in the scat of the

accuser.

And life ministers to us as we cxerctK; our power

of enjoying it. The hunger of self is appea^rd as we
pass out of the circumscribed life of ^^Hng self-

satisfaction. We lc«e our lives to gain them. Whai
the beauty of life perceived wins us over to partici-

pation in it, not for our own sak^ or for the thought

of any advantage, but for the sake of pure imagi-

native enjoyment, we wear the universe ^ a
garment: we are converted and become . as little

children.

This is imaginative life. Everybody knoivs some-

thing of it, but we live it in miserable partiality

usu^ly because we try to live it in general terms on

the strength of a single vmon. The snare of organ-

ize religion is that it teaches this generalization,

and the parson is a sentimentalist just b«:ause he

tries to spread over the whole of IMe the joy of a

moment that should have bwn surpassed as so(m as

it was exjjerience. He “binds to himselfajoy** and

we follow himjust in so for as we lack faith to believe

that every “minute particular’* of life has its mdivi-
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dual joy which it will momentarily yield to us ifwc
arc imaginatively awake.

Unlike the parson, the artist too often fancies that

he can mm on hfe imagination as with a tap. To
think this is to debase Imagination to the re^m of

fancy. It is to miss the universal vision and to make
art the fruit of fleeting lynx-eyed perception, in-

stead of continuous human vision. Such practice

hardens the emotional values without which art

loses its universality. Every phase of life mmt be-

come imt^native if wc would be deeply imt^na-

tivc artists; for art reveals and is never deceived.

There can be no imaginative peace in the work of

an artist whose imt^nation is sporadic and fitful.

Great art m not to be produced by response to inter-

mittent states of imagination which we fancy we
can evoke and retire from; but as a man is all the

twenty-four hours of his day, so is his art. Our most

intimate, our most casual personal relationships

must be ims^native if wc would know happiness

or the service of art.
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CHAPTER Vin

THE HUMAN INSTINCT

GmA thin^ arc done when Men aiKl MinintaiiB wett.
This is not done by Jostling in the Street.

So BijtKE NOTED in his manuscript lRx>k. For the

good of hds soul and the discipline of his patience

every artist is compelled to a certain amount of
jostling in the street. Bad artists thrive on it. Pickers

and snatchers of unconsidered trifles, it is their

means of livelihood, and in time they come to re-

gard elbowing as the whole art of life. Good artists,

on the other hand, reduce their jostling to a mini-

mum; for while they realize that to make fliem-

selves impervious to environment is to become sterile

and inhuman, they also know that the art of living

implies discretion in the choice of environment, and
since their job iteelf necessitates choice, they do not

cultivate adventitious habits.

Blake was a sensitive, generous, rociable Imng
whcKC heart found exercise with every social contact

he made. “Open to joy and to delight where ever

beauty appeared”, he was only too ready to believe

the b^t of every man, and in ccmsequcnce was
obliged to suffer many painful experiences before

he learnt that the majority ofhis fellows lacked suffi-

cient energy to feel his exuberance of good-will.

With profound meaning he called Flaxman an
angel, and had Flaxman been capable of res|K>nd-



daughter. It is customary to think of her as one of

the uncrowned saints of literature; but without

wishing to rdb her of her candles, we divorce life

from reality if we do not remember that she was

married to a man of laith who could see the world

in a grain of sand and Wieve that Cromek meant
honestly. His wife was perha|» the greatot triumph

of Blake’s faith, and the constructive value ofimagi-

nation is beautifully illustrated by his faith in her

and her responsive faith in him.
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But “jcBtling in the street”? No. There never was

a man less fitted for the occupation. Besides, Blake

had met his mountain. That mountain wm the

Christian religion.

When Blake had written the Songs of Imocemt he

tend himself committed to the soul of man for his

study, and even suppc«ing he had l^en terrific at

the infinite prc»pect which opened before Ms ey^
as he look«i out upon the human soul, he could not

have gone back and amused himself with art in the

feshionable manner of his contemporari«. For one

characteristic he ptwsessed which wiU hardly be

denied to him by his keenest detractor, and that was

thoroughn^. He was so whole-hearted that he

simply lacked the ability to turn back from any path

that the pursuit of his genius had led him to. And
pondering on the human soul, almost the first

obj«:t that met his gaze must have been the great

mountain of systematiz«i thought on the same sub-

ject enshrined in the Christian religion.

That mountain meets us all—^at least, organized

religion in one form or another confironts every

child more truly than Gilbert’s choice of|x>litM3. As

every child is naturaliy bom into a family, so every

man is spiritually bom into a church. Whether it

has a dome or a spire, a belief or a disbeliefmatters

little; the fact that it is our traditional lot is what

counts. For just as the child has to release itself

from parental bonds to become a man, so the human
soul has to release itself from qriritual bonrls to

achieve identity. And just as it is neemary te a

young man to extricate himself from the ties his

kmily before making afitetional ties of his own, »
is it nectary for a human K)u1 to extricate itself
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from the spiritual tics of its traditional church if it is

ever to form ti« which arc truly of its own making.

We cannot inherit religion. We cannot purchase it

second-hand. It is not to be had for the asking,

cither ready-made or to measure. Every soul has to

make its own garment. The insktent demand of

every soul is that it should have its own religion, and

human souk are great according to the m^itude
of the demand and the ability to respond to it.

I nnist create a system or be enslav’d by another man’s.

I will not reason and comfwre, my busine® is to create.

How delightful to meet a man who could acknow-

ledge so simply the demands of his own soul! And
who would have thought that such forcible confes-

sion ofthe simple truth that spiritually, as naturally,

we must grow up and express our individuality or

die, could have been translated into the announce

ment of another quack rc%ion? But so it has been,

and panic-stricken members ofone flock or another

have been gravely concem^i either to prove that

Blake’s reli^on was or was not theirs, or that it was

not religion at all but merely one of the ancient

heresies revived. The passionate pigeon-holers must

be left to reason and compare as they will. Mean-
time, the busine® of individuals will remain—to

create, each after his own order, a body of thought

for his own religious faith.

From the S0ngs oj Irmoeeme to The Ghost oj Abel,

Blake’s work may be described as one continuous

effort to restate what he believed to be the truth of

the Christian rdBgion, Let such a notice stand as a

warning to thc^e who arc satined that no such re-

statement is necessary. Blake is not for them. And
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why should the satkfiai coiKxm tlKiiwIves with
the efforts of the dissadshed? Let the orthiKkix
preach orthodoxy till they are dr^ of sound and
draire understanding.

Blake left the parental roof the day he walked out
of a Swcdenboigian Church for the last time. I^h-
ably he ne^er needed to be dcUveral from the
literalism of orthodoxy.

TTie Good arc attracted by pcrceptiiMBi

Aim! tfunk not for thenisdvcs,

he wrote, but the day when he did not thirtfe for

himself is unr«:orded. Swedenboig had bron wel-
come as a haven from the literalism that dominated
every other form of Christian religion. At Irast

SwedenlK>ig did not confrtund imagination with in-

sanity, and a powerful mind thinking for itself was
just the harbour young Blake ne<«l^ to give him
time to 1% out his own adventurous ship. But the
young thinker soon found the old one insufficient.

Swedenborg clo^ up the mouth of the harbour
with the bar of PCaiestination. So Blake set sad,

burst the bar and took to the open waters.

Like all the Church«, Swedenborg had a usele^

Hell: a place of vague unpleasantnc^ where unruly
passions tortured one another. According to Kake’s
thinking this Hdl knocked the bottom out of evrry
system of intelligent thought. It was an abyu that

of^ed beneath every action. It was sdso the home
of human passion, and this young man Icnew him-
self well enough to know that aU his actions were
pa^onate. The whole world seemed to live in

imminent fear oftoppling into this bottomless abyss,

an aby^ where passion turned to wrath.
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the mystery in himself. Heaven, the realm of Hope,
lay teforc him. Hell, the region ofFear, lay behind.
Vision was the synchronization of the two. The
meeting ofhope and fear was vision, and vision was

The spiritual life descended and was from
Heaven. The instinctive life ascended and w^ from
Hell. As the plant had its roots in the ground while
its shoots aspired towards the sky, so man, rooted
in Hell, aspired to Heaven and flowered upon
Earth. Life instead ofbeing, as the Churches taught,
the opfKjrtunity for exercising moral virtue or good-
ness, and thus showirig that man was one with the
Divine Essence, was the means by which man
achieved conscious individual identity, which iden-
tity had nothing to do with gCKxi or evil, being an
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eiema! reality awaiting human rett^ition. This
principle of identity held good for all things. Sheep
and goats, angels and devils, good men and el'll

men, cunning and courageous, prolific and dci’our-

ers—all were necessary to human existence, for

without contraries human life was unihinLible.

Mortality was not the opportunity for man’s
pathetic effort towards eternal sameness, but was
Immortality made lisible: distinction and differ-

ence revealed so that every living thing might
exhibit its eternal form, and by showing its eternal

form reveal its individual holiness.

Thus at one bound Blake released himself from
the toils of morality and surpassed not only
Swedenborg but his old friend the moralist Lavater.

Henceforth Good and Evil ceased to be the essential

differences; the essential differences lay deeper and
were not to be resisted, being as nccc^ary to human
life as the contrary acts of respiration were to the

body.

For a moment Blake rejoiced in the sense of free-

dom that always ensues when we have put behind
us rratraints not ofour own making, and all restraint

seems to be the work of the devil. But of course

Blake had not solved the iuKiluble problem of
duality: he had only raised the standard. The
moment we cease to conform to external discipline,

in that moment life impedes upon us the necessity of

conforming to a far more rigorous discipline—the

self-discipline upon which true form depends. Blake

passed from the discipline of good and evil to the

far more rigorous discipline of imaginative or un-

imaginative life, and having written the enfran-

chising Marriage aj Heemn and Hellj he was soon to
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find, in teais of repentance, that the very means
whereby we achieve spiritual enfranchisement

quicidy turns to pride unless we pass from vision to

vision. God made duality that man might know the

supreme of balance in the ecstasy of creation;

but when vision fad^ and we eat in pride the fruits

of virion, fancying that we have attained, we turn

our joy to sorrow. In his moment of insight Blake

enfranchised the human body as a part of the

human jkjuI; but unless I misinterpret the tears of

Urizen in the Fifth Night of Yda, the body, in

Blake’s idea, assumed a pride in its own glory during

the years that intervened, and taught Blake that

fjods may “combine against Man setting their

dominion above The Human Form Divine”, and
that none is so ready to do this as a rightly-enfran-

chised instinct.

But now Blake saw very clearly what has since

been demonstrated |Mycho!<^calIy, that the repres-

sion of energy only changes its shape.

How did this discovery appear in the light of

Christian dc^ma?
The Christianity that was based upon the Ten

Commandments appeared to exist chiefly to exer-

cise this restraint upon human instinct. It put divi-

sion between the soul and body and by this putting

asunder attempted to frustrate the essential purperae

of mortal life which was the manifestation of the

soul in form. It separated human life from the con-

tinuous life of Eternity by making moral perfection,

which was only pcmible to God as essence, the ideal

of human life; the true Meal being the complete
revelation of individual identity. In consequence it

necessarily destroyed the whole purpese of incama-
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tion. God was removed from earth and transplant«l
to the abstract heaven, and Jems, instead of being
the Incarnate Word, became merely an ideal his-
torical character.

Blake regarded the Christianity of his day as the
spiritual atavism Jesus came to destroy. It was the
worship of God as light, a worship which Blake
indicates in “The Little Black Boy” as natural and
light to man in the childhood of the race, but atavis-
tic and wrong to those who livai in the imaginative
manhood of the race. The Divine Image a human
form displayed. Even the Little Black ^y, living in
the childhood of the race as he is, learns that he k
put on earth a little space not only that he may learn
to bc^ the beams of love, but that when he h^ done
this, it may be for the exprcK purpmc ofshading his
white brother: of being “like him" and thus dis-
covering the Divine Image in a human form.

Blake saw the crux of the whole matter lay in the
denial of spiritual purpose to instinctive life. So The
Marriage resolves itself into a justification of instinct.

Not the restraint, but the imaginative redemption
ofinstinct is the purpcKC ofexperience; for when this

is complete, not only will the five senses appear as
“inlets of soul”, but the cherub with his flaming
sword will leave his guard at the Tree of Life and
everything will appear as it is, infinite and holy.
Everything that lives is holy, for everything ptwesscs
within itself its own sacr^ law of life, a law that
can only be contravened by the imposition of any
external law.

Blake’s theme was the soul. It was natural there-

fore that the purpose of human instinct to the soul
should be a subja:t of consuming mtei«t to Mm.
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Instinct is that which brings the spiritual into the

reaim of the material. It is therefore primarily that

which divides man from God. Blake saw it in the

image of Lucifer and his fall from heaven, and in

the image of Prometheus who stoic the sacred fire.

His own symbol for human instinct is Ore, who
first appears unnamed in that fire-barred gate of

symbolism with which Blake concludes The Marriage

—A Seng oj Ubertj.

The Ssng contains in epitome the myth which
Blake oepands in many sulisequent prophetic ix)oks.

Most unfortunately its connection with The Marriage

has been severed for the past twenty years by Blake’s

editors who have treated it as if it were a separate

poem. Ignorance of the poem’s meaning can be the

only excuse for this; but, although unfortunate, that

ignorance will certainly be condoned by every

reader on his first approach to this extraordinarily

alMtrasc piece of work. Blake took to his winp and
thb time at one bound soared straight out of sight.

To the unprepared reader nothing could be more
disconcerting; but once again, before we bring up
the old charge of wilful obscurity we must remem-
ber, that in the of symbols here, Blake was free-

ing himself from the bonds of prosaic argument
which he must have felt had long detained and
impeded him. The symbols may impede us, but they

were win^ to him: they were his identifications of
spiritual states which, so for as he was concerned,

were released from disguise by being permitted to

show themselves in direct characterization.

Blake was professedly writing “Visions of Eter-

nity”. From this standjx>int a thousand years may
be as one day: the historical sequence ofTime may
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be telescoped at will. Since all is eternally existent,

we may pass up and down the ranks ofTime quick

as thought can fly, selecting from the events ofTime,
without reference to date or duration. Just ihew;

episodes which are relevant to the image to be
created. The characters and episodes will be chcwen

not from any propinquity in Time, but solely for

their spiritual, and therefore eternal, significance.

Just as an illustration of Blake’s practice in this

way, we may take the line from The Fern

Night II:

Reuben slept on Penmaenmawr and Levi slept on Snemdon.

Reasonably speaking, the sentence is, of course,

alBurd; but neglecting all thought of the date of

Reuben’s birth and the impossibility of his appear-

ance on a Welsh mountain, we can associate Reuben
biblically with a particular state of wickaincss, and

a mountain is pretty obviously a high place. So we
shall understand that “spiritual wickedness” has

become apparent “in high places” and those high

places, being in the north-west ofthe land ofAlbion,

will symbolize for us the spiritual enslavement of

Albion’s body—the north being the realm of the

spirit, and the west being symbolic both offrwiom
and of the body.

If the reader asks what is to be gained by ail this,

the answer is: an economy and concentration of

meaning otherwise impo^ible, giving a content

which cannot be fully presentoi by the lon^t and

mc®t detafled prose escpcsition.

The Marriage of Heanen emi Hdl is Blake’s took of

emancipation. It treats successively of his own spiri-

tual litoration: the freedom of Instinct: the eman-



dpation of man from the fetteis of moral law: the

release from priesthood and its traditions: the soul's

escape at the end ofTime from the limitation of the
five sensa, and the freedom of inspiration from the

bondage of reason. J Seng of LUieriy tells the same
story from the standpoint of Eternity. Instinct is a
child d* the eternal spirit in its creative function. It

is rcjwted in jealousy by the traditional guardian
of the Golden Age and falls to earth as fire. Its

it^«:tion, however, involves the power that rqects

it and he, too, fails with all his hwts to be buried in

ruins ofspiritual enslavement. Fallen, and fearful of
the new-born |«>wcr he has rejected, he promul-
gates his Law ofTen Commandments. But Instinct

ris« as inevitably as the sun and stamps the Law to

dust.

America is really nothing but a fuller history ofthe
same events. It is simply an expanded Song of Liberty
with more particular adaptation to the historical

events of Blake's own day. Intrinsically it has al-

m«t nothing to do with them: the actual events
were symbolic of a warfare that was eternal in its

nature. In Europe we find a still fuller history ofOre;
and in Tke Four the theme receivra its fullest

treatment where Blake, narrating events that took
place ^cs before the birth ofAdam, riiows how the
division of the spiritual man, in his four phases of
humanity, took place before creation was ready to
receive this “howling terror”, the Human Instinct.

There we see its crucifixion by its spiritual parents:
its consa|ucnt adh<sion to the world of matter: its

defiance oftraditional religion and its final consum-
mation and octinction before the resurrection of the
eternal man to the LastJudgment. “Ore is generate
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Luvah”, that is, Love in the act of generation, a
state dependent ufwn mortal exiatence. In the four-

fold Eternal Man it has no place; for in the world
of Eternity its work of determining human indivi-

duality is done and Instinct is wholly sufHsrseded by
Imagination. In the life that is beyond mortality the
spiritual purpeme of instinctive life has lM»n com-
pleted.
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CHAPTER IX

THE BEAMS OF LOVE

If one were asked to give in a phrase a c!ue to the

whole of Blake’s work, one could hardly do better

than quote the sentence from “The Little Black

Boy”,

And we are put on earth a little space

That we may learn to bear the beams of love.

It contains the idea that man is an eternal spirit

definitely put upon this earth. It suggests that the

world from which he comes is a place of such in-

tense light that he needs the shade of mortality to be

able to bear its beams, thereby inferring that the

ultimate joy of man is the appreciation and love of

God. It puts the period of human life into Blake’s

proportion as “a little space”, and, while it assumes

that life itself is a discipline, it declares that that

discipline has the most beneficent purpc«c we can

imagine, since to be as fully as pmsiblc the recipient

oflove is the natural desire of every human heart.

The lines are finely characteristic ofBlake in that,

while they arc full of the tenderest sentiment, they

do not show the least sign of toppling over into sen-

timentality. They are a profound statement of spiri-

tual truth expressed with the maximum ofsimplicity

and human feeling. Above all, they seem to me to

succeed in placing the emotion oflove, and to be able

to do that is perhap the last word ofhuman wisdom.
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In our attitude to love we all stand naked, diame-
Itssly revealed for what we are and whenetmto we
have attained. Love admits of no dispiise. If you
would conceal yourselfdo not speak of love; for the
most subtle disguise is the mcMt apparent means of
self-revelation. Shakespeare is to he measured by
his attitude to love. Romeo and Juliet^ Antonj and Oeo-
paira, Timon of Athens, Julius Caesar, indeed every
single play of Shakespeare might be made a touch-
stone of Shakespeare’s attitude to human love and
seen as illustrative of his idea of the purpew and
place love had in human existence. Among other
reasons, Shakespeare is Shtdtesfj^re i^caiae he
knew the geography of the human heart from the

equator to the |X)lra, and became he knew, more-
over, that while the human' frame depends upon its

central pumping-station, the heart docs not exist to

show its blcK>d, but to enable the human form to live

in sentient relationshif^. Love was to Shakesf^re
the mczins of life and not, as it is in the hands ofthe
second-rate novelist, the end.

Blake too is to be measured by his attitude to love.

Indeed, he invites that estimate with a fraiikne»

that is startling; for he never seriously adopts the

attitude of humour—that short cut to synthesis so

dear to the mind that baulks suWimity. He is the

me»t intimate of the poets. His poems arc really

love passages where the disguises of behaviour are

thrown off and beauty is revealed by the uttermost

candour. His passionate desire for ^irituai fri«dom

lea\^ him without a rag of disguise to conceal

weakness that would pass unnotic^ had he elected

to appear in any traditional form. H^ he restricted

his canvas to man in society, as Shak^fcare did, or
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to man as distinct firom God, as Milton did, or to

man in ius relation «> Nature, as Wordsworth did,

he would have been a far las challenging author,

far nrnre canly acceptable, Iwcause he would have

presented us with a portion of that externality

which is acceptable to all. As it is, his mirror ulti-

mately pitsents us with the image of his own soul,

naked and unashamed: a spectacle of sublime won-
der and infinite beauty, or of pitiable and mortal

weakness, according to the love and sympathy of

the beholder. It is ultimately not by precept or

expr^ition—^not by the clearest enunciation of prin-

ciples that were cs^^tial to his own understanding,

that Blake conveys his unique gift; but, standing in

all the simple mrqesty of a soul in the adoration of

truth, he become in measure transformed into the

likeness of what he beholds and in his own person

justifies the ways of God to man. This is divine

humility, or outrageous pride, again according to

our love and sympathy.

But Blake^s theme determined his method for him.
Simplicity is the language of the soul: it cannot

spesik without candour. Humour is impossible to

the soul, for it cannot make proportionate the Infi-

nite. What the soul has to say about love will not be
polite, faccar;^ poiitene® is an equivocal considera-

tion, and such considerations the soul literally can-

not make. “Let us therefore change the subject”,

say those to whom behaviour is the essence of life.

But Blake was not of them. He had no drawing-
room in Ms houi% of life, niere were only two rooms
in Ms af^rtment at Fountain Cfourt, and one ctf

them was both boiromn and workshop, a s^nificant

amxtiation.
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Blake had not finished the Sengs of Immtmt Iwforc

he found that man was a dual creature with con-

trary principle embedded in his nature. iMtinct

and Imagination warred within him and presented

attitudoi to life which wwc both appetite and anta-

gonistic. There they were, the Lamb and the Tiger,

and much as the Lamb might be loved and conse-

crated, the Tiger made short work of it in this world.

Of couree the contrast vis& slurred by reasonable

p«jplc who went amiably alK>ut their ways and
never troubled to wonder if there could be any
spiritual meaning behind the fact that black was
black and white white. Religion appeared to uphold
the Lamb; but, as far as the Tiger was comremed,
religion bade men hide their eyes in the sand with

the ostrich. This did not satisfy Blake, who hdd
with Thomas Hardy:

If way to the Better there be, it exacts a full look at the

Worst.

So he looked at the Tiger with a gaze that did not

flinch. He looked on human love with the «iiii€ cyo
and there he saw

Love sccketh not Ifcsdif to

Nor for itself hath any care.

But fOT anothar giv«^ its ea^
And builds a H&tvm in Hdl’s d«|wr*

and then he also saw that it is «|uaHy true

Love seeketh only Self to phsm
To bind another to Its ddight

Joys in anothor^s hm ef

And bui'ds a Hdi in de^te.
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Kind, religiously-minded critics of Blake have un-

wittir^Iy attempted to destroy this poem by explain-

ing that in the second of these verses Blake, of

course, did not mean Love, but Lust. Certain it is

that if he did, the poem was not worth writing; for

m> worded it states a truism. Blake, however, said

Love, and Love he meant.

Here are contraries that are true and must remain

corabtent. They are reverse and obverse faces of

the same medal. Without self-pleasing there can be

no love. “The lineaments of gratified desire” can

never be seen without the love that seeketh only :^If

to please. Invertebrate sentimental self-negation is

the destiny of those who think love can be compre-

hended by the love that seeketh not itself to please.

Divided from its contrary, such love inevitably leads

to hypocrisy—the hypocrisy that has made modem
Christianity a disease

Let man wear the fell of the lion, woman the fleece of the

sheq).

Love that seeks not its own can only be the fulfil-

ment oflove that seeks naught but its own; and this

fulfilment can only be achieved through the power
of imagination. Love is a process of becoming one,

and the fulfilment of two desires is necessary to that

end. In so far as that unity is incomplete (as incom-

plete it must be while we remain in individual

bodies) individual and separate desires exist to be

gratified in the activity of love.

But, on the contrary, selfishness tiiat leads to self-

loathing is the fate ofthose who believe that love can

be comprehended by the love that seeketh only self

to please. In so far as love has achieved unity and is
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complete, the lover seeks only thejoy ofthe beloved;

for ha\ing, by imagination, become the beloved,

two dcsir« become idcnticai. Yet we cannot give

unless we pcssos. Self-assertion is e«cntiai to indi-

viduality, and until wc have reached individuality

through self-assertion, imagination cannot function.

Love without desire is sterile; but love » redeemed
from greed by imagination. That is the miracle.

But those who will have love to be either selfishncsra

or self-denial cannot know love. For it is neither.

It is at once self-expression and atonement through
imagination, and thus the prototype of all man's
highest activity.

In Blake’s conception duality is an inherent con-

dition of human life; for at birth man is separated

from God-as-essence in order that man may have
consciousness of individual life. The means whereby
individual life comes to birth is imtinct. The means
whereby it attains consciousness is im^nation.
Instinct is the primary condition of mortal life: it is

the separating power whereby the particles of the

stream of life are to be distinguished from the stream

itself; therefore, the assertion of instinct is es^ntial to

individuality. To deny instinct is to deny individual

life and attempt the merging of unique individual

consciousnm in a genei^ consciousn«s of that God
from whom man was separated at birth for a distinct

and specific reason. This specific purpose Blake des-

cribes as

to l»ing Mhion
With Luvah into li^t eternal in hk eternal day;

but the denial of instinct creates an at^tract God
and destroys the hope of individual perception.
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This waa to Blake perversion gainst which he con-
tended with all his vigour from the day he wrote
Tki Marriage oj Heaven and Hell to the end of his life.

Biake's acceptance of instinct did not, however,
blind him, as it blindoi Nietzsche to the ultimate

purpose of human life. This purpose Blake con-
ceived of as the reunion of man with God, not by
any rctrt^rtssive step in the direction of Innocence,
involving the denial of instinct, but in full accept-

ance of instinct, by the redemption of instinct

through the power ofImagination. That was Blake’s

conception of the Christian religion. The object of
creation was not that the soul should again be ab-
sorlKd in the osence ofGod, but that, in the biblical

phrase, the soul should return to the bmom of God
individu^ized as the bride of the Lamb. Man,
Blake held, was never made God-like by being l«s
than man, and on the other hand, by “attempting
to be more than man wc become Iras”.

Thus Blake parts company for ever with thc»e
who live in fear of instinct, just as he parts company
with thc^ who believe that the expression of in-

stinct is the whole purpe^ of Hfc. As Desire is neces-

sary that Reason may have ideas to build on, so
Instinct is essential that Imagination may have a
soul to wve.

In oJ tke Daughters of Albion, Blake made
his mOTt passionate assertion ofthe rights ofinstinct,
and there the persistent cry of Oothoon is that indi-

viduality is its own justification. The wdsdom of in-

stinct is illustrated by the actions of the chicken,
the pigeon, the bee, the mouse, and the frog. The
distinctive purpose of instinct is shown by compari-
sons twtwcen the instincts of different animak. That
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it is impc^ible for joy to expras itself tlirougii con-
formity is shown by the differing experiences which
give pleasure to different kinds of men. The fearful

effects of impend law upon instinct arc described

with a penetrative pardcularity that sends a shudder
through the mind. Blake saw that without freedom
of choice the soul could never know individuality:

that love which was bound by the fetter of a single

consideration, other than that of its object, was a
form of self-love preventing the k)u1 from its true

incarnation. The poem is youth^s passionate pica

for al^lute fr^dom of instinct in order that choice

may be the individual assertion the ®>ul.

Because ofhis frank and wholehearted acceptamce

of instinct, Blake has been dubbed an advocate of
“firee love”.

It was inevitable that it should be so, and need
not be regretted. Popular ideas of greatness inevit-

ably suffer from inadequacy. No doubt the mole
thinks that the eagle movra without circumspection;

and if so, we need not thaefore blame the mole or

the e^le. “Free love” is a loose phra^ that has

happily passed out of general currency among edu-

cated people because it came to mean anything and
therefore nothing. Its literal alternative is “Ixjund

love”, and bound love is a contradiction in terms.

When the phrase had currency it used to denote a
want of spiritual int^;rity and a per^nal abandon
for the sake of sense gratification- “Free love”

meant an indiscriminate; and therefore suf^rficial,

planting of the affections, its very virtue consisting

in the weakness of its roots and the ea^ with which
they might be tran^bied caprfciously to more
I^easure-yielding soil.
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)rfc

w<

are lor spmtual props, i hcy do i

“icam to bear the beams of love” whose love is the

fikkeriag light of will-o’-thc-wisp. The difference

between the free choice ofthe soul and the l^guiling

of the senses k the difference between love of God
and acceptance of the serpent’s gift, and Blake drew
the line between them sharp and clear. Not to ob-
serve that line is to read Blake upside down, or
“black” where he wrote “white”.

Hib has literally happened in r^ard to such a
pa^^ as that in The Marru^e of Heaven and Hell

where Blake says that the consummation of the
whole creation “will come to pass by an improve-
ment of sensual enjoyment”. The passage has been
interpreted to mean that Blake thought a general
riot of the senses was a desirable consummation.
The contrary is his meming. The “improvement”
he prophesies first waits upon the expulsion of “the
notion that man has a body distinct from his soul”,

and apparently Blake gives another four thomand
odd years for Ae penetration of this notion into the
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coiisciousness ofman. Again, a “sensual enjoyment”

which is dependent upon the recognition of iKJdy as

“a portion of Soul” is obviously the antithesis of

that sensuality which is essentially soulless. A “sen-

sual enjoyment” which makes the whole creation

“appear infinite and holy” must be very unlike the

Hell of “being shut up in corporeal dcsin»”. Blake

is, of course, sp>eaking of the liberation of the body
from the confines of contracted series, and not the

handing over of the soul to the tormenting confines

of sensuality—of spiritual enfranchi^ment, not of

slavery to finite senses.

So long as the soul is r^arded as so much pre-

cious burden which the body^ an ass is called upon
to bear, the fate of the «)ul in this world will Ik: that

of those travellers in the fable who ended theirjour-

ney by carrying the beast that should have borne

them. But when the sen^ (and Blake speaks of ail

five and not only of the sense of touch, which is sex)

are enjoyed as “inlets of soul”—^avenues through

which spiritual perceptions can be made, then

matter will no longer hamper the soul, the doors of

perception being cleansed, everything will appear

as it is, infinite. “The cloud will vanish” when man
perceives that the senses are not blind alleys ofpl^s-

ure, but avenues of the soul enabling him to “see

sm^ portions of the eternal world that ever grow-

eth” and “to pa^ out what time he plea^:”. And
this is the “improvement of sensual enjoyment” of

which Blake speaks.

More specifically he clearly intended to indicate

his beliefthat sexual intercourse, prompted and sus-

tained by imagination, was the redemption rtfEd^
itself. It was an eating of the Tree rtf life wh«reby
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the disseparatc creation of male and female was
“consumed” and man and woman were again

united into one being. For Blake believ«l that the

separation of sex was a mortal condition which
would be surpassed in eternity where there was
neither marrying nor giving in marriage. But he

not only believed that sexual intercourse could be a
foretaste of eternal joy; he believed that men and
women had “spectrous” as well as “cmanativc”

bodies; bodies that were “opake” as well as bodies

that were “translucent”; and full well he knew that

if the sexes met in spectrous opacity, clc»ing their

eyes to imaginative perception, then the senses, in-

stead of being enlarged and purified by sensual

enjoyment, were stultified and darkened, and souls

instead ofpassing from Beulah, the land of love, into

Eternity, the realm of vision, descended into Ulro,

the world where matter held the soul in chains of
sleep.

Blake’s “sensual enjoyment” is not the pleasure

but the joy of the senses, which released from the

deathly confinement of beii^ ends in themselves,

show themselvts to Ik; what they truly are—^means of
spiritual apprehension. By so much as sexual inter-

course is this, it is “infinite and holy”; by so much
as it is less than this, it is “finite and corrupt”.

None the le^ let no one think that Blake during
all the seventy years of his life was a paragon of
spiritual wisdom who never fell into the pit which
the unredeemed instinct digs for the souls of men.
There arc clear indications to the contrary. Blake
suffered as we all suffer. And let it be remembered,
youth’s assumption of instinefive freedom is youth’s
inalienable prerc^tive which we deny only to his
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Jastbg hurt. To taste, to touch, and to try is the
way of experience, and none can know of imagina-
tion who has not tasted the cup of experience. En-
amoured of his instinctive freedom, the youth of
Blake’s seventh illustration to The Gates oj Paradise

pursue thejoys ofsex without regaid to personality.

This is a state through which the unimpredixl »ul
will quickly pass unte gross and enslaving notions

of fidelity are imposed upon it. No constraint is

needful to the soul once it has perceived imaginative
reality in the face of another, nor need we impo^
our statute of limitations upon the number of such
realities which any soul may perceive. Love be-

comes a sacrament to those who have seen the

eternal form of the beloved; but a terrible fear of
spiritual vagrancy, utterly foreign to the true

nature of the soul, makes marriage a I^al insdtu-

tion and love the most mistrusted power in die

world.

Why is this? Is it not because Sex in the realm of
Instinct has assumed to itself a finality aMn to that

which Reason assumed in the realm of Intellect?

Blake thought so and wrote The Four ^oas to diow
how this happened.

At the close of his prose aigumcnt in The Mtmiage

of Heaven and Hell he promised the world The Bible

oj Hell. As Blake usually kept his promises, it was
assumed for a long time that he wrote such a Ix)ok

and that, since it had vanished, it was probably

burnt by Tatham. Almost certainly we may say this

is not what happened. For on the back of an un-

coloured drawing repre^nting “A Naked Man
touching a Ram as he recedes”, Blake wrote the

words in title-page form: “The Bible of Hell, in
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Ncxiturnal Visions collected. Vol. I. Lambeth.”
Blake lived at Lambeth from 1793 to iBoo^ and
during that time was commmioned to illustrate,

and made an immense number of drawings and
engravings for, another book of nocturnal visions,

Edward Young’s Mght Thoughts. The original

title-page of The Four J^oas reads “Vala or The
Death and Judgment of the Ancient Man. A Dream
of Nine Nights by William Blake, 1797.” From this

we may pretty safely infer that the second dtlc-pagc

was an amended form of the first, and that Vala

{afterwards again renamed The Four Z^as) is Blake’s

revised version of The Bible oj Hell.

A study of the work confirms this belief. We
should expect a Bible of Hell by Blake to be a survey

of the spiritual history of man similar to that which
the Hebrew and Greek Bible presents, but viewed,

not from the standpoint of spiritual perfection, but

from the standpoint of instinctive energy. This is

just what we have in The Four ^oas.

The task was gigantic: the scale great as The
Divine Comedy, and far greater than Paradise Lost

which was «sentially an epic rendering of events

exactly as narrated in the Book of Genesis, though
illuminated by Milton’s learning and expanded by
his sublime thought. Blake had no historical skeleton

to clothe with flesh, but had himself to create the

historical structure of his epic, and it is little to be
wondered that he never succeeded in doing this to

his complete satisfaction. The Four was never
finally revised and Blake apparently did not begin
to engrave it.

Why he never finished his revirion of it is a nice

question that leaves plenty room for surmise and
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show of personal predilection. Very pc«ibiy he

reluctantly came to the conclusion that in the pie^

sent state of society it would be impcmible to repro-

duce, without offence, illustrations of so frankly

sexual a character as th<»c that decorated this poem;
and as there was no separation in Blake’s mind be-

tween the illustrations he gave to a poem and the

poem itself, this consideration alone would have

sufficed to stay his hand. Then, I believe he was

actively occupied with the MS. from about 1795 to

1803, die main portion of the work being written at

Felpham. These were turbulent years in his life, full

of painful impressions and vivid alternations of

feeling. Work composed in a period ofstorm is diffi-

cult to rehandle in a period ofsut®cquent calm, and

it seems a natural sunnisc that Blake, having

much else on hand, should decide in favour of the

composition of another epic more suited to hb older

genius, rather than the cold rehandling ofwhat had

been written in the heat of the day.

In any case. The Four after Jemsairnn^ the

mewt important of Blake’s writings, and in the pre-

sent state of our understanding of the prophetic

works, in many resf^ts the mewt valuable of them.

It is simpler, younger, more vivid and continuoiB

in its narrative than either Milton or Jenstdeui, and

therefore (after Night I) much nmre easily rcsuiablc.

Whether Blake intended it for the public or not h an
idle question that might with equal irrelevance Ik:

of Tiriel, The French Rewlmtimy the wherfe con-

tents of the so-caMed Rossetti MS. and the poems of

the Pickwing MS. What is certain is that Blake

cherished the manuscript of The F&ur for a

quarter ofa century and then, to ensure it safe k<^>-
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ing softer hk death, gave it into the hands of his

closest friend.

In Tki Fmr Blake achievra a synthetic vision

of man as a four-fold being. The four elements, or

^‘Mighty ones” as he calls Stem, are the Four Zoas
named Urthona, Urizen, Luvah and Tharmas, and
their corrapondence in the human being is r^pec-
tively with the Spirit, Head, Heart and Loins. In

their originai glory they odsted in perfect unity, and
in the penon of one man, Albion, gave a complete
image of the “Universal Man” whom Blake identi-

fies with God. But in creation (that “act of mercy”
which permitted division for the sake of conscious

identity) each ofthe Four Zoas in turn divides, pro-

jecting its spirit into a material form, or “emana-
tion”, with which it aftcrwaids contends in “the
torments of love and jealousy”.

Night I narrates the division, or materialization,

of the Loim: Night II, the division of the Heart:
Night III, the dividon of the Mind: Night IV, the

division of the Spirit. In Night V, Ore, symbolizing
Sex Instinct, k bora of the divided Spirit and its

Emanation. And now the Fall k complete. Each of
the Four Zoas having divided, or falen, the Spiritual

Man k dead.

The whole erf thk hktoiy takes place before the

Creation as narrated in the Book of Gencsk, for of
the man who k the subject of the story we read in

71k Last Judgment: “He k Albion our ancestor,

patriarch of the Atlantic Continent, whose hktory
preceded that of the Hebrews, and in whose sleep,

or chat®, creation Ixgan.” i^ain in the Descrip&ie

Catalogue speaking of the three dktinctive types of
man, the Stroi^, the Beautiful, and the Ugly, Blake
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says: “They were originally one man who was isur-

fold. He was self-divided and his real humaiuty
slain on the stems of generation, and the form ofthe
fourth was like the Son of GtKl. How he became
divided is a subject of great sublimity and pathos.

The artist haul written it under inspiration amd will,

if God please, publish it; it is voluminous and con-

tains the ancient history of Britaun and the world of

Satan and ofAdam.”
In Night VI, the Mind, attempting to think order

into cham, enters the realm ofthe Spirit and tries to

enmesh the fallen world in the web of its reaitmnable

religion. In Night VII, the Fall, according to Gene-
sis, tak« place. In Night VIII, Evil becomes
materialized and the Crudiixion results. Night IX
is devoted to the Last Judgment when Urizen,

Luvah, and Tliarmats are again united with their

Emanations in the inverse order from that in which

they were divided: Ore is self-consumed, and the

spiritual man, Albion, is raised from the dead.

With the macrocosmic significance of this marvel-

lous epic of the soul of man we arc not now con-

cerned, but only with the weight and emphasis it

places upon the materialization of instinct.

This we have seen takes place after the fall of the

Zoas and is its inevitable result. Whether Instinct is

to be regarded as good or evil depends entirely

upKjn the standpoint. In The Marriage oj Heaam and

Hdl Instinct appears as the redeemer of the indivi-

dual. In The Four ^oas the ascendancy of Instinct is

the soul’s tragedy. But there is no inojnristeBcy in

this. Man’s separation from the Divine l^Micc is

at once a tragedy and a triumph, a fall and the

b^imii^ of a new creation. Gomfdete incarnation
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is e«cniial to individuality, yet this incarnation in-

volves separation from God, death and docent into

Hell
The peychdt^ical moment of the whole drama

is that in which

Luvah sdz’d the Hones of light and rose into the

Chariot Day.

In these words, Blake symbolizo the assumption by
the emotionsd powers of the function of the spirituaJ

intelligence. The moment is further describe when
Urizen in his lamentation cries:

O did I keep the horses of the day in silver pastures!

O I refm’d the lc*d ofday the hones c£ his |Hincc!

O did I dose my treasuries vvith nx^ of solid stone.

And darken all my Palace walb with envyinp and hate!

“The horso of the day” are the intellectual powers
ofthe spirit, and “silver pastures” are highly sugges-

tive of the plac« where human instinct satisfies its

hunger indolently. Again, speaking of Luvah, he
says:

Became thou g^vest Uremn the wine the Almighty
Foe Steeds of Li^t, that they might run in thy golden

diaricx of pride

—

I gave to thee dte Steeds, I pour'd the stolen wine.

And (hrunken with the immm'td dnu^^t, fd! fnxn my
throw suidime.

We know that “wine” is a symbol of emotion: that

“Stwxis of light” are spiritual inteHigeturra: that

Lucifer fdl from heavtm through pride. It is easy to

see what has happened. Intelligence has been bar-
tered for emotion.
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One dread mam ofgwy blood

The manhood was dividol; for the ^mtte paratons^ making
way

Thro’ the infinite labyrintlu of the heart and thro’ the

nostrils muing
In odoFOim stupefaction, stood before the Eyoi of Man
A female bright.

The emotional powers overriding the intelligence,

and the intelligence disobedient to the heavenly

vision, the mind has become sex-ot^^sed and mis-

taken for reality that which is es^ntially only a
means of expression.

Primarily, that is the meaning of Vala. Vala her-

self b Nature—God’s means of exprrasion—given

identity: she is the maternal or female principle

given the finality which alone belongs to God. A
matriarchal religion was to Blake the almmination

of desolation, for he regarded it as the worship of

generation and the enthronement of sex.

When the Male ami Female

Appropriate Individuality, they beccmie an Eternal Death:

Hermaphroditic wordiippers of a God of cruelty and law.

Not sex, which Blake r^arded as a beautiful gift of

Ae Divine Mercy, but Ae conception of sex as

having spiritual identity, was Blake’s idea ofAe Fall.

The dominance of Sex over Love is, in Blake’s

symbolism, Luvah become Ore.

UnA we perceive that “all Things exist in the

Human Imagination” we Kve at Ac mercy of un-

regenerate Instinct, “ccmtinually building, con-

tinually decaying, because of Love and Jealousy”.

In dismay we attempt to govern our livra by Rea-

son; but Reason is pitiably insufikient bccau^
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Instinct lies ontside the governance of Reason and
will not obey ite dictates, legislate as wc may. “Love
docs not know what conscience is”, so Love beneath

the dictates of Reason creato the permanent image
of Sex, which it alternately worshij» and abhors.

Sex thus becomes an absolute, and wc are compelled

to think in terms of licence and repression. Wc speak

of “loving a woman for her womanliness”. It is

phallic worship. Wc speak of “the psycholc^ of

sex”. It k madness; for i^cholt^ is the science of

the i^ul, and how can that which is but a means of
intercourse be said to have a soul?

But Imagination reveals spiritual form. In our
imagination we love a woman for what she is, and
while Imagination presents us with a clear and vivid

image of unique form, the profoundest reason that

ever existed could not give that form a reasonable

definition. And as with what is mcKt obvious, so

with all things: all things are seen in their eternal

reality in the Imagination which places all in pro-

portion. Passion is contained, guided and glorified

by the Im^inadon: Sex is perceived as a sublime
conce^ion to lone individu^ity, a divinely-organ-

ized means ofatonement, a foretaste ofeternaljoy, a
servant “to the infinite and Eternal of the Human
ftrat”.

Without the Divine Imagination there must be
moral law and condemnation; for what cannot be
controlled by love must be subdued by fear. If we
have a philcmphy of life which exiles the emotions
to the region of the untenable, then aM that is out-
side the pale must exist under our tacit condemna-
tion. Instinct is too b% and too strong to be con-
trolled by anything but the Imagination. It invades
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our reasonable enclmure and declares its dominance,

crying that Sex has dominion from the cradle to the

grave. From the standpoint of materialism, so it is.

life under the guidance of a purely reawjnable

philosophy is precisely the continuous s«-horTor

which psychoanalysis shows it to be. “Who shall

deliver me from this body of death?” Ultimately,

only an imaginative conception of life can ave
Reason itself.

Blake strove for synthetic life. He inveighed

against the materialism wdiich contracts die semes

until an acute and suffering localized sensibility dis-

places an ever-expanding universal joy:

For the Sanctuary ofEden is in the Camp, in the Outline,

In the Circumference, and every Minute Particular is

Holy:

Embraces are Cominglings from the Head even to the

Feet,

And not a pompous High Priest entering by a Secret

Place.

He neither rejected matter in vague aspiration for

immaterial existence, nor worshipped it by dire

compulsion, becoming its servant in hateful slavery.

He found the Divine Imagination all-encompassing.

He saw the world in an actual grain of sand and

eternity in the disseparate unity ofan hour. Nothing

was rgected, nothing condemned, nothing cast outj

for the whole was contained in the Imagination, and

every minute particular seen in divine proportion

to have its divinely appointed place.

Man must have an absolute. “The fool hath said

in his heart, ‘There is no God’.” But die bi^er fool

has said in his mind, “God is not in all his works,

but is the inhabitant of the eternal invisible void”.
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Seeing God is living. Sedli^ oneself and watching

the amusing or baleful interplay of one’s undirected

actions is dying by inches. Man perishes without

vision. Blake found that God was to be seen most
clearly with the eyes of imagination in the face of

man. And there he discovered that the Imagination,

perceiving true form, was not distracted by disguise,

by dm:asc, by falsity, by denial, or any of the nega-

tions which lay hold of the soul that is not filled with

the love ofGod: he found that in Imagination, love

was the vision of God. Therefore, he besought his

fellow men, with tears of love and cries of longing,

to cease from the everlasting misery of executing

judgment upon one another, and to look again and
see in each human form The Divine Image, even

Jesus, the true identity ofevery man.
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CHAPTER X

FORGIVENESS OF SINS

J-HOOGH BLAKE probably knew notbing about

ultra-violet rays, he certainly oi^t to be made the

patron saint of the socicd^ that want to open our

eyes and strip our bodies to the sun’s light; for on

this side idolatry he worshipped the sun. In the

Descriptive Catalogue he extols “the flush of health in

flesh exposed to the open air”, and continues, to

the modem man, stripped from his load ofclothing,

he is like a dead corpse”. But Blake’s respect for the

sun went &x be>T>nd that: he gave the sim spiritual

potency and made it the medium of divine as well

as tAyrical power, and so thoroughlydeseir®canoni-

zation. Then the old story about William and

Catherine playing Adam and Eve in their garden

might gain new, and this time resf^tfiil credence,

and so in time the picture of them, appropriatoly

unclad, be made the subject of a very pretty crest,

worthy to compare with the figure St. George

himself. , .

In the Seventh Night of The Fotts it is r^jor-

ted of the inhabitants of Eternity that, whm AlWon

fainted upon the bosom of Vala, “the Kly of the

desert, melting in high noon”, “they saw him dark”.

That is a very pregnant j^rasc. Blake ttKik his sym-

bolism of light and daikn^ stra^ht from the Re-
lation of St. John, which said of the newJeruahm

“the city had no n^d of the Sun, ireithcr of the
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Moon, to shine in it: for the glory ofGod did lighten

it, and the Lamb is the light thereof. . . . And the

gates of it shall not be shut at all by day: for there

shall be no night there”.

Thus the sun became the medium of spiritual life,

as we have seen in “The Little Black Boy”; and the

mcK>n, which can be gazed upon and has objective

beauty to human eyes, yet has no light of her own
saxx what she lxjrrow.s from the sun, became an apt

symbol of the human love which lights man through

the darknos of the night of mortsdity.

Three worlds there were which man in this life

inhabiled according to his spiritual enlightenment:

the world of divine love called Eternity, on earth

illumined by the Sun: the world of human love

called Beulzih, lit by the Moon; and the lovely
world of Ulro, or darkness; and with superb under-

standing and humanity Blake showed that the way
out of Ulro to Eternity lay through the moony night

of Beulah.

In the Introduction to the Songs oj Experience

the Holy Word that walked among the ancient

trtes, weeping in the evening dew (the Lord God
walking in the garden in the cool of the day) calls

to the soul to “Arise from out the dewy grass”, for

“Night is worn And the mom Rises from the slum-

berous mass”. That visionary jewel, the little poem
“Morning”, which in a couple ofstanzas epitomizes

Blake’s whole purpose, tells of the soul cleaving its

way through the gates ofnight to meet the sun. And
thejourney taken, both in The Four and Jerusa-

lem, begins at twilight, is continued through the

deepening night and ends with the break of day.
This symbolism was ro obviom and simple that it
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naturaliy extended itscif to man. On one occasion,

when Blake wanted to symbolize his own happiness,

he described himself as “standing in the porch« of
the sun”, for to be in such a place was to become a
prism of light. To him all things became translucent

as they were expressions of truth; their spiritual

substance offering no impediment to the light, they
did not cast a shadow. On the other hand, as things

r«isted the light and thus became materialized, they
b^an to cast shadows; and when this resistance was
permanent, the shadow assumed entity and btxame
error. Satan himselfgains identity by such a ptfxxm
of resistance and is described as “the limit ofopake-
nm”. But though Blake saw a limit to opakene:^,

with a sublime perception that outfaces all It^c and
meets with an immediate response in the under-

standing heart, he saw no limit to translucence.

When man becomes as God, man become infinite

in darity.

As with light and darkness, so with expanrion

and contraction. Blake, the arch-enemy of mater-

ialism, believed that spiritual man was not the

progeny of an anthropoid a|^, but a descendant of

divine beings whe^ senses were capable of infinite

expansion and contraction at will. He r^arded the

“worm a fethom loE^” that man had apparently

(hut only apparently) become, as the rcsidt trf con-

traction through fear and unbelief. For he kimv
through his own senses, limited as they were, that

through their use he had grown from a helpless in-

fiint to a man of fiill stature, and he understood, as

an adult, how he could experience i^amion and
refinement of his sens^ by their imaginative exer-

cise. So his feith in man’s true genedc^ had the
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warrmnt ofall the logic he required. But when Albion

became “dark”, mistaking material form for spiri-

tual form, he also became contracted and this

contraction goes on as the separation of his essential

self from the Divine Essence continues, till, by the

time his sicknm approach® spiritual death, he flira

indignant, revengeful, covering

His face and bewom with petrific hardness, and hk hands

Ai»i iwt, lest any should enter his bosom and embrace

Hk hidden i^art.

He hid® it **as with iron and strel, dark and opakc”.

Thai limitation continu® until Albion reach® the

Limit of Contraction, which is the natural man,
Adam. But again, though there is a limit of con-

traction, “there is no limit of expansion in the

borom of man for ever from Eternity to Eternity”.

And when Love, the Breath Divine, at last wak®
Albion from his slc«p of death and he se® the

Divine Image in the face of his brother Los, not

only do® he become translucent, but he is actually

identified with the means whCTcby the eternal day
breaks, while expansion is such that he becom®
imaginatively the habitation of every created thing.

An cquaiUy apt and peptic symbol to those of light

and darkness, expamion and contraction, Blake

fi}und in the idea of the ^eleton of the human body
and the living man. On what was originally the

third sheet of the MS. Veda (the lower half of the

page is here reproducol), Bl^e drew a grisly pic-

ture of a skeleton man laying bare the form of a
siren-frt(xd woman. The skeleton man is obviously

Albion and the woman, Vala, who in her spiritual

significance becom® Rahab the Harlot. Albion has
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become a siMxtre, which is to say he has lost aH Ms
human attributes, his warm breathing ierfi, his hot

life’s blood, and his nervous semibilities. He retains,

however, m«t mterestingiy, the flesh covering to

his face and i^ull, showing that his mind is animate

and that he functions now, not with the harraoniow

unity of a living form, and not with the responsive

action ofa sentient being, but as an animated brain,

coldly curious ofsensation. Such an illustration fully

ocplains what Blake means when he says, “The
Spectre is, in every man, insane and meat drfonn’d.”

Tlic Spectre is the dehumanized man, and Blake’s

amazing consistence is realized when we rcfl«t that

the Spectre exhibits its inhumanity by the lews of

pl^skd attributes. Hie
.
Spectre is devoid those

means of sense which, in TTte Mmruige oj Himtn md
Hell, we remember Make describai as “the chief

inlets of ^ul in this tge”. Man b«:omcs a spectre

when his feelings are in his brrin. By the n^ation

ofsensuous attributes common to every living thing,

he becomes incapable of communication between

himself and the spiritual world.

The Spectre is a male creature because man as

male is dominantly a creature oi intellect, and

woman as female is dominantly a creature of in-

stinct. And here perha|Kj a word dT warning to

casual readers of Blake who hold feminist or anti-

feminist opinions will not be out of platte.

Blake r^arded sex as a garment which indivi-

duals chose at birth and ditoarded at ^ath. Tboe
garments are

woven care

Lest &e sexual garments swee*

SbouM grow a devouring windiag-^wit.
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They are for a period, to preserve the Ixsdy in the

grave of mortality and their use is completed tefore

mortal life is finished. But “The Sexual is Thrcc-foid,

the Human is Four-fold”; “Humanity is far above

sexual organization”; for every man and every

woman has, by the inherent right of Divine Mercy,

a human form divine which is beyond sex and is to

be clearly distinguished from the mere garment
which the »ul chotwes to wear during its mortal

pilgrimage. The idea, therefore, that any human
being could be identified by, much less confined to,

sex function is utterly foreign to Blake, as a right

reading of Visiom of the Daughters of Mbwn ought to

convince us.

Ck}ntrasted with the Spectre is the Emanation,
or life-giving portion of the spiritual man. The dic-

tionary defines emanation as “person or thing pro-

ceeding from the Divine Escnce”, and that is

exactly how Blake med the word. The human soul

was the emanarion of God. Blake saw everything as

proceeding from the Divine Essence and ptBscssing

the power of^ain raying out beams from the divine

mmree. His emanations are light-giving radiations

from the divine sun: they are the outward-shining

light widiout which the body becomes dark, the

mezuis of translucencc without which the body be-
comes 0|^e. They are the soul’s perceptive means
of apprehension without which it l^omes, in

Meredith’s phrase, “inly only thrilling shrewd”.
But, as we have seen in the instance ofAlbion, the

emanation is also the sensuous and instinctive part
of the man. Therefore the emanation is to the indi-

vidual as the wife to the husband. And since Blake
transfigured Milton’s idea ofthe sex^ and said that
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the female lives from the light of the ms^e, it is al-

ways severance from spiritual life which precedes

the separation of the emanation from the body.

When that life is regained, reunion takes place: but

so long as there is separation, the straggle for domi-

nance gt» on, the dependent part, or emanation,

developing, for the purpose of contention, a will of

ite own which is described as “the female will*’.

Everyone is conscious of his own spwrtre and

emanation. I believe in the evil eye, and I shudder

to think of the power my own evil eye can exert. It

can darken the atmosphere (rfa room and send forth

venomous spirits of discord that wound the spirits

oflove in their wings. It can blight the liv«s of chil-

dren and hang a curtain between the sun’s rays and

innocence. It can murder the Holy One without a

glance. But mercifully, I also know of eyc& tiiat are

prisms of divine light, ey« ‘*0|x;n to joy and to

delight where -ever beauty appears”, eyes that are

attractive to innocence and without defence to love,

eyes that can sometimes look upon corruption with

insight.

The whole of our critical faculty is the Spectre’s

realm. The whole of our creative activity depends

upon the Emanation, llicy arc interdependent; for

as the body cannot stand without its bony structure,

so, apart from form, thought is impc^ble, md as

the body without its orgam is deau!, so oiticism

without creation is mere intdlectusd anatomy.

The Spectre is Mr. Worldly Wiseman, the know-

ing cynic, the rapacious destructive power, tbc relf-

exhibitive s^f, the seif-^cretive sdf, the hawk, Ac

fox, the diark, the artist as artiste. The Emanaticm

is Ae de%hted mind, the pitiful eye, the generous
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heart, the op«a onintcnancc, the cc«npa;^ioaate

bowels, the long-suffering affections. It is love itself.

But love divided from imagination Blake d^rifcws

as “an eternal death”. So when the emanation,

divided from its male counterpart, strives for domi-

nion over all, the light of the soul is eclipsed and
instinct stalks abroad like a wild beast craving to

put all into its maw. The female will rear its altars

in the “infernal Grove” and love becomes a rite widi

ceremonies that entail in its final act the devouring

of its own offspring.

Blake suffered from the tyranny of his own
spa:tre, I know of no more moving picture in all

literature than that presented in the opening pas-

sages of Jerusalem where the frustrated poet, des-

pised by his fiicnds, rejected by the public, dc^ed
by poverty, hidden in obscurity, wrestles with the

demon ofdoubt and detraction (Blake’s own crirical

mind) that would dksuade Mm from the mighty

task he had conceived:

To <q)eii the Eternal Wcarldj, to open the immortal

Eym
Of Mu inwards into the Wmlds of Thou^t: into

Etomity

Ev<rar eximnding in the Bosom God, the Human
Iraaginatirm.

There was not a single argument that prudence or

personal dignity could advance in favour ofsuch an
enterprise at such a time. There were a thousand
perfectly digible reasons why he should abandon it.

How those reasons must have pleaded for Ms r^;ard!

But Blake wm the Job of Ms age. His integrity

nothing could shake. So, with superhuman will, he
forces the demon of doubt to beat altomate strokes
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on the anvil of cieatbu. It is Etenity ajad Tiinc

beating out the houis imd nunutes ofhuman eiclst-

cnce; but it is also a titanic spirit struggling with his

own destructive self-criticism till critichm is made
the jKTvant ofcreation. It is the phoenix rising from
the ashes.

Spectre and Emanatimi, TransluGcncc and Ce-
city, Exf^nsion and Contraction—dtesc are Blake’s

means ofregardis^ man in hk inevitably dual state.

So loi^ as life lasts, instinct and imi^natimt war
within him. Once se|»iated fit»n the DiviM Es-

sence and endowed vdth the power ofimtinct, man
becomes master of his own house, a unique, dhtin-

guishable, personal identity, ^vered feom God, and,
in a human body, ^mate and distinct fiom every

other human being. Through instinct he reaches the

limit of contraction, he btxomes the natural man,
and so long as he remains contracted into a mortal

body he remains, in m>rasure, a creature of instinct

seeking his own, to the annihilation of all the wodd
b^de, ifneed be.

Yet conscioumes endows him with the powof o£

Im^ination. To what purpewe?

We answer that question accordh^ to the powo*
of Imagination within us. Blake bcKeved the ulti-

mate purpose ofImagination was to create in us “the

Spirit of Jesus” which he describoi as “ojntinual

forgivenes of sin”.

Forgivare® of Sin! It is a common phra:^, glib

upon the lif» ofthe profesting Church.

I “forgive and forget”. I call it forgivraiess when
I omit the actual execution ofmy rerarge. I forgive

by rdegating the sulj^ect ofmy forgiveness to a rank

of inferiority for below my magnanimom ®df. Or I
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cover myself wth a cloak of sentimental deceit: a

complete robe of self-rightcousne^. This I call “a

forgiving spirit”. In it I act the liar to those who
have offended me, by a show of manners contra-

dict^ by every impulse of my heart. Or, darker

still, I climb into the scat of the spiritual coroner

an^^l hold an intellectual inquest on the body ofhim

who has done me harm. Without undue emotion I

hear the evidence; with Christian charity I bring in

the vardict of temporary insanity. So far as I am
concerned, the man is dead. I have roundai his life

with a statement of his faule and virtue which, for

truth and accuracy, none could gainsay. Then, out

ofmy consummate understanding ofhis case, I “for-

give”. It is only reasonable.

Or I forgive conditionally. I want to forgive after

the manner ofmonarchs sparing the lives of helpless

captives. I have heard that with God repentance

piwedes forgiveness; so I apply the doctrine to man.

Avowed repentance is only required of children,

who must “say they are sorry”; of adults I expect

the acts of contrition. And tins I can justify most

lea^nably; for, after all, sirrcly he who has done the

wrong riiouM admit it? Truth demands it, and all I

want is the truth. Would it not be hypocritical to

ignore the demand of truth? Should I not actively

encourage him to repeat the offence whom I forgive

even before he realizes what he has done? And is

there even common sense, let alone morality, in

tacitly encoura^i^ a friend to continue in ignorant

error? Surely any sort of imconditional forgiven«s

would destroy all sense ofvalues and bring one who
practised it to the state of the flabby sentimentalist

who docs not know an ctmmy ftom a fiiend?
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Great honour has conditions^ foiljivcncw. It is a
bulwark ofthe Church. It is divine in the eyes ofthe
Law. It commends itself to every reasonable man
as the limit of human charity. That a man, havinf
suffemi injury, should hold himself in rcadin« to

forgive on the least indication of the offender’s con-
trition—^what more could be ask«i.^ And if that is

indeed the limit, anything else must be insane. How
can I forgive a man before I know whether he wants
to be forgiven?

Thus my highest conception of foigivene:^ ap-

pears as a contract of which the offender shsd! pay
the stamp and lawyer’s fee. There dora not s^m to

be anytMng particularly divine alxrut it. Indeed it

looks unmistakably like self-justification.

The Spirit Satan is continual self-justifica-

tion.

Blake wrote his long«t and great^t book simply

to explain what he understood by the forpvenesi of
sin. ITiat is the theme ofJermdem. Uldmately it m
about nothing dse.

Jerusalem was his synonym for sfnritual liberty.

How was spiritual liberty to be achieved? How could

man, the instinctive unit, be transformed into the

likens of God, the imaginative rrality? How (tould

instinct and imr^nation ba:omc synthetic? Could

the antagonistic and contrary fnindples in man be

reconciled? And ifso, where and how?
Imagination teaches us that the cause oftrue love

is recegnition identity. Why do I love my ftioid?

Truly I cannot tell you. That he etds^, itopruate and

distinct from ail other men, tMs I know; yet he

shares thk singularity with all. If I analyseMm atrf

describe Ms virtues in detail, am I any nearer the
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secret? On the contrary, I have only broken up a

living unity into incoherent and inanimate parts. I

do not know my friand as a collection of qualiti®.

If I attempt a definition by describing the efforts he

has in me, still I get no fUrther, for I only confuse

the dear and vivid image I have of him with my
own amiable or faulty reactions. No, I love a person,

not an effect.

Spectre and Emanation he has. His Sportre I fear

and dread. His Emanation I know by its heart-

marching beauty: by its effect in me, and mine in

him, we are friends. But he is not his emanation or

his spmtre. There is a unity beyond which I cannot

define: a unity that is God-like, and yet not God:

the unity of a man, yet not of a mortal form.

And this that I know quite dearly for my friend

is truly more glorious than I can describe. Only in

poems, better than I can write, could I show him
to you. My friend does not know his own potentiali-

ties. He does not know his intrimic surpassing

beauty. But I know, and exist to reveal it to him in

myself as in a mirror. His greatness he does not

know. He is capable ofinfinite expansion—oftakii^

the whole world to his heart—of speaking words

tibat ai^ek would leave heaven to hear. I tell you I

have seen God in the eyes of my friend. In e^nce
he is the expr^ im^e df the Father. In identity he

is one with the Son.

And I rin against him, or he against me (what

does it matter?) And we hate each other with a

finocity you could scarce believe. He crystallizes

into the image of aH I most detest. He becomes for

me the very limit of opacity. His sin cries to heaven

for vengeance, and somethn^ in me makes me aware
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in terror that I should like to I)e the irntrumeat of
heaven.

I hate and hate and cannot foigivc; for to do
would be to extenuate what I regard as a blasphemy
against his true self. It is because I love that true
self that I am compelled to hate this felsity.

What shall I do? I am utterly divided by love and
hate and only my hatred can find expression. I

would give all I have to show him his error, l^iat
more could a man do for his friend? Yet it awii
nothing: al^lutdy nothing.

I dig mysdf up by the roots. At least I can fiirf

my own error. But no: all cohere. There is

to be done. I can only wait and hope: mind my own
business and see to it that I am not a virtuous hypo-
crite. And this is not so easy; for loathstune self-

justification s^ms to be turning me, day by day,
more and more, into this virtuous hypocrite. In
every relationship fiankness and honesty seem to be
infected.

Here is new came for hatred. I now begin to hate

him for his ill effects in me.
And all the while, deep down, under aU, time is

unrest.

I can at least face this. And when I do, 1 find that

this unrest would not still«i thot^h God Mnuelf
should vindicate my came.

My Emaikatioii &r witMii

WeqB incessantly i)r my an.

What is my sin? I cannot find it. I swear that I

desire nothing but the truth and would wiricomc it

though it ritould slay me. But the assolfon,

rq>eated, does not rilence this w«pii^.
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I caiuQOt pretend to crimes that were not mine,

though for the sake of peace I am even tcmptal to

this raminess.

What shall I do? The ache of unrest go«* on.

Who is dm weeping angel?

The Divine Vi®M» still was xen:

StiU was tlw: Human Ponn Divine:

Weeping in weak and mortal clay,

O Jesus, sdll the Form was thine.

Blake said, “He who waits to be rightcom before

he enters into the Saviour’s Kingdom, the Divine

Body, will never enter there”.

Each Man is in his Spectre’s power

Until the arrival of that hour

When his Humanity awake

And cast his Spectre into the Lake.

And what is “his Humanity”? Blake identihes man’s

humanity with the ESvine Imagination.

So loxg as I am content to act as an instinctive

being imkting upon my individual identity, its

righte and the respect due to it as such, I am putting

up an invulnerable barrier between myself and my
Mmd. But perchance I Iosk; sight of myself for a

moment, and then what do I see?

A third figure between him and me—the light

now texMne the life—standing in the place where

we used to meet, now sufiering the torments of our

love and jealousy.

Affii tiMKi I^uokb of God^ wImmu I

Slew m my liark pride,

Alt tfeM retom*d to

Ai^ &Jmwtea^
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Come to my arms axui Bcver moK
Dqjart, but dwell for ever tee:

Create my Spirit to thy Love,

Subdue my Spectre to thy Fear.

Spectre of Albion! warlike Fiesid!

In clouds of blood ami ruin roll’d,

I tee reclaim thee as my own.

My Selfhood, Satan, arm’d in

Without vision the forgivcncs of sin hs an impos-

sibility. The forgivene^ of sin is a continuai death

in the Divine Image.

“How oft shall my brother sin agmnst me?”
Only by identification of my friend with Ac

Divine Image can I forgive him: all else is mere

hypocrisy. But when I see him as he is, Acn I know
who he is, and who I am. What do I care for right

or wrong when we are, as Blake says, “wholly One
m Jesus our Lord”, HcnceforA, m us at least,

“Heaven, EarA and Hell shall live m harmony”.

FINIS
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Appendix: Note on Tiiefs iKrtto

If tl^ mtiM^ of this book could have sem it in piim^

tlwc m a «m1 anciKiaticm to this interpretation of Tlicl%

motto &tt I bdieve he would have wish«i to make. Tht
mmmi^ he gives^ hnal coii^let

Om Wkdem be {Mt in a dhw rod

O JLof« in a gc^lm bc^i^'

thm:^ valki in it^lf (cm wisdom be foimd in the c^rgan of

pocreatioiiy or love be a>ntain«l in the wemb?) does imt

wiK^ly emmj^ tibe valt:^ Blake’s complema:itary symbdb.
As ea^^ain^ in the teatt a line m two hack, '^goM h a metai

<£ the mind’’, and Uriaen as Prince of Li^t w^rs a goldcm

arown; m hare, the **goldai bowl” mmt I think stand, not

for the cradle of ir^metive life, but the throne of reason,

tibe htiman l^ain.

The qt^stion stated thus hnds its answer on page 149^
whore we read that **Man Imxnnes a spectre when Msfeehr^
are in Im brain”. Bitt with Wi^om in its rightflil place undo:
the gdyba orown. Love’s rightfeil attribute the rod”,

l^3cra« a sceptre, a Proqaoo’s wand, so able to ‘‘cleanse the

dcK^rt of fwcqttion” that what Thd ws only as a “gmve-
pk^” is hmsAcx revaded as a pc^on—“infinite and holy”—

Carnal wmrM tlmt evar groweth”.

D.L.P.
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